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Abstract

We study various aspects of the geometry of globally hyperbolic anti-de Sitter 3-
manifolds.
For manifolds with convex space-like boundaries, homeomorphic to the product of
a closed, connected and oriented surface of genus at least two with an interval, we
prove that every couple of metrics with curvature less than −1 on the surface can be
realised on the two boundary components.
For globally hyperbolic maximal compact (GHMC) anti-de Sitter manifolds, we study
various geometric quantities, such as the volume, the Hausdorff dimension of the limit
set, the width of the convex core and the Hölder exponent of the manifold, in terms
of the parameters that describe the deformation space of GHMC anti-de Sitter struc-
tures.
Moreover, we prove existence and uniqueness of a foliation by constant mean cur-
vature surfaces of the domain of dependence of any quasi-circle in the boundary at
infinity of anti-de Sitter space.
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Introduction

This thesis studies various aspects of anti-de Sitter geometry and its relation with
Teichmüller theory. The strong link between the two subjects was first discovered
in 1990 by Geoffrey Mess, who described, in his pioneering work [Mes07], the
deformation space of (2 + 1)-space-times with compact space-like slices, and found
a new, and somehow simpler, proof of the celebrated Thurston’s Earthquake
Theorem, exploiting the geometry of globally hyperbolic anti-de Sitter manifolds.
Since then, this has become a very active area of research: namely, anti-de Sitter
geometry turned out to be a convenient setting where to study earthquakes between
hyperbolic surfaces ([BS12]), possibly with boundary ([BKS11], [Ros17]) and
with conical singularities ([BS09]), quasi-conformal extensions of quasi-symmetric
homeomorphisms of the circle ([BS16], [Sep17]) and polyhedra inscribed in quadrics
([DMS14]). This thesis fits into this framework and tries to enrich the existing
literature about the description of the geometry of anti-de Sitter manifolds.

Three-dimensional anti-de Sitter space can be thought of as the analog of hy-
perbolic space in Lorentzian geometry. It can be defined as the set of time-like
vectors of R4 endowed with a bilinear form of signature (2, 2), and it is the local
model for Lorentzian manifolds with constant sectional curvature −1. In this thesis,
we are interested in a special class of manifolds, locally isometric to anti-de Sitter
space, called globally hyperbolic. Those are characterised by the existence of a space-
like surface S, named Cauchy surface, that intersects any causal curve in exactly
one point. This property puts strong restrictions on the topology of these manifolds,
being them necessarily diffeomorphic to a product S×R ([Ger70]); nonetheless their
geometry is very rich. Once he fixed the topological type of the surface S, Mess
studied the possible anti-de Sitter structures that can be defined on S × R, up to
diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity, that are maximal in the sense of isometric
inclusions. If S is supposed to be closed, connected and oriented, of genus τ ≥ 2,
Mess parameterised the deformation space of globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de
Sitter structures on S × R by two copies of the Teichmüller space of S. This result
can be interpreted as the analog of Bers’ double Uniformisation Theorem ([Ber74])
for hyperbolic quasi-Fuchsian three-manifolds. The similarity between hyperbolic
quasi-Fuchsian manifolds and globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifolds

ix



x Chapter 0. Introduction

goes further. In both we can find a convex core, that is the smallest convex subset
onto which the manifold retracts, which has a very interesting geometry. If the man-
ifold is Fuchsian, namely the two parameters of Bers’ and Mess’ parameterisations
coincide, the convex core is a totally geodesic hyperbolic surface; otherwise it is a
three dimensional domain, homeomorphic to S × I, the two boundary components
being naturally endowed with hyperbolic structures and pleated along measured
laminations. Some aspects about the geometry of the convex core are still to be
understood. In particular, two main conjectures by Thurston and Mess remain open:

Conjecture. (Thurston) The space of quasi-Fuchsian three-manifolds can be
parameterised either by the induced metrics on the boundary of the convex core or
by the two geodesic measured laminations.

Conjecture. (Mess) The space of globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter
structures on S × R can be parameterised either by the induced metrics on the
boundary of the convex core or by the two geodesic measured laminations.

In both setting it is known that every couple of hyperbolic metrics ([Lab92a],
[Dia13]) and every couple of filling measured laminations ([BO04], [BS12]) can be
realised, but uniqueness is still unknown.

However, one can ask similar questions for other compact, convex domains
that contain the convex core. In fact, it is possible to talk about the induced metrics
on the two boundary components and the role of the measured geodesic laminations
is replaced in a natural sense by the third fundamental forms. In the hyperbolic
setting, this has been first studied by Labourie ([Lab92a]) who proved that any
smooth metrics on S with curvature at least −1 can be realised on the boundary
of a compact, convex hyperbolic three-manifold, and later by Schlenker ([Sch06]),
who proved the uniquess part of this question and extended this result to the third
fundamental form, as well.

In Chapter 2, we address the existence part of this problem in the anti-de
Sitter setting. More precisely, we prove the following:

Theorem A. ([Tam18]) Let g± be two smooth metrics with curvature less
than −1 on a closed, connected, oriented surface S of genus τ ≥ 2. Then there exists
a compact, convex, globally hyperbolic anti-de Sitter manifold with convex boundary
M ∼= S × I such that the metrics induced on the two boundary components are g±.
A similar result holds also for the third fundamental forms.

The proof is based on a deformation argument. First, we observe that the
above theorem is equivalent to the existence of a compact domain K with convex
boundary, embedded in a globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifold
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M ∼= S×R, with induced metrics g± on the two boundary components. Then, using
Mess’ parameterisation, for every smooth metric g on S with curvature less than −1,
we construct a smooth map φg from the space of equivariant isometric embeddings
of (S, g) into anti-de Sitter space to Teich(S) × Teich(S), which associates to
an isometric embedding the holonomy representation of the globally hyperbolic
maximal anti-de Sitter manifold in which (S, g) is contained. Therefore, the proof
of Theorem A follows by showing that the images of φg+ and φg− are never disjoint,
if g± are any two smooth metrics with curvature less than −1. This is accomplished
by proving it directly for a specific couple of metrics g±, and by then verifying that
the intersection persists when deforming one of the two metrics.

The geometry of globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifolds can
also be understood using special foliations by space-like surfaces. In case of closed
Cauchy surfaces, this theory was developed by Barbot, Béguin and Zeghib, who
proved that every such manifold can be foliated uniquely by constant mean curvature
surfaces ([BBZ07]) and constant Gauss curvature surfaces ([BBZ11]). These results
have been recently generalised in different directions: when conical singularities of
angle less than π along time-like geodesics are allowed ([CS16], [QT17]), and when
there is no co-compact action of a surface group ([BS16],[Tam16]). Chapter 3 focuses
on the latter problem for constant mean curvature surfaces. If we identify the
universal cover of a globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifold M ∼= S ×R
with a domain of dependence in anti-de Sitter space, the foliation by constant mean
curvature surfaces is lifted to a foliation by discs of constant mean curvature of the
domain of dependence. These discs intersect the boundary at infinity of anti-de
Sitter space in a curve, called quasi-circle, that can be interpreted as the graph of
the quasi-symmetric homeomorphism of the circle that conjugates the two Fuchsian
representations in Mess’ parameterisation. It is thus natural to ask if a foliation by
constant mean curvature surfaces exists for more general domains of dependence,
whose closure intersect the boundary at infinity of anti-de Sitter space in a general
quasi-circle.

Theorem B. ([Tam16]) Let φ : S1 → S1 be a quasi-symmetric homeomo-
prhism of the circle and let cφ be the corresponding quasi-circle in the boundary
at infinity of anti-de Sitter space. Then there exists a unique foliation by constant
mean curvature surfaces of the domain of dependence of cφ.

The proof relies on an approximation argument. Namely, every quasi-circle
cφ can be seen as a limit in the Hausdorff topology of quasi-circles cn that are graphs
of quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms that conjugate two Fuchsian representations.
We show that the sequence of constant mean curvature surfaces with boundary at
infinity cn converges to a constant mean curvature surface asymptotic to cφ and that
the surfaces obtained in this way provide the desired foliation. As an application,
we exploit techniques introduced by Krasnov and Schlenker ([KS07]) to construct a
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family of quasi-conformal extensions of φ: a surface with constant mean curvature
H and boundary at infinity cφ provides a quasi-conformal extension ΦH of φ with
the following property. The map ΦH can be decomposed uniquely as ΦH = f2 ◦ f−1

1

where f1 and f2 are harmonic maps of the hyperbolic plane with Hopf differential
Hopf(f1) = e2iθHopf(f2), and θ = − arctan(H) + π

2 .

In the second part of the thesis, we address the general question of describ-
ing the geometry of a globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifold with
compact Cauchy surface in terms of the two points in Teichmüller space provided
by Mess’ parameterisation. The first interesting geometric quantity that we study
in Chapter 4 is the volume of the convex core. An analogous question for hyperbolic
quasi-Fuchsian manifolds was investigated by Brock ([Bro03]), who showed that
the volume of the convex core is roughly equivalent to the Weil-Petersson distance
between the two corresponding points in Bers’ parameterisation. It turns out that
a similar result does not hold in this Lorentzian setting, as we are able to construct
a sequence of globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifolds such that the
volume of their convex core diverges, but the Weil-Petersson distance between the
two Mess’ parameters remains bounded. However, we find a quantity that ap-
proximates the volume of the convex core up to multiplicative and additive constants:

Theorem C. ([BST17]) Let Mh,h′ be the globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de
Sitter manifold corresponding to (h, h′) ∈ Teich(S) × Teich(S) in Mess’ parameter-
isation. Then the volume of the convex core of Mh,h′ is coarsely equivalent to the
L1-energy between the hyperbolic surfaces (S, h) and (S, h′).

The L1-energy between hyperbolic surfaces is defined as the infimum, over all
C1 maps f isotopic to the identity, of the L1-norm of the differential of f . Very
few is known about this quantity: in contrast with the more studied L2-energy that
is realised by the L2-norm of the differential of the unique harmonic map isotopic
to the identity, we do not know, for instance, if the infimum is attained. As a
consequence of Theorem C, we shed some light about the behaviour of the L1-energy:

Corollary D. ([BST17]) Let h, h′ be two hyperbolic metrics on S and suppose that
h′ is obtained from h by an earthquake along a measured geodesic lamination λ.
Then, the L1-energy between (S, h′) and (S, h′) is roughly equivalent to the length of λ.

By Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem, we have two possible choices for λ, de-
pending on whether we perfom a left or right earthquake. Our techniques show that
the lengths of these two laminations are comparable, being their difference bounded
by an explicit constant that depends only on the topology of the surface.

In Chapter 5, we turn our attention to other two interesting geometric quan-
tities associated to globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifolds: the
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Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension of the limit set and the Hölder exponent. As
we discussed above, the limit set of a globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter
manifold M with compact Cauchy surface can be identified with the graph cφ of a
quasi-symmetric homeomorphism φ of the circle. This is the Lorentzian analog of
the quasi-circle that appears as limit set of a quasi-Fuchsian group acting on the
three-dimensional hyperbolic space. However, while the Hausdorff dimension of the
limit set of a quasi-Fuchsian group varies between 1 and 2 ([Sul84]) and is equal
to 1 if and only if the group is Fuchsian ([Bow79]), the Hausdorff dimension of cφ
is always 1. In particular, it does not distinguish if a representation is Fuchsian.
Glorieux and Monclair introduced a notion of Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension
that fits this issue ([GM16]): roughly speaking, they replaced Euclidean balls with
Lorentzian ones in the classical definition of Hausdorff dimension, obtaining thus a
quantity that is always bounded by 1 and is equal to 1 if and only if the manifold
is Fuchsian. The Hölder exponent of M is also related to the homeomorphism φ: it
is the minimum between the best Hölder exponent of φ and φ−1. We provide an
explicit formula for this that depends only on the holonomy representation of M .

The main results of Chapter 5 concern the asymptotic behaviour of these
quantities. More precisely, we use the parameterisation of the deformation space of
globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter structures on S × R by the cotangent
bundle to the Teichmüller space of S ([KS07]) and study the asymptotic behaviour
along rays of quadratic differentials:

Theorem E. ([Tam17]) Let Mt be the family of globally hyperbolic maximal
anti-de Sitter manifolds associated to the ray (h, tq) ∈ T ∗Teich(S). Then the
Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension of the limit set and the Hölder exponent of Mt tend
to 0 when t goes to +∞.

In order to explain this result, let us first recall how the parameterisation by
T ∗Teich(S) works: to a point (h, q) ∈ T ∗Teich(S) one associates the globally
hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sitter manifold M ∼= S × R which has an embedded
maximal surface with induced metric conformal to h and with second fundamental
form determined by the real part of q. The existence of such a manifold is obtained
by solving a quasi-linear PDE. By studying carefully this differential equation, we
are able to provide estimates for the induced metric on the maximal surface along
rays of quadratic differentials, and prove that its volume entropy converges to 0
when t goes to +∞. The proof of the first part of Theorem E then follows from the
fact that the Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension is bounded from above by the entropy
of the maximal surface.

On the other hand, the asymptotic behaviour of the Hölder exponent is proved by
comparing the two parameterisations. Namely, harmonic maps between hyperbolic
surfaces provide a bridge between the two points of view and combining Wolf’s
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compactification of Teichmüller space ([Wol89]) with our explicit formula for the
Hölder exponent, we deduce the second part of Theorem E.

Outline of the thesis

The thesis is organised as follows. Chapter 1 introduces anti-de Sitter geometry
and reviews the main classical results in this field. In Chapter 2 we study globally
hyperbolic anti-de Sitter manifolds with convex space-like boundary and the problem
of finding a manifold with prescribed metric on the boundary. The material of this
chapter can be found in:

[Tam18] Tamburelli, A. "Prescribing metrics on the boundary of anti-de Sit-
ter 3-manifolds". International Mathematics Research Notices, Volume 2018, Issue
5, pp. 1281-1313, 2018.

In Chapter 3 we prove the existence and uniqueness of a foliation by con-
stant mean curvature surfaces of the domain of dependence of a quasi-circle in the
boundary at infinity of anti-de Sitter space. The content of this chapter has been
published in:

[Tam16] Tamburelli, A. "Constant mean curvature foliation of domains of de-
pendence in anti-de Sitter space". To appear in Transactions of the AMS.

Chapter 4 deals with the volume of globally hyperbolic maximal anti-de Sit-
ter manifolds: we compare the volume of the convex core and the volume of
the entire manifold and find coarse estimates in terms of the L1 energy, the
Weil-Petersson distance and Thurston’s asymmetric distance between the two points
in Teichmüller space given by Mess’ parameterisation. These results can be found in:

[BST17] Bonsante, F., Seppi, A., Tamburelli A. "On the volume of anti-de
Sitter maximal globally hyperbolic three-manifolds". Geometric and Functional
Analysis, Volume 27, Issue 5, pp. 1106-1160, 2017.

In Chapter 5, we use the parameterisation of globally hyperbolic anti-de Sit-
ter structures by the cotangent of the Teichmüller space to describe the behaviour
of the entropy of the maximal surface and the Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension of
the limit set along rays of quadratic differentials. The material covered here has
appeared in the preprint:

[Tam17] Tamburelli, A. "Entropy degeneration of globally hyperbolic maximal
compact anti-de Sitter structures". arXiv:1710.05827.



Chapter 1

Anti-de Sitter geometry

In this chapter we introduce the protagonist of the thesis, i.e the three-dimensional
anti-de Sitter space. The material covered here is classical, the main objective being
fixing the notation and recalling the well-established results in the field.

1.1 The Klein model

Let us denote with R2,2 the vector space R4 endowed with the bilinear form of
signature (2, 2):

〈x, y〉2,2 = x0y0 + x1y1 − x2y2 − x3y3 .

We define
ÂdS3 = {x ∈ R2,2 | 〈x, x〉2,2 = −1} .

The restriction of the bilinear form 〈·, ·〉2,2 to the tangent space of ÂdS3 induces
a Lorentzian metric on ÂdS3 with constant sectional curvature −1. Given a point
p ∈ ÂdS3 and a tangent vector v ∈ TpÂdS3, we will say that

• v is space-like, if 〈v, v〉2,2 > 0;

• v is light-like, if 〈v, v〉2,2 = 0;

• v is time-like, if 〈v, v〉2,2 < 0.

Similarly, we say that a geodesic γ in ÂdS3 is space-like (resp. light-like or time-
like) if γ̇ is space-like (resp. light-like or time-like). It is straightforward to verify
that geodesics are obtained by intersecting planes through the origin of R2,2 with
ÂdS3. The causal type of the geodesic can be understood from the signature of the
restriction of the bilinear form 〈·, ·〉2,2 to the plane:

• if it has signature (1, 1) we obtain a space-like geodesic;

1



2 Chapter 1. Anti-de Sitter geometry

• if it is degenerate and the intersection with ÂdS3 is non-empty, we obtain a
light-like geodesic;

• if it has signature (0, 2) we obtain a time-like geodesic.

Analogously, totally geodesic planes are obtained by intersecting ÂdS3 with hyper-
planes of R2,2. Given a totally geodesic plane P , we say that

• P is space-like if the induced metric on P is positive definite;

• P is light-like if the induced metric on P is degenerate;

• P is time-like if the induced metric on P is Lorentzian.

Again, the induced metric on P can be easily deduced by studying the signature of
the restriction of the bilinear form 〈·, ·〉2,2 on the hyperplane that defines P .

We endow ÂdS3 with the orientation induced by the standard orientation of R4. A
time-orientation is the choice of a never-vanishing time-like vector field X on ÂdS3.
The isometry group of orientation and time-orientation preserving isometries of ÂdS3

is the connected component of SO(2, 2) containing the identity.

We define anti-de Sitter space AdS3 as the image of the projection of ÂdS3 into
RP3. More precisely, if we denote with π : R4 \ {0} → RP3 the canonical projection,
anti-de Sitter space is

AdS3 = π({x ∈ R2,2 | 〈x, x〉2,2 < 0}) .

It can be easily verified that π : ÂdS3 → AdS3 is a double cover, hence we can endow
AdS3 with the unique Lorentzian structure that makes π a local isometry. This is
called the Klein model of anti-de Sitter space, in analogy with the more familiar
Klein model of hyperbolic geometry. It follows from the definition and the above
discussion that geodesics and totally geodesics planes are obtained by intersecting
AdS3 with projective lines and planes.

In order to better visualise anti-de Sitter space, it is convenient to consider the
intersection with an affine chart. Let U3 = {[x0, x1, x2, x3] ∈ RP3 | x3 6= 0}. The
map

ϕ3 : U3 → R3

[x] 7→
(
x0

x3
,
x1

x3
,
x2

x3

)
induces a homeomorphism between AdS3 ∩ U3 and the open set Ω = {(x, y, z) ∈
R3 | x2 + y2 − z2 < 1}. It is clear from the construcion that in this affine chart,
geodesics and totally geodesics planes are the intersection between affine lines and
planes in R3 with Ω.
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space�like geodesic

time�like geodesic

light�like geodesic

Figure 1.1: Geodesics in AdS3.

It is natural to define the boundary at infinity of anti-de Sitter space as

∂∞AdS3 = π({x ∈ R4 | 〈x, x〉2,2 = 0}).
It can be easily verified that ∂∞AdS3 coincides with the image of the Segre embedding

s : RP1 × RP1 → RP3 ,

hence the boundary at infinity of anti-de Sitter space is a double-ruled quadric home-
omorphic to a torus. We will talk about left and right ruling in order to distinguish
the two rulings. This homeomorphism can be also be described geometrically in the
following way. Fix a totally geodesic plane P0 in AdS3. The boundary at infinity of
P0 is a circle. Let ξ ∈ ∂∞AdS3. There exists a unique line of the left ruling lξ and
a unique line of the right ruling rξ passing through ξ. The identification between
∂∞AdS3 and S1×S1 induced by P0 associates to ξ the intersection points πl(ξ) and
πr(ξ) between lξ and rξ and the boundary at infinity of P0. These two maps

πl : ∂∞AdS3 → S1 πr : ∂∞AdS3 → S1

are called left and right projections, respectively. In the affine chart U3 the boundary
at infinity of AdS3 coincides with the quadric of equation x2 + y2 − z2 = 1.

The action of orientation and time-orientation preserving isometries of AdS3 extends
continuously to the boundary at infinity and it is projective on the two rulings, thus
giving an identification between SO0(2, 2) and PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R).
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Given a map φ : RP1 → RP1, the identification between ∂∞AdS3 and RP1 × RP1

described above allows us to represent the graph of φ as a curve cφ on the boundary
at infinity of anti-de Sitter space. If φ is an orientation-preserving homeomorphism,
the curve cφ turns out to be weakly space-like, i.e for every ξ ∈ cφ the curve cφ
is contained in the region bounded by the lines through ξ in the left and right
ruling which is connected to ξ by space-like paths. Viceversa, every weakly space-
like curve Γ ⊂ ∂∞AdS3 can be obtained as a graph of an orientation-preserving
homeomorphism of the circle.
Given a weakly space-like curve Γ on the boundary at infinity of anti-de Sitter space,
we define two objects that will play a fudamental role in the theory of globally
hyperbolic manifolds outlined in Section 1.5:

• the convex hull of Γ is the smallest closed convex subset of AdS3 with boundary
at infinity Γ and it will be denoted with C(Γ);

• the domain of dependence D(Γ) of Γ is the set of points p ∈ AdS3 ⊂ RP3 such
that the plane p∗, which is the projective dual of p, is disjoint from Γ. Domains
of dependence are always contained in an affine chart and admit only light-like
support planes.

1.2 Anti-de Sitter space as Lie group

Let gl(2,R) be the vector space of 2-by-2 matrices with real coefficients. The
quadratic form

q(A) = −det(A)

induces, by polarisation, a scalar product η on gl(2,R), which in the basis consisting
of elementary matrices can be represented by

η(X,Y ) = Xt


0 0 0 −1

2
0 0 1

2 0
0 1

2 0 0
−1

2 0 0 0

Y .

It follows easily that η has signature (2, 2).
Let us now consider the submanifold SL(2,R) = {A ∈ gl(2,R) | q(A) = −1}. We
claim that SL(2,R) endowed with the restriction of η is a 3-dimensional Lorentzian
manifold. Since η is invariant by left- and right- multiplication by elements of
SL(2,R) (because q is), it is sufficient to check this at Id ∈ SL(2,R). Now

TIdSL(2,R) = sl(2,R) = {A ∈ gl(2,R) | trace(A) = 0} .

In the basis of sl(2,R) given by

sl(2,R) = Span

{(
1 0
0 −1

)
,

(
0 0
1 0

)
,

(
0 1
0 0

)}
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the scalar product η is represented by the matrix

η|sl(2,R)(X,Y ) = Xt

1 0 0
0 0 1

2
0 1

2 0

Y .

Hence (SL(2,R), η) is a Lorentzian manifold that we denote by ÂdS3. From the
above computation, it follows also that

η(X,Y ) =
1

2
trace(XY )

for every X,Y ∈ sl(2,R).

The group SL(2,R)× SL(2,R) acts on ÂdS3 as

(A,B) ·X := AXB−1

by isometries. In particular, η induces a Lorentzian structure on PSL(2,R) ∼=
SL(2,R)/{±Id}, which we identify with anti-de Sitter space AdS3.

Remark 1.2.1. An explicit isometry between ÂdS3 as introduced in Section 1.1 and
(SL(2,R), η) is given by the restriction of the map

R4 → ÂdS3

(x0, x1, x2, x3) 7→
(
x0 + x1 x3 + x2

x2 − x3 x0 − x1

)
where (x0, x1, x2, x3) ∈ R4 are coordinates with respect to a basis in which the bilinear
form of signature (2, 2) is

〈x, y〉2,2 = −x0y0 + x1y1 + x2y2 − x3y3 .

If we see AdS3 ⊂ Pgl(2,R), we can define the boundary at infinity of AdS3 as

∂∞AdS3 = P({A ∈ gl(2,R) \ {0} | q(A) = 0}) ,

namely the projectivisation of rank 1-matrices. This can then be identified with
RP1 × RP1 by

∂∞AdS3 → RP1 × RP1

[M ] 7→ ([Im(M)], [Ker(M)]) .

It is easy to check that the action of PSL(2,R) × PSL(2,R) on AdS3 extends to
the boundary at infinity and, in the above identification, coincides with the obvious
action of PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R) on RP1 × RP1.

Geodesics of AdS3 are obtained by intersection of projective planes with AdS3.
Therefore, if x ∈ AdS3 and x̂ ∈ ÂdS3 is a lift, then
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• a space-like geodesic at x with tangent vector v is lifted to

expx(tv) = cosh(t)x̂+ sinh(t)v̂ ;

• a time-like geodesic at x with tangent vector v is the projectivisation of

expx(tv) = cos(t)x̂+ sin(t)v̂ ;

• a light-like geodesic at x with tangent vector v lifts to

expx(tv) = x̂+ tv̂ .

In particular, geodesics through [Id] ∈ PSL(2,R) are 1-parameter subgroups.

1.3 Surfaces in anti-de Sitter manifolds

In this section we describe the theory of immersions of surfaces in anti-de Sitter
space, which is a straightforward adaptation of the classical theory for Euclidean
space.

Let us denote with ∇AdS the Levi-Civita connection of the Lorentzian metric gAdS
of AdS3. Given a smooth immersion σ : S̃ → AdS3, the first fundamental form is
the pull-back of the induced metric

I(V,W ) = gAdS(dσ(V ), dσ(W )) V,W ∈ Γ(T S̃) .

We say that σ(S̃) is space-like if the first fundamental form is a Riemannian metric.
From now on, we will always suppose that the immersion is space-like.
We denote with N the future-directed unit normal vector field on σ(S̃). Since the
immersion is space-like, N is a time-like vector. The Levi-Civita connection ∇I of
the first fundamental form I of S̃ is defined from the relation:

∇AdSV W = ∇IVW + II(V,W )N ,

and II(V,W ) is called the second fundamental form of the immersion. The shape
operator B ∈ End(T S̃) of S̃ is defined as

B(V ) = −∇AdSV N .

It turns out that B is I-self-adjoint and the second fundamental form is related to
the shape operator by

II(V,W ) = I(B(V ),W ) .

In particular, B is diagonalisable and its eigenvalues are called principal curvatures.
The first fundamental form and the shape operator satisfy two equations:
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• the anti-de Sitter version of the Guass equation:

det(B) = −1−KI ,

where we have denoted withKI the Gaussian curvature of the first fundamental
form;

• the Codazzi equation
d∇

I
B = 0 ,

where d∇I : Ω1(T S̃)→ Ω2(T S̃) is the operator defined by:

(d∇
I
B)(V,W ) = ∇IV (B(W ))−∇IW (B(V ))−B([V,W ]) .

As for Euclidean space, the embedding data I and B of a simply connected surface
determines the immersion uniquely up to global isometries of AdS3:

Theorem 1.3.1 (Fundamental theorem of surfaces in anti-de Sitter space). Let S̃
be a simply connected surface. Given a Riemannian metric I and an I-self-adjoint
operator B : T S̃ → T S̃, satisfying the Gauss-Codazzi equations

det(B) = −1−KI

d∇
I
B = 0

there exists a smooth immersion σ : S̃ → AdS3 such that the first fundamental
form is I and the shape operator is B. Moreover, σ is uniquely determined up to
post-composition with an isometry of AdS3.

We can also define the third fundamental form of S̃ as

III(V,W ) = I(B(V ), B(W )) .

We notice that if S̃ is strictly convex, i.e. the determinant of B is strictly positive at
every point, then the third fundamental form is a Riemannian metric. Notice that,
by the Gauss equation, this is equivalent to say that the curvature of the induced
metric is strictly smaller than −1.
The third fundamental form is linked to a duality between convex surfaces in anti-de
Sitter space. More precisely, the projective duality between points and planes in
RP3 induces a duality between convex space-like surfaces in AdS3: given a convex
space-like surface, the dual surface S̃∗ is defined as the set of points which are dual
to the support planes of S̃. The relation between S̃ and S̃∗ is summarised in the
following proposition:

Proposition 1.3.2 ([BBZ11]). Let S̃ ⊂ AdS3 be a smooth space-like surface with
curvature κ < −1. Then

• the dual surface S̃∗ is smooth and strictly convex;
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• the pull-back of the induced metric on S̃∗ through the duality map is the third
fundamental form of S̃;

• if κ is constant, the dual surface S̃∗ has curvature κ∗ = − κ
κ+1 .

1.4 The universal cover of anti-de Sitter space

As the careful reader might have noticed from the description of the Klein model in
Section 1.1, anti-de Sitter space in not simply-connected, being it diffeomorphic to
a solid torus. It is sometimes convenient to work in the Universal cover, especially
when dealing with space-like embeddings of surfaces into AdS3.

Let us denote with H2 the hyperbolic plane. In this section we will always think of
H2 as one connected component of the two-sheeted hyperboloid in Minkowksy space.
The map

F : H2 × S1 → ÂdS3

(x0, x1, x2, e
iθ) 7→ (x0 cos(θ), x1, x2, x0 sin(θ))

is a diffeomorphism, hence H2 × S1 is isometric to anti-de Sitter space, if endowed
with the pull-back metric

(F ∗gAdS3)(x,eiθ) = (gH2)x − x2
0dθ

2 .

We easily deduce that the Universal cover of anti-de Sitter space can be realised as
ÃdS3

∼= H2 × R endowed with the Lorentzian metric:

(g
ÂdS

)(x,t) = (gH2)x − x2
0dt

2 .

We will denote

χ2 = −
∥∥∥∥ ∂∂t

∥∥∥∥2

and
gradt = − 1

χ2

∂

∂t
.

The Universal cover is particularly useful to study embedded space-like surfaces. In
fact, space-like surfaces in ÃdS3 are graphs of functions ([BS10, Proposition 3.2])

u : H2 → R
x 7→ u(x) .

Moreover, the space-like condition provides a uniform bound on the gradient of u.
For instance, let us consider the function û on H× R given by

û(x, t) = u(x) .
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The correspondent space-like surface is defined by the equation û(x) − t = 0. This
surface is space-like if and only if the normal vector at each point

ν = −χ2gradt− grad(û)

is time-like. We deduce the uniform bound

‖grad(u)‖2 < 1

χ2

on the gradient of the function u. In particular, space-like surfaces are graphs of
Lipschitz functions.

1.5 GHMC anti-de Sitter three manifolds

A 3-dimensional anti-de Sitter space-time is a manifold N locally isometric to AdS3

with a fixed orientation and time-orientation. This means that N is endowed with an
atlas of charts taking values on AdS3 so that the transition functions are restrictions
of elements in PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R).

We are actually interested in a special class of anti-de Sitter manifolds.

Definition 1.5.1. An anti-de Sitter manifold N is Globally Hyperbolic Maximal
Compact (GHMC) if it satisfies the following conditions:

1. Global Hyperbolicity: N contains a space-like surface, called Cauchy-surface,
that intersects every inextensible causal curve in exactly one point;

2. Maximality: if N ′ is another globally hyperbolic AdS3 space-time and φ : N →
N ′ is any isometric embedding sending a Cauchy surface into a Cauchy surface,
then φ is a global isometry;

3. Spacial Compactness: if the Cauchy surface is compact.

The first condition implies that N must be diffeomorphic to S ×R ([Ger70]), where
S is homeomorphic to the Cauchy surface of N . We will always assume that S is a
closed, connected, oriented surface of genus τ ≥ 2. We will denote with GH(S) the
deformation space of GHMC anti-de Sitter structures on S × R. By the pioneering
work of Mess, the deformation theory of GHMC anti-de Sitter structures is strongly
related to Teichmüller theory. This becomes evident from the following result:

Theorem 1.5.2 ([Mes07]). GH(S) is parameterised by Teich(S)× Teich(S).

The parameterisation goes as follows. First, recall that the Teichmüller space of S is
identified to a certain connected component in the space of representations of π1(S)
into PSL(2,R), considered up to conjugation. In fact, this identification is obtained
by taking the conjugacy class of the holonomy represention of a hyperbolic metric
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on S, and the desired connected component is given by the subset of representations
with maximal Euler class, called Fuchsian ([Gol80]):

Teich(S) ∼= {ρ0 : π1(S)→ PSL(2,R) : e(ρ0) = |χ(S)|}/PSL(2,R) .

Mess proved that for every GHMC AdS3 manifold M , the holonomy representation

ρ = (ρl, ρr) : π1(S)→ PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R)

satisfies e(ρl) = e(ρr) = |χ(S)|, and therefore ([ρl], [ρr]) defines a point in Teich(S)×
Teich(S). The representations ρl and ρr are called left holonomy and right holonomy.

Example 1.5.3. If h is a hyperbolic metric on S, then one can define the following
metric on M = S × (−π/2, π/2), where t is the “vertical” coordinate:

gh = −dt2 + cos2(t)h . (1.1)

It turns out that gh has constant sectional curvature −1, that S × {0} is a totally
geodesic Cauchy surface, and that (M, gh) is maximal globally hyperbolic. It can be
verified that, in this case, ρl = ρr. The maximal globally hyperbolic manifolds for
which [ρl] = [ρr] ∈ Teich(S) are called Fuchsian and correspond to the diagonal in

GH(S) ∼= Teich(S)× Teich(S) .

Equivalently, they contain a totally geodesic spacelike surface isometric to
H2/ρ0(π1(S)), where ρ0 := ρl = ρr.

Going back to Theorem 1.5.2, Mess explicitly constructed an inverse of the map
GH(S)→ Teich(S)×Teich(S) we have just defined. Given a couple (ρl, ρr) of Fuch-
sian representation, there exists a unique orientation-preserving homeomorphism
φ : RP1 → RP1 such that

φ ◦ ρl(γ) = ρr(γ) ◦ φ
for every γ ∈ π1(S). As explained in Section 1.1, we can see the graph of φ as a curve
cφ on the boundary at infinity of anti-de Sitter space. It turns out that ρ(π1(S)) =
(ρl(π1(S)), ρr(π1(S))) acts properly discontiously on the domain of dependence of
cφ and the quotient is a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold, with holonomy ρ. We will
denote this manifold by

Mhl,hr := D(φ)/(ρl, ρr)(π1(S)) ,

where hl and hr are the hyperbolic metrics of S induced by H2/ρl(π1(S)) and
H2/ρr(π1(S)) respectively. We will often refer to hl and hr as the left and right
metric. It follows from Mess’ proof that the class of Mhl,hr in GH(S) only depends
on the isotopy classes of hl and hr.

The quotient of the convex hull of cφ

C(Mhl,hr) := C(φ)/(ρl, ρr)(π1(S))
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is called the convex core of Mhl,hr , and it is the smallest compact, convex subset
homotopy equivalent to Mhl,hr . The convex core has an interesting geometry: if
it is not a totally geodesic space-like surface, which happens only if hl = hr, its
boundary consists of two space-like surfaces homeomorphic to S, naturally endowed
with hyperbolic metrics and pleated along measured laminations.

Moreover, the left and right hyperbolic metrics corresponding to the left and right
representations can be constructed explicitly starting from space-like surfaces embed-
ded in Mhl,hr . Mess gave a description in a non-smooth setting using the upper and
lower boundary of the convex core of Mhl,hr as space-like surfaces. More precisely, if
m± are the hyperbolic metrics on the upper and lower boundary of the convex core
and λ± are the measured geodesic laminations along which they are pleated, the left
and right metrics hl and hr are related to m± by an earthquake along λ±:

hl = Eλ
+

l (m+) = Eλ
−

r (m−) hr = Eλ
+

r (m+) = Eλ
−

l (m−) .

Mess obtained in this way a new proof of Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem:

Theorem 1.5.4 (Earthquake theorem). Given two hyperbolic metrics h, h′ on a
closed oriented surface S, there exists a unique pair of measured laminations λl, λr
such that

Eλll (h) = h′ and Eλrr (h) = h′ .

Later, this description was extended ([KS07]), thus obtaining explicit formulas for
the left and right metric, in terms of the induced metric I, the complex structure J
and the shape operator B of any strictly negatively curved smooth space-like surface
S embedded in Mhl,hr . The construction goes as follows. We fix a totally geodesic
space-like plane P0. Let S̃ ⊂ AdS3 be the universal cover of S. Let S̃′ ⊂ U1AdS3

be its lift into the unit tangent bundle of AdS3 and let p : S̃′ → S̃ be the canonical
projection. For any point (x, v) ∈ S̃′, there exists a unique space-like plane P in
AdS3 orthogonal to v and containing x. We define two natural maps Π∞,l and Π∞,r
from ∂∞P to ∂∞P0, sending a point x ∈ ∂∞P to the intersection between ∂∞P0 and
the unique line of the left or right foliation of ∂∞AdS3 containing x. Since these maps
are projective, they extend to hyperbolic isometries Πl,Πr : P → P0. Identifying P
with the tangent space of S̃ at the point x, the pull-backs of the hyperbolic metric
on P0 by Πl and by Πr define two hyperbolic metrics on S̃

hl = I((E + JB)·, (E + JB)·) and hr = I((E − JB)·, (E − JB)·) .

The isotopy classes of the corresponding metrics on S do not depend on the choice
of the space-like surface S and their holonomies are precisely ρl and ρr, respectively
([KS07, Lemma 3.6]).

By applying this construction to the unique maximal surface (i.e. with vanishing
mean curvature) S embedded in a GHMC AdS3 manifold, Krasnov and Schlenker
deduced a correspondence between maximal surfaces and minimal Lagrangian maps
between hyperbolic surfaces.
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Definition 1.5.5. An orientation-preserving diffeomorphism m : (S, h) → (S, h′)
is minimal Lagrangian if it is area-preserving and its graph is a minimal surface in
(S × S, h⊕ h′).
It is known [BS10, Proposition 1.3] that minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms are
characterized by having a decompositionm = (f ′)◦f−1, where f and f ′ are harmonic
maps from a Riemann surface (S,X) with opposite Hopf differential.

It turns out that in this case Πl,r induce harmonic diffeomorphisms between (S, I)
and (S, hl,r), which have opposite Hopf differential. Hence we obtain a minimal
Lagrangian diffeomorphism between (S, hl) and (S, hr) that factors through the con-
formal structure of the maximal surface. Moreover, all minimal Lagrangian diffeo-
morphisms from (S, h) to (S, h′) are obtained in this way (see for instance [KS07]
and [BS10] for a generalisation).



Chapter 2

Prescribing metrics on the
boundary of anti-de Sitter
3-manifolds

In this chapter we prove that given two metrics g+ and g− with curvature κ < −1
on a closed, oriented surface S of genus τ ≥ 2, there exists an AdS3 manifold N
with smooth, space-like, strictly convex boundary such that the induced metrics on
the two connected components of ∂N are equal to g+ and g−. Using the duality
between convex space-like surfaces in AdS3, we obtain an equivalent result about
the prescription of the third fundamental form.

2.1 Definition of the problem and outline of the proofs

As it should be clear from Chapter 1, the 3-dimensional anti-de Sitter space AdS3 is
the Lorentzian analogue of hyperbolic space, and globally hyperbolic maximal com-
pact AdS3 manifolds share many similarities with hyperbolic quasi-Fuchsian man-
ifolds. As a consequence, it is possible to formulate many classical questions of
quasi-Fuchsian manifolds even in this Lorentzian setting. The question we address
here is the following. Let K be a compact, convex subset with two smooth, strictly
convex, space-like boundary components in a GHMC AdS3 manifold. By the Gauss
formula, the boundaries have curvature κ < −1. We can ask if it is possible to realise
every couple of metrics, satisfying the condition on the curvature, on a surface S via
this construction. The analogous question has a positive answer in a hyperbolic set-
ting ([Lab92a]), where even a uniqueness result holds ([Sch06]). In this chapter, we
will follow a construction inspired by the work of Labourie ([Lab92a]), in order to
obtain a positive answer in the anti-de Sitter world. The main result of the chapter
is thus the following:

13
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Corollary 2.3.3. For every couple of metrics g+ and g− on S with curvature less
than −1, there exists a globally hyperbolic convex compact AdS3 manifold K ∼= S ×
[0, 1], whose induced metrics on the boundary are exactly g±.

Using the duality between space-like surfaces in anti-de Sitter space, we obtain an
analogous result about the prescription of the third fundamental form:

Corollary 2.3.4. For every couple of metrics g+ and g− on S with curvature less
than −1, there exists a globally hyperbolic convex compact AdS3 manifold K ∼= S ×
[0, 1], such that the third fundamental forms on the boundary components are g+ and
g−.

We outline here the main steps of the proof for the convenience of the reader.
The first observation to be done is that Corollary 2.3.3 is equivalent to proving
that there exists a GHMC AdS3 manifold M containing a future-convex space-like
surface isometric to (S, g−) and a past-convex space-like surface isometric to (S, g+).
Adapting the work of Labourie ([Lab92a]) to this Lorentzian setting, we prove that
the space of isometric embeddings I(S, g±)± of (S, g±) into a GHMC AdS3 manifold
as a future-convex (or past-convex) space-like surface is a manifold of dimension
6τ−6. On the other hand, by the work of Mess ([Mes07]), the space of GHMC AdS3

structures is parameterised by two copies of Teichmüller space, hence a manifold of
dimension 12τ − 12. This allows us to translate our original question into a question
about the existence of an intersection between subsets in Teich(S)×Teich(S). More
precisely, we will define in Section 2.3 two maps

φ±g± : I(S, g±)± → Teich(S)× Teich(S)

sending an isometric embedding of (S, g±) to the holonomy of the GHMC AdS3

manifold containing it. Corollary 2.3.3 is then equivalent to the following:

Theorem 2.3.2. For every couple of metrics g+ and g− on S with curvature less
than −1, we have

φ+
g+(I(S, g+)+) ∩ φ−g−(I(S, g−)−) 6= ∅ .

In order to prove this theorem we will use tools from topological intersection theory,
which we recall in Section 2.4. For instance, Theorem 2.3.2 is already known to
hold under particular hypothesis on the curvatures ([BMS15]), hence we only need
to check that the intersection persists when deforming one of the two metrics on the
boundary, as the space of smooth metrics with curvature less than −1 is connected
(see e.g. [LS00, Lemma 2.3]). More precisely, given any smooth paths of metrics g±t
with curvature less than −1, we will define the manifolds

W± =
⋃

t∈[0,1]

I(S, g±t )±
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and the maps
Φ± : W± → Teich(S)× Teich(S)

with the property that the restrictions of Φ± to the two boundary components co-
incide with φ±

g±0
and φ±

g±1
. We will then prove the following:

Proposition 5.1. The maps Φ± are smooth.

Hence, we will have the necessary regularity to apply tools from intersection theory.
In particular, we can talk about transverse maps and under this condition we can
define the intersection number (mod 2) of the maps φ+

g+ and φ−g− as the cardinality
(mod 2), if finite, of (φ+

g+ × φ−g−)−1(∆), where

φ+
g+ × φ−g− : I(S, g+)+ × I(S, g−)− → (Teich(S))2 × (Teich(S))2

and ∆ is the diagonal in (Teich(S))2 × (Teich(S))2. We will compute explicitly this
intersection number (see Section 2.7) under particular hypothesis on the curvatures
of g+ and g−: the reason for this being that the transversality condition is in general
difficult to check when the metrics do not have constant curvature. It turns out that
in that case the intersection number is 1.

We then start to deform one of the two metrics and check that an intersection
persists. Here, one has to be careful that, since the maps are defined on non-compact
manifolds, the intersection does not escape to infinity. This is probably the main
technical part of the proof and requires results about the convergence of isometric
embeddings (Corollary 2.5.5), estimates in anti-de Sitter geometry (Lemma 2.5.12)
and results in Teichmüller theory (Lemma 2.5.11). In particular, applying these
tools, we prove

Proposition 2.5.13. For every metric g− and for every smooth path of metrics
{g+
t }t∈[0,1] on S with curvature less than −1, the set (Φ+ × φ−

g−)−1(∆) is compact

This guarantees that when deforming one of the two metrics the variation of the
intersection locus is always contained in a compact set. The proof of Theorem 2.3.2
then follows applying standard argument of topological intersection theory.

In Section 2.6, we study the map

p1 ◦ Φ+ : W+ → Teich(S) ,

where p1 : Teich(S) × Teich(S) → Teich(S) is the projection onto the left factor.
The main result we obtain is the following:

Proposition 2.6.1. Let g be a metric on S with curvature less than −1 and let h
be a hyperbolic metric on S. Then there exists a GHMC AdS3 manifold M with left
metric isotopic to h containing a past-convex space-like surface isometric to (S, g).

This is proved by showing that p1 ◦ φ+
g is proper of degree 1 (mod 2). Again, we

are able to compute explicitly the degree of the map when g has constant curvature
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and the general statement then follows since for any couple of metrics g and g′ with
curvature less than −1, the maps p1 ◦ φg and p1 ◦ φg′ are connected by a proper
cobordism.

2.2 Equivariant isometric embeddings

Let S be a connected, compact, oriented surface of genus τ ≥ 2 and let g be a
Riemannian metric on S with curvature κ less than −1. An isometric equivariant
embedding of S into AdS3 is given by a couple (f, ρ), where f : S̃ → AdS3 is an
isometric embedding of the universal Riemannian cover of S into AdS3 and ρ is a
representation of the fundamental group of S into PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R) such that

f(γx) = ρ(γ)f(x) ∀ γ ∈ π1(S) ∀ x ∈ S̃ .

The group PSL(2,R) × PSL(2,R) acts on a couple (f, ρ) by post-composition on
the embedding and by conjugation on the representation. We denote by I(S, g)
the set of equivariant isometric embeddings of S into AdS3 modulo the action of
PSL(2,R)× PSL(2,R).

Also in an anti-de Sitter setting, an analogue of the Fundamental Theorem for sur-
faces in the Euclidean space holds:

Theorem 2.2.1. There exists an isometric embedding of (S, g) into an AdS3 man-
ifold if and only if it is possible to define a g-self-adjoint operator b : TS → TS
satisfying

det(b) = −κ− 1 Gauss equation

d∇b = 0 Codazzi equation

Moreover, the operator b determines the isometric embedding uniquely, up to global
isometries.

This theorem enables us to identify I(S, g) with the space of solutions of the Gauss-
Codazzi equations, which can be studied using the classical techniques of elliptic
operators.

Lemma 2.2.2. The space I(S, g) is a manifold of dimension 6τ − 6.

Proof. We can mimic the proof of Lemma 3.1 in [Lab92a]. Consider the sub-bundle
F g ⊂ Sym(TS) over S of symmetric operators b : TS → TS satisfying the Gauss
equation. We prove that the operator

d∇ : Γ∞(F g)→ Γ∞(Λ2TS ⊗ TS)
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is elliptic of index 6τ − 6, equal to the dimension of the kernel of its linearization.
Let J0 be the complex structure induced by g. For every b ∈ Γ∞(F g), the operator

J =
J0b√
det(b)

defines a complex structure on S. In particular we have an isomorphism

F : Γ∞(F g)→ A

b 7→ J0b√
det(b)

between smooth sections of the sub-bundle Γ∞(F g) and the space A of complex
structures on S, with inverse

F−1 : A → Γ∞(F g)

J 7→ −
√
−κ− 1J0J .

This allows us to identify the tangent space of Γ(F g) at b with the tangent space of
A at J , which is the vector space of operators J̇ : TS → TS such that J̇J + JJ̇ = 0.
Under this identification the linearization of d∇ is given by

L(J̇) = −J0(d∇J̇) .

We deduce that L has the same symbol and the same index of the operator ∂, sending
quadratic differentials to vector fields. Thus L is elliptic with index 6τ − 6.
To conclude we need to show that its cokernel is empty, or, equivalently, that its
adjoint L∗ is injective. If we identify Λ2TS ⊗ TS with TS using the metric g, the
adjoint operator L∗ is given by (see Lemma 3.1 in [Lab92a] for the computation)

(L∗ψ)(u) = −1

2
(∇J0uψ + J∇J0Juψ) .

The kernel of L∗ consists of all the vector fields ψ on S such that for every vector
field u

J∇uψ = −∇J0JJ0uψ .

We can interpret this equation in terms of intersection of pseudo-holomorphic curves:
the Levi-Civita connection ∇ induces a decomposition of T (TS) into a vertical V
and a horizontal H sub-bundle. We endow V with the complex structure J , and
H with the complex structure −J0JJ0. In this way, the manifold TS is endowed
with an almost-complex structure and the graph of ψ is a pseudo-holomorphic curve.
Since pseudo-holomorphic curves have positive intersections, if the graph of ψ did
not coincide with the graph of the null section, their intersection would be positive.
On the other hand, it is well-known that this intersection coincides with the Euler
characteristic of S, which is negative. Hence, we conclude that ψ is identically zero
and that L∗ is injective.
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Similarly, we obtain the following result:

Lemma 2.2.3. Let {gt}t∈[0,1] be a differentiable curve of metrics with curvature less
than −1. The set

W =
⋃

t∈[0,1]

I(S, gt)

is a manifold with boundary of dimension 6τ − 5.

Proof. Again we can mimic the proof of Lemma 3.2 in [Lab92a]. Consider the sub-
bundle F ⊂ Sym(TS) over S × [0, 1] of symmetric operators, whose fiber over a
point (x, t) consists of the operators b : TS → TS, satisfying the Gauss equation
with respect to the metric gt. The same reasoning as for the previous lemma shows
that

d∇ : Γ∞(F )→ Γ∞(Λ2TS ⊗ TS)

is Fredholm of index 6τ − 5. Since W = (d∇)−1(0), the result follows from the
implicit function theorem for Fredholm operators.

Let N be a GHMC AdS3 manifold endowed with a time orientation, i.e. a nowhere
vanishing time-like vector field. Let S be a convex embedded surface in N . We say
that S is past-convex (resp. future-convex), if its past (resp. future) is geodesically
convex. We will use the convention to compute the shape operator of S using the
future-directed normal. With this choice if S is past-convex (resp. future-convex)
then it has strictly positive (resp. strictly negative) principal curvatures.

Definition 2.2.4. We will denote with I(S, g)+ and I(S, g)− the spaces of equivari-
ant isometric embeddings of S as a past-convex and future-convex surface, respec-
tively.

2.3 Definition of the maps φ±

The parameterisation of GHMC anti-de Sitter structure described in Section 1.5
enables us to formulate our original question about the prescription of the metrics
on the boundary of a compact AdS3 manifold in terms of existence of an intersection
of particular subsets of Teich(S)× Teich(S).

Let K be a globally hyperbolic, convex, compact anti-de Sitter 3-manifold with
strictly convex boundary. By global hyperbolicity, K is diffeomorphic to S× [−1, 1],
where S is a Cauchy surface of K, which we suppose to be closed, connected and
oriented of genus τ ≥ 2. By definition of maximality, K can be embedded into
a unique GHMC AdS3 manifold N . The boundary components S+ and S− of K
become two embedded space-like surfaces in N , the former is past-convex and the
latter is future-convex. Moreover, by the Gauss equation, the metrics induced on
S+ and S− have curvature less than −1. If we denote with g+ and g− the metrics
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induced on S+ and S− respectively, by lifting the embeddings σ± : (S±, g±)→ N to
the Universal cover, we obtain an element of I(S, g+)+ and an element of I(S, g−)−.
Viceversa, if N is a GHMC AdS3 manifold, by cutting N along a past-convex space-
like surface and a future-convex space-like surface we obtain a convex, compact,
globally hyperbolic anti-de Sitter manifold with convex boundary. Thus, the question
of prescribing the metrics on the boundary components of a compact, convex, globally
hyperbolic anti-de Sitter manifold with strictly convex boundary is equivalent to the
question of finding a future-convex and a past-convex isometric embedding into the
same GHMC AdS3 manifold.

This suggests the following construction:

Definition 2.3.1. Let g be a metric on S with curvature κ < −1. We define the
maps

φ±g : I(S, g)± → Teich(S)× Teich(S)

b 7→ (hl(g, b), hr(g, b)) := (g((E + Jb)·, (E + Jb)·), g((E − Jb)·, (E − Jb)·))

associating to every isometric embedding of (S, g) the left and right metric of the
GHMC AdS3 manifold containing it.

We recall that we use the convention to compute the shape operator using always the
future-oriented normal. In this way, the above formulas hold for both future-convex
and past-convex surfaces, without changing the orientation of the surface S.

We will prove (in Section 2.7) the following fact, which is the main theorem of the
chapter:

Theorem 2.3.2. For every couple of metrics g+ and g− on S with curvature less
than −1, we have

φ+
g+(I(S, g+)+) ∩ φ−g−(I(S, g−)−) 6= ∅ .

Therefore, there exists a GHMC AdS3 manifold containing a past-convex space-
like surface isometric to (S, g+) and a future-convex space-like surface isometric to
(S, g−). We deduce from this the answer to our original question:

Corollary 2.3.3. For every couple of metrics g+ and g− on S with curvature less
than −1, there exists a globally hyperbolic convex compact AdS3 manifold K ∼= S ×
[0, 1], whose induced metrics on the boundary are exactly g±.

If we apply the previous corollary to the dual surfaces, we obtain an analogous result
about the prescription of the third fundamental form:

Corollary 2.3.4. For every couple of metrics g+ and g− on S with curvature less
than −1, there exists a compact AdS3 manifold K ∼= S × [0, 1], whose induced third
fundamental forms on the boundary are exactly g±.
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2.4 Topological intersection theory

As outlined in Section 2.1, the main tool used in the proof of the main theorem
is the intersection theory of smooth maps between manifolds, which is developed
for example in [GP74]. We recall here the basic constructions and the fundamental
results.

If not otherwise stated, all manifolds considered in this section are non-compact
without boundary.
Let X and Z be manifolds of dimension m and n, respectively and let A be a closed
submanifold of Z of codimension k. Suppose that m− k ≥ 0. We say that a smooth
map f : X → Z is transverse to A if for every z ∈ Im(f)∩A and for every x ∈ f−1(z)
we have

df(TxX) + TzA = TzZ .

Under this hypothesis, f−1(A) is a submanifold of X of codimension k.
When k = m and f−1(A) consists of a finite number of points we define the inter-
section number between f and A as

=(f,A) := |f−1(A)| (mod 2) .

Remark 2.4.1. When A is a point p ∈ Z, f is transverse to p if and only if p is a
regular value for f . Moreover, if f is proper, f−1(p) consists of a finite number of
points and the above definition coincides with the classical definition of degree (mod
2) of a smooth and proper map.

We say that two smooth maps f : X → Z and g : Y → Z are transverse if the map

f × g : X × Y → Z × Z
is transverse to the diagonal ∆ ⊂ Z × Z. Notice that if Im(f) ∩ Im(g) = ∅, then f
and g are transverse by definition.
Suppose now that 2 dimX = 2 dimY = dimZ. Moreover, suppose that the maps
f : X → Z and g : Y → Z are transverse and the preimage (f × g)−1(∆) consists of
a finite number of points. We define the intersection number between f and g as

=(f, g) := =(f × g,∆) = |(f × g)−1(∆)| (mod 2) .

It follows by the definition that if =(f, g) 6= 0 then Im(f) ∩ Im(g) 6= ∅.
One important feature of the intersection number that we will use further is the
invariance under cobordism. We say that two maps f0 : X0 → Z and f1 : X1 → Z
are cobordant if there exists a manifold W and a smooth function F : W → Z such
that ∂W = X0 ∪X1 and F|Xi = fi.

Proposition 2.4.2. LetW be a non-compact manifold with boundary ∂W = X0∪X1.
Let H : W → Z be a smooth map and denote by hi the restriction of H to the
boundary component Xi for i = 0, 1. Let A ⊂ Z be a closed submanifold. Suppose
that
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(i) codimA = dimXi;

(ii) H is transverse to A;

(iii) H−1(A) is compact.

Then =(h0, A) = =(h1, A).

Proof. By hypothesis the pre-image H−1(A) is a compact, properly embedded 1-
manifold, i.e. it is a finite disjoint union of circles and arcs with ending points on
a boundary component of W . This implies that h−1

0 (A) and h−1
1 (A) have the same

parity.

In particular, we deduce the following result about the intersection number of two
maps:

Corollary 2.4.3. Let W be a non-compact manifold with boundary ∂W = X0 ∪X1.
Let F : W → Z be a smooth map and denote by fi the restriction of F to the boundary
component Xi for i = 0, 1. Let g : Y → Z be a smooth map. Suppose that

(i) 2 dimXi = 2 dimY = dimZ;

(ii) F and g are transverse;

(iii) (F × g)−1(∆) is compact.

Then =(f0, g) = =(f1, g).

Proof. Apply the previous proposition to the map H = F × g : W ×Y → Z×Z and
to the submanifold A = ∆, the diagonal of Z × Z.

The hypothesis of transversality in the previous propositions is not restrictive, as it
is always possible to perturb the maps involved on a neighbourhood of the set on
which transversality fails:

Theorem 2.4.4 (Theorem p.72 [GP74]). Let h : W → Z be a smooth map between
manifolds, where only W has boundary. Let A be a closed submanifold of Z. Suppose
that h is transverse to A on a closed set C ⊂ W . Then there exists a smooth map
h̃ : W → Z homotopic to h such that h̃ is transverse to A and h̃ agrees with h on a
neighbourhood of C.

Now the question arises whether the intersection number depends on the particular
perturbation of the map that we obtain when applying Theorem 2.4.4.

Proposition 2.4.5. Let h : X → Z be a smooth map between manifolds. Let A
be a submanifold of Z, whose codimension equals the dimension of X. Suppose that
h−1(A) is compact. Let h̃ and h̃′ be perturbations of h, which are transverse to A
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and coincide with h outside the interior part of a compact set B containing h−1(A).
Then

=(h̃, A) = =(h̃′, A) .

Proof. Let H̃ : W = X × [0, 1] → Y be an homotopy between h̃ and h̃′ such that
for every x ∈ (X \ B) × [0, 1] we have H̃(x, t) = h(x) . Notice that H̃−1(A) is
compact. Up to applying Theorem 2.4.4 to the closed set C = (X \B)× [0, 1]∪∂W ,
we can suppose that H̃ is transverse to A. By Proposition 2.4.2, we have that
=(h̃, A) = =(h̃′, A) as claimed.

Moreover, in particular circumstances, we can actually obtain a 1−1 correspondence
between the points of h−1

0 (A) and h−1
1 (A). The following proposition will not be used

for the proof of the main result of the chapter, but it might be a useful tool to prove
the uniqueness part of the question addressed in this chapter, as explained in Remark
2.7.3.

Proposition 2.4.6. Under the same hypothesis as Proposition 2.4.2, suppose that
the cobordism (W,H) between h0 and h1 satisfies the following additional properties:

(i) W fibers over the interval [0, 1] with fiber Xt;

(ii) the restriction ht of H at each fiber is tranverse to A .

Then |h−1
0 (A)| = |h−1

1 (A)|.

Proof. It is sufficient to show that in H−1(A) there are no arcs with ending points in
the same boundary component. By contradiction, let γ be an arc with ending point
in X0. Define

t0 = sup{t ∈ [0, 1] | γ ∩Xt 6= ∅} .
A tangent vector γ̇ at a point p ∈ Xt0 ∩ γ is in the kernel of the map

dpH : T(p,t0)W → Tq(Z × Z)/Tq(A) ,

where q = H(p). The contradiction follows by noticing that on the one hand γ̇
is contained in the tangent space TpXt0 by construction but on the other hand
dpht0 : TpXt0 → Tq(Z × Z)/Tq(A) is an isomorphism by transversality.
A similar reasoning works when γ has ending points in X1.

2.5 Some properties of the maps φ±

This section contains the most technical part of the paper. We summarise here
briefly, for the convenience of the reader, what the main results of this section are.

For every metric g on S with curvature less than −1 we have defined in Section 2.3
the maps φ±g which associate to every isometric embedding of (S, g) into a GHMC
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AdS3 manifoldM the class in Teichmüller space of the left and right metrics ofM . It
follows easily from Lemma 2.2.3 that for any couple of metrics g and g′ with curvature
less than −1 the maps φ±g and φ±g′ are cobordant through a map Φ±. In this section
we will define the maps Φ± and will study some of its properties, which will enable
us to apply the topological intersection theory described in the previous section.
More precisely, the first step will consist of proving that all the maps involved are
smooth. This is the content of Proposition 2.5.1 and the proof will rely on the fact
that the holonomy representation of a hyperbolic metric depends smoothly on the
metric. Then we will deal with the properness of the maps Φ± (Corollary 2.5.8) that
will follow from a compacteness result of isometric embeddings (Corollary 2.5.5).
This will allow us also to have a control on the space where two maps φg and φg′

intersect: when we deform one of the two metrics the intersection remains contained
in a compact set (Proposition 2.5.13).

Recall that given a smooth path of metrics {gt}t∈[0,1] on S with curvature less than
−1, the set

W± =
⋃

t∈[0,1]

I±(S, gt)

is a manifold with boundary ∂W± = I(S, g0)± ∪ I(S, g1)± of dimension 6τ − 5
(Lemma 2.2.3). We define the maps

Φ± : W± → Teich(S)× Teich(S)

bt 7→ (hl(gt, bt), hr(gt, bt)) := (gt((E + Jbt)·, (E + Jbt)·), gt((E − Jbt)·, (E − Jbt)·))
associating to an equivariant isometric embedding (identified with its Codazzi op-
erator bt) of (S, gt) into AdS3 the class in Teichmüller space of the left and right
metrics of the GHMC AdS3 manifold containing it. We remark that the restrictions
of Φ± to the boundary coincide with the maps φ±g0 and φ±g1 defined in Section 2.3.

We deal first with the regularity of the maps.

Proposition 2.5.1. The functions Φ± : W± → Teich(S)× Teich(S) are smooth.

Proof. Let MS be the set of hyperbolic metrics on S. We can factorise the map Φ±

as follows:
W±

Φ′±−−→ MS ×MS
π−→ Teich(S)× Teich(S)

where Φ′± associates to an isometric embedding of (S, gt) (determined by an op-
erator bt satisfying the Gauss-Codazzi equation) the couple of hyperbolic metrics
(gt((E+Jtbt)·, (E+Jtbt)·), gt((E−Jtbt)·, (E−Jtbt)·)), and π is the projection to the
corresponding isotopy class, or, equivalently, the map which associates to a hyper-
bolic metric its holonomy representation. Since the maps Φ′± are clearly smooth by
definition, we just need to prove that the holonomy representation depends smoothly
on the metric. Let h be a hyperbolic metric on S. Fix a point p ∈ S and a uni-
tary frame {v1, v2} of the tangent space TpS. We consider the ball model for the
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hyperbolic plane and we fix a unitary frame {w1, w2} of T0H2. We can realise every
element of the fundamental group of S as a closed path passing through p. Let
γ be a path passing through p and let {Ui}i=0,...n be a finite covering of γ such
that every Ui is homeomorphic to a ball. We know that there exists a unique map
f0 : U0 → B0 ⊂ H2 such that 

f0(p) = 0

dpf0(vi) = wi

f∗0 gH2 = h .

Then, for every i ≥ 1 there exists a unique isometry fi : Ui → Bi ⊂ H2 which
coincides with fi−1 on the intersection Ui∩Ui−1. Let q = fn(p) ∈ H2. The holonomy
representation sends the homotopy class of the path γ to the isometry Iq : H2 → H2

such that Iq(q) = 0. Moreover, its differential maps the frame {ui = dfn(vi)} to
the frame wi. The isometry Iq depends smoothly on q and on the frame ui, which
depend smoothly on the metric because each fi does.

The next step is about the properness of the maps Φ±. This will involve the study of
sequences of isometric embeddings of a disc into a simply-connected spacetime, which
have been extensively and profitably analysed in [Sch96]. In particular, the author
proved that, under reasonable hypothesis, a sequence of isometric embeddings of a
disc into a simply-connected spacetime has only two possible behaviours: it converges
C∞, up to subsequences, to an isometric embedding, or it is degenerate in a precise
sense:

Theorem 2.5.2 (Theorem 5.6 [Sch96]). Let f̃n : D → X be a sequence of uniformly
elliptic 1 immersions of a disc D in a simply connected Lorentzian spacetime (X, g̃).
Assume that the metrics f̃∗ng̃ converge C∞ towards a Riemannian metric g̃∞ on
D and that there exists a point x ∈ D such that the sequence of the 1-jets j1f̃n(x)
converges. If the sequence f̃n does not converge in the C∞ topology in a neighbourhood
of x, then there exists a maximal geodesic γ of (D, g̃∞) and a geodesic arc Γ of (X, g̃)
such that the sequence (f̃n)|γ converges towards an isometry f̃∞ : γ → Γ.

We start with a straightforward application of the Maximum Principle, which we
recall here in the form useful for our purposes (see e.g. [BBZ11, Proposition 4.6]).

Proposition 2.5.3 (Maximum Principle). Let Σ1 and Σ2 two future-convex space-
like surfaces embedded in a GHMC AdS3 manifold M . If they intersect in a point
x and Σ1 is in the future of Σ2 then the product of the principal curvatures of Σ2 is
smaller than the product of the principal curvatures of Σ1.

Proposition 2.5.4. Let Σ be a future-convex space-like surface embedded into a
GHMC AdS3 manifold M . Suppose that the Gaussian curvature of Σ is bounded

1We recall that a sequence of isometric immersions is said to be uniformly elliptic if the corre-
sponding shape operators have uniformly positive determinant.
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between −∞ < κmin ≤ κmax < −1. Denote with Smin and Smax the unique future-
convex space-like surfaces with constant curvature κmin and κmax embedded in M .
Then Σ is in the past of Smax and in the future of Smin.

Proof. Consider the unique ([BBZ11, Corollary 4.7]) κ-time

T : I−(∂−C(M))→ (−∞,−1) ,

i.e. the unique function defined on the past of the convex core of M such that the
level sets T−1(κ) are future-convex space-like surfaces of constant curvature κ. The
restriction of T to Σ has a maximum tmax and a minimum tmin. Consider the level
sets Lmin = T−1(tmin) and Lmax = T−1(tmax). By construction Σ is in the future
of Lmin and they intersect in a point x, hence, by the Maximum Principle and the
Gauss equation, we obtain the following inequality for the Gaussian curvature of Σ
at the point x:

tmin ≥ κ(x) ≥ κmin .
Similarly we obtain that tmax ≤ κ(y) ≤ κmax, where y is the point of intersection
between Lmax and Σ. But this implies that Σ is in the past of the level set T−1(κmax)
and in the future of the level set T−1(κmin), which correspond respectively to the
surfaces Smax and Smin by uniqueness.

Corollary 2.5.5. Let gn be a compact family of metrics in the C∞ topology with
curvatures κ < −1 on a surface S. Let fn : (S, gn) → Mn = (S × R, hn) be a
sequence of isometric embeddings of (S, gn) as future-convex space-like surfaces into
GHMC AdS3 manifolds. If the sequence hn converges to an AdS metric h∞ in the
C∞-topology, then fn converges C∞, up to subsequences, to an isometric embedding
into M∞ = (S × R, h∞).

Proof. Consider the equivariant isometric embeddings f̃n : (S̃, g̃n)→ ˜AdS3 obtained
by lifting fn to the universal cover. We denote with S̃n the images of the disc S̃
under the map f̃n and let h̃n be the lift of the Lorentzian metrics hn on ˜AdS3. By
hypothesis f̃∗nh̃n = g̃n admits a subsequence converging to g̃∞.
Fix a point x ∈ S̃. Since the isometry group of ˜AdS3 acts transitively on points and
frames, we can suppose that f̃n(x) = y ∈ ˜AdS3 and j1f̃n(x) = z for every n ∈ N.
Moreover, the condition on the curvature of the metrics gn guarantees that the
sequence f̃n is uniformly elliptic.
Therefore, we are under the hypothesis of Theorem 2.5.2.
The previous proposition allows us to determine precisely in which region of Mn

each surface fn(S) lies. Since the family of metrics gn is compact, the curvatures κn
of the surfaces fn(S) in Mn are uniformly bounded κmin ≤ κn ≤ κmax ≤ −1 − 3ε
for some ε > 0. By the previous proposition each surface fn(S) is in the past of
Σmax
n and in the future of Σmin

n , where Σmin
n and Σmax

n are the unique future-convex
space-like surfaces of Mn with constant curvature κmin and κmax. Let Σε be the
unique future-convex space-like surface in M∞ with constant curvature −1− 2ε. We
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think of Σ as a fixed surface embedded in S×R and we change the Lorentzian metric
of the ambient space. Since hn converges to h∞, the metrics induced on Σε by hn
converge to the metric induced on Σε by h∞. In particular, for n sufficiently large
the curvature of Σε as surface embedded in Mn = (S × R, hn) is bounded between
−1− 3ε and −1− ε. Therefore, Σε is convex in Mn and by the previous proposition
Σε is in the future of Σmax

n for every n sufficiently big. This implies that each surface
fn(S) is in the past of the surface Σε.
We can now conclude that the sequence fn must converge to an isometric embedding.
Suppose by contradiction that the sequence f̃n is not convergent in the C∞ topology
in a neighbourhood of x, then there exists a maximal geodesic γ̃ of (S̃, g̃∞) and a
geodesic segment Γ̃ in ˜AdS3 such that (f̃n)|γ̃ converges to an isometry f̃∞ : γ̃ → Γ̃.
This implies that Γ̃ has infinite length. The projection of Γ̃ must be contained in the
past of Σε, because each fn(S) is contained there for n sufficiently large. But the
past of Σε is disjoint from the convex core of M∞ and this contradicts the following
lemma.

Lemma 2.5.6. In a GHMC AdS3-manifold every complete space-like geodesic is
contained in the convex core.

Proof. Let γ be a complete space-like geodesic in a GHMC AdS3 manifold M . By a
result of Mess (see Section 1.5), we can realise M as the quotient of the domain of
dependence D(φ) ⊂ AdS3 of a curve cφ on the boundary at infinity by the action of
the fundamental group of S. The lift γ̄ of γ has ending points on the curve cφ, hence
γ̄ is contained in the convex hull of cφ into AdS3 and its projection is contained in
the convex core of M .

Remark 2.5.7. Clearly, the same result holds for equivariant isometric embeddings
of past-convex space-like surfaces, as it is sufficient to reverse the time-orientation.

Corollary 2.5.8. The functions Φ± : W± → Teich(S)× Teich(S) are proper.

Proof. We prove the claim for the function Φ−, the other case being analogous.
Let (hl(gtn , btn), hr(gtn , btn)) ∈ Teich(S)×Teich(S) be a convergent sequence in the
image of the map Φ−. This means that the sequence of GHMC AdS3 manifolds Mn

parametrised by (hl(gtn , btn), hr(gtn , btn)) is convergent. By definition of the map
Φ−, each Mn contains an embedded future-convex, space-like surface isometric to
(S, gtn), whose immersion fn into Mn is represented by the Codazzi operator btn .
By Corollary 2.5.5, the sequence of isometric immersions fn is convergent up to
subsequences, thus Φ− is proper.

This allows us to show that for every metric g− and for every smooth path of met-
rics {g+

t }t∈[0,1] on S with curvature κ < −1 the intersection between Φ+(W+) and
φ−g−(I(S, g−)−) is compact. This will follow combining some technical results about
the geometry of AdS3 manifolds and length-spectrum comparisons.
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Definition 2.5.9. Let g be a metric with negative curvature on S. We define the
length function

`g : π1(S)→ R+

which associates to every homotopy non-trivial loop on S, the length of its g-geodesic
representative.

We recall that when g is a hyperbolic metric, Thurston proved (see e.g. [FLP79])
that the length function can be extended uniquely to a function on the space of
measured geodesic laminations on S, which we still denote with `g.

We will need the following technical results:

Lemma 2.5.10 (Lemma 9.6 [BMS15]). Let N be a globally hyperbolic compact AdS3

manifold foliated by future-convex space-like surfaces. Then, the sequence of metrics
induced on each surface decreases when moving towards the past. In particular, if Σ1

and Σ2 are two future-convex space-like surfaces with Σ1 in the future of Σ2, then
for every closed geodesic γ in Σ1 we have

`g2(γ′) ≤ `g1(γ) ,

where γ′ is the closed geodesic on Σ2 homotopic to γ and g1 and g2 are the induced
metric on Σ1 and Σ2, respectively.

Lemma 2.5.11. Let gn be a compact family of smooth metrics on S with curvature
less than −1. Let mn be a family of hyperbolic metrics such that

`gn(γ) ≤ `mn(γ)

for every γ ∈ π1(S). Then mn lies in a compact subset of the Teichmüller space of
S.

Proof. The idea is to use Thurston asymmetric metric on Teichmüller space. To this
aim, we will deduce from the hypothesis a comparison between the length spectrum
of mn and that of the hyperbolic metrics hn in the conformal class of gn.
Let κ < −1 be the infimum of the curvatures of the family gn. Since gn is a compact
family, κ > −∞. Let ḡn = − 1

κhn be the metrics of constant curvature κ in the
conformal class of gn. We claim that

`hn(γ) ≤
√
|κ|`mn(γ)

for every γ ∈ π1(S). For instance, if we write ḡn = e2ungn, the smooth function
un : S → R satisfies the differential equation

e2un(x)κ = κgn(x) + ∆gnun(x) ,

where κgn is the curvature of gn. Since κgn ≥ κ, ∆gnun is positive at the point of
maximum of un and κ < −1, we deduce that e2un ≤ 1, hence

`ḡn(γ) ≤ `gn(γ)
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for every γ ∈ π1(S). It is then clear that

`ḡn(γ) =
1√
κ
`hn(γ)

for every γ ∈ π1(S) and the claim follows.
Moreover, by the inequality

`hn(γ) ≤
√
|κ|`gn(γ) ∀ γ ∈ π1(S)

we deduce that hn is contained in a compact set of Teichmüller space: if that were
not the case, there would exists a curve γ such that `hn(γ)

n→∞−−−→ +∞, which is
impossible because gn is a compact family.
We can conclude now using Thurston asymmetric metric: given two hyperbolic met-
rics h and h′, Thurston asymmetric distance between h and h′ is defined as

dTh(h, h′) = sup
γ∈π1(S)

log

(
`h(γ)

`h′(γ)

)
.

It is well-known ([Thu98]) that if h′n is a divergent sequence than dTh(K,hn)→ +∞,
where K is any compact set in Teichmüller space. Now, by the length spectrum
comparison

`hn(γ) ≤
√
|κ|`mn(γ) ∀ γ ∈ π1(S) ,

we deduce that dTh(hn,mn) ≤ log(
√
|κ|) < +∞, hence mn must be contained in a

compact set.

We will need also the following fact about the geometry of the convex core of a
GHMC AdS3 manifold.

Lemma 2.5.12 (Proposition 5 [Dia13]). Let M be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Denote
by m+ and m− the hyperbolic metrics on the upper and lower boundary of the convex
core of M . Let λ+ and λ− be the measured geodesic laminations on the upper and
lower boundary of the convex core of M . For all ε > 0, there exists some A > 0
such that, if m+ is contained in a compact set and `m+(λ+) ≥ A, then `m−(λ+) ≤
ε`m+(λ+).

Proposition 2.5.13. For every metric g− and for every smooth path of metrics
{g+
t }t∈[0,1] on S with curvature κ < −1, the set (Φ+ × φ−

g−)−1(∆) is compact.

Proof. We need to prove that every sequence of isometric embeddings (b+tn , b
−
n ) in

(Φ+ × φ−
g−)−1(∆) admits a convergent subsequence. By definition, for every n ∈ N,

there exists a GHMC AdS3 manifold Mn containing a past-convex surface isometric
to (S, g+

tn) with shape operator b+tn and a future-convex surface isometric to (S, g−)
with shape operator b−n . By Lemma 2.5.10 and Lemma 2.5.11, the metrics m+

n and
m−n on the upper and lower boundary of the convex core of Mn are contained in a
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compact set of Teich(S) .
We are going to prove now that the sequences of left and right metrics of Mn are
contained in a compact set of Teichmüller space, as well. Suppose by contradiction
that the sequence of left metric hln of Mn is not contained in a compact set. By
Mess parameterisation (see Section 2.3, or [Mes07]), the left metrics are related to
the metrics m+

n and to the measured geodesic laminations λ+
n of the upper-boundary

of the convex core by an earthquake:

hln = El
λ+n

(m+
n ) .

Since hln is divergent, the sequence of measured laminations λ+
n is divergent, as

well. In particular, this implies that `m+
n

(λ+
n ) goes to infinity. Therefore, by Lemma

2.5.12, for every ε > 0 there exists n0 such that the inequality `m−n (λ+
n ) ≤ ε`m+

n
(λ+
n )

holds for n ≥ n0. From this we deduce a contradiction, because we prove that the
inequality

`m−n (λ+
n ) ≤ ε`m+

n
(λ+
n ) ∀ n ≥ n0

implies that the sequence m−n is divergent, which contradicts what we proved in
the previous paragraph. For instance, if m−n were contained in a compact set of
Teichmüller space, there would exist (using again Thurston’s asymmetric metric) a
constant C > 1 such that

`m+
n

(γ)

`m−n (γ)
≤ C ∀ n ≥ n0 .

By density this inequality must hold also for every measured geodesic lamination on
S. But we have seen that for every ε > 0 we can find n0 such that for every n ≥ n0

we have

`m+
n

(λ+
n )

`m−n (λ+
n )
≥ 1

ε
,

thus obtaining a contradiction.
A similar argument proves that also the sequence of right metrics hrn must be con-
tained in a compact set of Teich(S).
Since the sequences of left and right metrics of Mn converge, up to subsequence, we
can concretely realise the corresponding subsequenceMn as (S×R, hn) such that hn
converges in the C∞-topology to an anti-de Sitter metric h∞ and each Mn contains
a future-convex space-like surface with embedding data (g−, b−n ) and a past-convex
space-like surface with embedding data (g+

tn , b
+
tn). The proof is then completed ap-

plying Corollary 2.5.5.
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2.6 Prescription of an isometric embedding and half
holonomy

This section is dedicated to the proof of the following result about the existence of
an AdS3 manifold with prescribed left metric containing a convex space-like surface
with prescribed induced metric:

Proposition 2.6.1. Let g be a metric on S with curvature less than −1 and let h be
a hyperbolic metric on S. There exists a GHMC AdS3 manifold M with left metric
isotopic to h containing a past-convex space-like surface isometric to (S, g).

If we denote with
p1 : Teich(S)× Teich(S)→ Teich(S)

the projection onto the left factor, Propostition 2.6.1 is equivalent to proving that
the map p1 ◦ φ+

g : I(S, g)+ → Teich(S) is surjective. After showing that p1 ◦ φ+
g

is proper (Corollary 2.6.4), this will follow from the fact that its degree (mod 2) is
non-zero.

In order to prove properness of the map p1◦φ+
g , we will need the following well-known

result about the behaviour of the length function while performing an earthquake.

Lemma 2.6.2 (Lemma 7.1 [BS09]). Given a geodesic lamination λ ∈ ML(S) and a
hyperbolic metric g ∈ Teich(S), let g′ = Eλl (g). Then for every closed geodesic γ in
S the following estimate holds

`g(γ) + `g′(γ) ≥ λ(γ) .

Proposition 2.6.3. For every path of metrics {gt}t∈[0,1] with curvature less than
−1, the projection p1 : Φ+(W+)→ Teich(S) is proper.

Proof. Let hl(gtn , btn) be a convergent sequence of left metrics. We need to prove
that the corresponding sequence of right metrics hr(gtn , btn) is convergent, as well.
By hypothesis, (S, gtn) is isometrically embedded as past-convex space-like surface
in each GHMC AdS3 manifold Mn parametrised by (hl(gtn , btn), hr(gtn , btn)). By
Lemma 2.5.10 and Lemma 2.5.11, the metrics m+

n on the past-convex boundary
of the convex core of Mn are contained in a compact set of Teich(S). Moreover,
by a result of Mess ([Mes07]), the left metrics hl(gtn , btn), the metrics m+

n and the
measured laminations on the convex core λ+

n are related by an earthquake

hl(gtn , btn) = Eλ
+
n

l (m+
n ) .

Since hl(gtn , btn) is convergent, by Lemma 2.6.2, the sequence of measured lamina-
tions λ+

n must be contained in a compact set. Therefore, by continuity of the right
earthquake

Er : Teich(S)×ML(S)→ Teich(S)

(h, λ) 7→ Eλr (h)
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the sequence
hr(gtn , btn) = Eλ

+
n

r (m+
n )

is convergent, up to subsequences.

In particular, considering a constant path of metrics, we obtain the following:

Corollary 2.6.4. The projection p1 : φ+
g (I(S, g)+)→ Teich(S) is proper .

Proposition 2.6.5. For every metric g of curvature κ < −1, the map

p1 ◦ φ+
g : I(S, g)+ → Teich(S)

is proper of degree 1 mod 2.

Proof. Consider a path of metrics (gt)t∈[0,1] with curvature less than −1 connecting
g = g0 with a metric of constant curvature g1. By Corollary 2.5.8 and Corollary
2.6.4, the maps p1 ◦ φ+

g0 : I(S, g0)+ → Teich(S) and p1 ◦ φ+
g1 : I(S, g1)+ → Teich(S)

are proper and cobordant, hence they have the same degree (mod 2). (This follows
from Remark 2.4.1, Proposition 2.4.2 and Proposition 2.6.3). Thus, we can suppose
that g has constant curvature κ < −1.
We notice that there exists a unique element in I(S, g)+ such that hl(g, b) = −κg:
a direct computation shows that b =

√
−κ− 1E works and uniqueness follows by

the theory of landslides developed in [BMS13]. We sketch here the argument and
we invite the interested reader to consult the aforementioned paper for more details.
Pick θ ∈ (0, π) such that κ = − 1

cos2(θ/2)
. The landslide

L1
eiθ : Teich(S)× Teich(S)→ Teich(S)

(h, h∗) 7→ h′

associates to a couple of hyperbolic metrics (h, h∗), the left metric of a GHMC AdS3

manifold containing a space-like embedded surface with induced first fundamental
form I = cos2(θ/2)h and third fundamental form III = sin2(θ/2)h∗. It has been
proved ([BMS13, Theorem 1.14]) that for every (h, h′) ∈ Teich(S)× Teich(S), there
exists a unique h∗ such that L1

eiθ
(h, h∗) = h′. Moreover, the shape operator b of the

embedded surface can be recovered by the formula ([BMS13, Lemma 1.9])

b = tan(θ/2)B

where B : TS → TS is the unique h-self-adjoint operator such that h∗ = h(B·, B·).
Therefore, if we choose h = h′ = −κg, the uniqueness of the operator b follows by
the uniqueness of h∗ and B.
Hence, the degree (mod 2) of the map is 1, provided −κg is a regular value. Let
ḃ ∈ TbI(S, g)+ be a non-trivial tangent vector. We remark that, since elements
of I(S, g)+ are g-self-adjoint, Codazzi tensor of determinant −1 − κ, the tangent
space TbI(S, g)+ can be identified with the space of traceless, Codazzi, g-self-adjoint
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tensors. We are going to prove that the deformation induced on the left metric is
non-trivial, as well. Let bt be a path in I(S, g)+ such that b0 = b =

√
−κ− 1E and

d
dtbt = ḃ at t = 0. The complex structures induced on S by the metrics hl(g, bt) are

Jt = (E + Jbt)
−1J(E + Jbt)

where J is the complex structure induced by g. Taking the derivative of this expres-
sion at t = 0 we get

J̇ =
2

κ
[E −

√
−κ− 1J ]ḃ

which is non-trivial in T−κgTeich(S) because, as explained in Theorem 1.2 of [FT84],
the space of traceless and Codazzi operators in TJA has trivial intersection with the
kernel of the differential of the projection π : A → Teich(S), which sends a complex
structure J to its isotopy class.

In particular, for every smooth metric g on S with curvature less than −1, the
map p1 ◦ φ+

g : I(S, g)+ → Teich(S) is surjective (a proper, non-surjective map has
vanishing degree (mod 2)) and we deduce Proposition 2.6.1.

2.7 Proof of the main result

We have now all the ingredients to prove Theorem 2.3.2. As outlined in the Intro-
duction, the first step consists of verifying that in one particular case, i.e. when we
choose the metrics g′+ = − 1

κh and g′− = − 1
κ∗h, where h is any hyperbolic metric and

κ∗ = − κ
κ+1 = κ = −2, the maps φ+

g′+
and φ−

g′−
have a unique transverse intersection.

It is a standard computation to verify that b+ = E and b− = −E are Codazzi
operators corresponding to an isometric embedding of (S, g′+) as a past-convex
space-like surface and to an isometric embedding of (S, g′−) as a future-convex
space-like surface respectively into the GHMC AdS3 manifold M parametrised by
(h, h) ∈ Teich(S)× Teich(S). This manifold M is unique due to the following:

Theorem 2.7.1 (Theorem 1.15 [BMS15]). Let h+ and h′− be hyperbolic metrics and
let κ+ and κ− be real numbers less than −1. There exists a GHMC AdS3 manifold
M which contains an embedded future-convex space-like surface with induced metric

1
|κ−|h− and an embedded past-convex space-like surface with induced metric 1

|κ+|h+.
Moreover, if κ+ = − κ−

κ−+1 , then M is unique.

We notice that M is Fuchsian, i.e. it is parametrised by a couple of isotopic metrics
in Teichmüller space. A priori, there might be other isometric embeddings of (S, g′+)
as a past-convex space-like surface and of (S, g′−) as a future-convex space-like surface
into M not equivalent to the ones found before. Actually, this is not the case due
to the following result about isometric embeddings of convex surfaces into Fuchsian
Lorentzian manifolds:
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Theorem 2.7.2 (Theorem 1.1 [LS00]). Let (S, g) be a Riemannian surface of genus
τ ≥ 2 with curvature strictly smaller than −1. Let x0 ∈ ˜AdS3 be a fixed point.
There exists an equivariant isometric embedding (f, ρ) of (S, g) into ˜AdS3 such that
ρ is a representation of the fundamental group of S into the group Isom( ˜AdS3, x0) of
isometries of ˜AdS3 fixing x0. Such an embedding is unique modulo Isom( ˜AdS3, x0).

As a consequence, if we denote with ∆ the diagonal of Teich(S)2 × Teich(S)2, we
have proved that

(φ+
g′+
× φ−

g′−
)−1(∆) = (E,−E) ∈ I(S, g′+)+ × I(S, g′−)− .

We need to verify next that at this point the intersection

φ+
g′+

(I(S, g′+)+) ∩ φ−
g′−

(I(S, g′−)−)

is transverse. Suppose by contradiction that the intersection is not transverse, then
there exists a non-trivial tangent vector ḃ+ ∈ TEI(S, g′+)+ and a non-trivial tangent
vector ḃ− ∈ T−EI(S, g′−)− such that

dφ+
g′+

(ḃ+) = dφ−
g′−

(ḃ−) ∈ ThTeich(S)× ThTeich(S) .

We recall that elements of TEI(S, g′+)+ can be represented by traceless, g′+-self-
adjoint, Codazzi operators. With this in mind, let us compute explicitly dφ+

g′+
(ḃ+).

Let b+t be a smooth path in I(S, g′+)+ such that b+0 = E and d
dt |t=0

b+t = ḃ+ 6= 0. The
complex structures induced on S by the left metrics hl(bt) are

J+
l = (E + Jb+t )−1J(E + Jb+t ) ,

where J is the complex structure of (S, g′+). We compute now the derivative of this
expression at t = 0. First notice that, since the operators bt are g′+-self-adjoint, Jb

+
t

is traceless, hence the Hamilton-Cayley equation reduces to (Jb+t )2 + det(Jb+t )E =
(Jb+t )2 + E = 0. We deduce that

(E + Jb+t )(E − Jb+t ) = 2E .

Therefore, the variation of the complex structures induced by the left metrics is

J̇+
l =

d

dt |t=0

J+
l =

d

dt |t=0

1

2
(E − Jb+t )J(E + Jb+t )

=
1

2
(−Jḃ+)J(E + J) +

1

2
(E − J)J2ḃ+

= −(E − J)ḃ+

where, in the last passage we used the fact that, since ḃ+ is traceless and symmetric,
the relation Jḃ+ = −ḃ+J holds.
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With a similar procedure we compute the variation of the complex structures of the
right metrics and we obtain

J̇+
r = (E + J)ḃ+ ∈ TJA .

Noticing that J̇+
l and J̇+

r are both traceless Codazzi operators, the image of ḃ+ under
the differential dφ+

g′+
is simply

dφ+
g′+

(ḃ+) = (−(E − J)ḃ+, (E + J)ḃ+) ∈ ThTeich(S)× ThTeich(S)

because, as explained in Theorem 1.2 of [FT84], the space of traceless and Codazzi
operators in TJA is in direct sum with the kernel of the differential of the projection
π : A → Teich(S), which sends a complex structure J to its isotopy class and gives
an isomorphism between the space of traceless, Codazzi, self-adjoint tensors and
ThTeich(S).
With a similar reasoning we obtain that

dφ−
g′−

(ḃ−) = (−(E + J)ḃ−, (E − J)ḃ−) ∈ ThTeich(S)× ThTeich(S) .

By imposing that dφ+
g′+

(ḃ+) = dφ−
g′−

(ḃ−) we obtain the linear system{
(−E + J)ḃ+ = −(E + J)ḃ−

(E + J)ḃ+ = (E − J)ḃ−

which has solutions if and only if ḃ+ = ḃ− = 0. Therefore, the intersection is
transverse and we can finally state that

=(φ+
g′+
, φ−

g′−
) = 1 .

Now we use the theory described in Section 2.4 to prove that an intersection persists
under a deformation of one metric that fixes the other. Let g+ and g− be two
arbitrary metrics on S with curvature less than −1. We will still denote with g′+ and
with g′− the metrics introduced in the previous paragraph with self-dual constant
curvature and in the same conformal class. Consider two paths of metrics {gt+}t∈[0,1]

and {gt−}t∈[0,1] with curvature less than −1 such that g0
+ = g+, g1

+ = g′+, g0
− = g−

and g1
− = g′−. We will first prove that

φ+
g+(I(S, g+)+) ∩ φ−

g′−
(I(S, g′−)−) 6= ∅ .

Suppose by contradiction that this intersection is empty. Then the map φ+
g+ × φ−g′−

is trivially transverse to ∆. Consider the manifold

W+ =
⋃

t∈[0,1]

I(S, g+
t )+
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and the map

Φ+ × φ−
g′−

: X = W+ × I(S, g′−)− → (Teich(S))4 = Y

as defined in Section 2.5. By assumption the restriction of Φ+×φ−
g′−

to the boundary is

transverse to ∆ and by Proposition 2.5.13, the set D = (Φ+×φ−
g′−

)−1(∆) is compact.
Let B be the interior of a compact set containing D and let C = (X \B) ∪ ∂X. By
construction, Φ+×φ−g− is transverse to ∆ along the closed set C. Applying Theorem
2.4.4, there exists a smooth map Ψ : X → Y which is transverse to ∆ and which
coincides with Φ+ × φ−

g′−
on C. In particular, the value on the boundary remains

unchanged and Ψ−1(∆) is still a compact set. By Proposition 2.4.3, the intersection
number of the maps

φ+
g′+

: I(S, g′+)+ → Teich(S)×Teich(S) and φ+
g+ : I(S, g+)+ → Teich(S)×Teich(S)

with the map
φ−
g′−

: I(S, g−)− → Teich(S)× Teich(S) ,

as defined in Section 2.4, must be the same. This gives a contradiction, because

0 = =(φ+
g+ , φ

−
g′−

) 6= =(φ+
g′+
, φ−

g′−
) = 1 .

So we have proved that φ+
g+(I(S, g+)+) ∩ φ−

g′−
(I(S, g′−)−) 6= ∅, but we do not know

if the intersection is transverse. Repeating the above argument choosing the closed
set C = (X \B)∪ I(S, g′+)+, we obtain that a perturbation ψ of φ+

g+ × φ−g′− which is

transverse to ∆ and coincides with φ+
g+ × φ−g′− outside the interior of a compact set

containing (φ+
g+ × φ−g′−)−1(∆) has intersection number =(ψ,∆) = 1. By Proposition

2.4.5, every perturbation of the map φ+
g+ ×φ−g′− obtained in this way has intersection

number with ∆ equal to 1.

This enables us to deform the metric g− without losing the intersection, by repeating
a similar argument. Suppose by contradiction that

φ+
g+(I(S, g+)+) ∩ φ−g−(I(S, g−)−) = ∅ .

Consider the manifold
W− =

⋃
t∈[0,1]

I(S, g−t )−

and the map

Φ− × φ+
g+ : X = W− × I(S, g+)+ → (Teich(S))4 = Y .

By assumption the restriction of the map Φ−×φ+
g+ to the first boundary component

X0 = I(S, g+)+ × I(S, g−)− is transverse to ∆ and by Proposition 2.5.13, the pre-
image D = (Φ−×φ+

g+)−1(∆) is a compact set. Let B be the interior of a compact set
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containing D and let C = (X \B)∪X0. By construction, Φ−×φ+
g+ is transverse to ∆

along the closed set C. Applying Theorem 2.4.4, there exists a smooth map Ψ : X →
Y which is transverse to ∆ and which coincides with Φ− × φ+

g+ on C. In particular,
the value on the boundary X0 remains unchanged and Ψ−1(∆) is still a compact
set. Moreover, the value of Ψ on the other boundary component is a perturbation
of φ+

g+ × φ−
g′−

which is transverse to ∆ and coincides with φ+
g+ × φ−

g′−
outside the

interior of a compact set containing (φ+
g+ × φ−g′−)−1(∆). Hence, by Proposition 2.4.5

and by Proposition 2.4.3, the intersection number =(φ+
g+ , φ

−
g−) must be equal to 1,

thus giving a contradiction.

Remark 2.7.3. It might be possible to prove the uniqueness of this intersection by
applying Proposition 2.4.6. To this aim, it would be necessary to show that for every
couple of metrics g+ and g− with curvature strictly smaller than −1, the functions
φ+
g+ : I(S, g+)+ → Teich(S) × Teich(S) and φ−g− : I(S, g−)− → Teich(S) × Teich(S)

are transverse.



Chapter 3

Constant mean curvature foliation
of domains of dependence

We prove that, given an acausal curve Γ in the boundary at infinity of AdS3 which
is the graph of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism φ, there exists a unique folia-
tion of its domain of dependence D(Γ) by constant mean curvature surfaces with
bounded second fundamental form. Moreover, these surfaces provide a family of
quasi-conformal extensions of φ.

3.1 Definition of the problem and outline of the proofs

Recently, after the work of Bonsante and Schlenker [BS10] and of Bonsante and
Seppi [BS16], Anti-de Sitter geometry has turned out to be a useful tool to construct
quasi-conformal extensions of quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms of the unit disc.
Indeed, the graph of a quasi-symmetric map φ : S1 → S1 describes a curve (called
quasi-circle) cφ on the boundary at infinity of the 3-dimensional anti-de Sitter space
AdS3. Bonsante and Schlenker proved that a smooth surface S (satisfying some tech-
nical conditions) with asymptotic boundary cφ defines a quasi-conformal extension
of φ. Moreover, some remarkable properties of the quasi-conformal extension can
be deduced from the geometry of the surface itself: for example, when the surface
S is maximal (i.e. it has vanishing mean curvature) the quasi-conformal extension
induced by S is minimal Lagrangian ([BS10]); when S is a smooth convex κ-surface,
the corresponding quasi-conformal extension is a landslide ([BS16]); when the sur-
face S is the past-convex boundary of the convex-hull of cφ, the quasi-symmetric
homeomorphism φ is exactly the boundary map of the earthquake E2λ : H2 → H2,
where λ is the pleating locus of S ([Mes07]).

In this chapter we study quasi-conformal extensions induced by constant mean cur-
vature surfaces (in brief H-surfaces). The first problem we address is the existence

37
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of an H-surface with a given quasi-circle Γ as asymptotic boundary, thus general-
izing the work of Bonsante and Schlenker ([BS10]) for maximal surfaces. We will
prove that for each H ∈ R, there exists an H-surface with asymptotic boundary Γ
and bounded principal curvatures. Although the technical part of the proof is based
on the same apriori estimates as in [BS10], the starting point for the construction
of this H-surface is different, thus obtaining a somehow new proof also in the case
when H = 0. Namely, we construct this H-surface SH as a limit of H-surfaces
(SH)n, with asymptotic boundary Γn, with the property that Γn is the graph of a
quasi-symmetric homeomorphism conjugating two cocompact Fuchsian groups and
Γn converges to Γ in the Hausdorff topology. The existence of this approximating
sequence (SH)n is a consequence of some results in [BBZ07] and [BS16].

Moreover, extending the results of [BBZ07], we prove the following:

Theorem 3.3.1. Given a quasi-circle Γ ⊂ ∂∞AdS3, there exists a foliation by con-
stant mean curvature surfaces SH for H ∈ (−∞,+∞) of the domain of dependence
D(Γ).

In the second part of the chapter, we estimate the principal curvatures of a constant
mean curvature surface. Those results will then be used to prove the uniqueness of
the foliation (Theorem 3.5.2) and to prove that each H-surface bounding a quasi-
circle induces a quasi-conformal extension of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism
(Proposition 3.6.2).

3.2 Quasi-symmetric and quasi-conformal maps

In this section we recall some well-known results about quasi-symmetric homeo-
morphisms of S1. The graph of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism φ describes a
curve cφ on the boundary at infinity of AdS3 and, under some additional conditions,
smooth negatively curved surfaces bounding cφ provide quasi-conformal extensions
of φ ([BS10], [KS07]). We recall here briefly this construction.

In Chapter 1 we have seen that it is possible to identify the boundary at infinity of
the 3-dimensional anti-de Sitter space with S1×S1. With this identification, we can
represent the graph of a homeomorphism φ : S1 → S1 as a curve on the boundary
at infinity of AdS3, namely

cφ = {(x, φ(x)) ∈ ∂∞AdS3 | x ∈ S1} .

A homeomorphism φ : S1 → S1 is quasi-symmetric if there exists a constant C > 0
such that

sup
Q
| log |cr(φ(Q))|| ≤ C ,
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where the supremum is taken over all quadruple Q of points in S1 with cross ratio
cr(Q) = −1, and we use the following definition of cross-ratio

cr(x1, x2, x3, x4) =
(x4 − x1)(x3 − x2)

(x2 − x1)(x3 − x4)
.

Definition 3.2.1. An acausal curve Γ ⊂ ∂∞AdS3 is a quasi-circle, if it is the graph
of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism.

Remark 3.2.2. It follows from the identification between the boundary at infinity of
AdS3 and S1×S1 that an acausal curve Γ is a quasi-circle if and only if φ = πr ◦π−1

l

is quasi-symmetric. Moreover, Γ is the graph of φ.

An orientation-preserving homeomorphism f : D2 → D2 is quasi-conformal if f is
absolutely continuous on lines and there exists a constant k < 1 such that

|µf | =
∣∣∣∣∂f∂f

∣∣∣∣ ≤ k .
A map with this property can also be called K-quasi-conformal, where

K =
1 + ‖µf‖∞
1− ‖µf‖∞

∈ [1,+∞)

The relation between quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms of the circle and quasi-
conformal maps of the unit disc is provided by the following well-known theorem:

Theorem 3.2.3 ([Ahl38]). Every quasi-conformal map Φ : D2 → D2 extends to a
quasi-symmetric homeomorphism of S1. Conversely, any quasi-symmetric homeo-
morphism φ : S1 → S1 admits a quasi-conformal extension to D2.

If we represent the graph of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism φ as a curve cφ on the
boundary at infinity of AdS3, in [KS07] it is explained how to obtain quasiconformal
extensions of φ using smooth, negatively curved, space-like surfaces with boundary
at infinity cφ. The construction goes as follows. We fix a totally geodesic space-like
plane P0. Let S be a space-like, negatively-curved surface embedded in AdS3. Let
S̃′ ⊂ U1AdS3 be its lift into the unit tangent bundle of AdS3 and let p : S̃′ → S̃ be
the canonical projection. For any point (x, v) ∈ S̃′, there exists a unique space-like
plane P in AdS3 orthogonal to v and containing x. We define two natural maps Π∞,l
and Π∞,r from ∂∞P to ∂∞P0, sending a point x ∈ ∂∞P to the intersection between
∂∞P0 and the unique line of the left or right foliation of ∂∞AdS3 containing x. Since
these maps are projective, they extend to hyperbolic isometries Πl,Πr : P → P0.
We then define the map Φ = Πr ◦ Π−1

l . This map is always a local diffeomorphism
of H2 when the surface is negatively curved, as the differentials of the maps Πl and
Πr are given by

dΠl = E + JB dΠr = E − JB .
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On the other hand, Φ is not always a global diffeomorphism, but the following lemma
gives some sufficient conditions on the surface S which guarantee that Φ is proper
(and hence a homeomorphism) and that its boundary value coincides with φ:

Lemma 3.2.4 (Lemma 3.18 [KS07]). Let S be a space-like, negatively-curved sur-
face in AdS3 whose boundary at infinity Γ does not contain any light-like segment.
Suppose that there is no sequence of points xn on S such that the totally geodesic
planes Pn tangent to S at xn converge to a light-like plane P whose past end-point
and future end-point are not in Γ. Then for any sequence of points xn ∈ S converging
to x ∈ Γ we have that Πl(xn)→ πl(x) and Πr(xn)→ πr(x).

Remark 3.2.5. As noticed in [KS07], the hypothesis of Lemma 3.2.4 are satisfied
in case of a smooth, convex, space-like surface bounding a quasi-circle.

3.3 Existence of a CMC foliation

This section is devoted to the proof of the following:

Theorem 3.3.1. Given a quasi-circle Γ ⊂ ∂∞AdS3, there exists a foliation by con-
stant mean curvature surfaces SH for H ∈ (−∞,+∞) of the domain of dependence
D(Γ).

As outlined in Section 3.1, the main idea to construct a constant mean curvature
surface with a given quasi-circle as boundary at infinity is a process by approximation.
In fact, as a consequence of the work [BBZ07], the existence (and uniqueness) of a
constant mean curvature foliation is known for a particular class of quasi-circles:

Theorem 3.3.2 (Theorem 1.1 [BBZ07]). Let Γ be a quasi-circle which is the graph of
a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism that conjugates two cocompact Fuchsian groups.
Then there exists a unique foliation by equivariant H-surfaces of the domain of de-
pendence of Γ, where H varies in (−∞,+∞).

Moreover, by a recent result in [BS16, Lemma 7.2], every quasi-circle can be uniformly
approximated by a sequence of quasi-circles, which are the graphs of quasi-symmetric
homeomorphisms conjugating two cocompact Fuchsian groups.

Therefore, given a quasi-circle Γ, we will consider a sequence of quasi-circles Γn,
which are the graphs of quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms conjugating two co-
compact Fuchsian groups, converging in the Hausdorff topology to Γ. For each
H ∈ (−∞,+∞), Theorem 3.3.2 provides a sequence ofH-surfaces (SH)n with bound-
ary at infinity Γn. In this section we will prove that the sequence (SH)n converges
C∞ on compact sets to an H-surface (SH)∞ with boundary at infinity Γ. This will
give us the existence of a surface with given boundary at infinity and given constant
mean curvature H for every H ∈ (−∞,+∞). We will then prove that these surfaces
provide a foliation of the domain of dependence of Γ.
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We first recall some definitions. In the Universal cover of AdS3, given a space-like
surface M , we recall that M is the graph of a function u : H2 → R. We define the
gradient function with respect to the vector field T = −χ∇t as

vM = −〈ν, T 〉 =
1√

1− χ2|∇u|2

where ν is the unit future-oriented normal vector field. The shape operator of M is
defined by

B(X) = −∇Xν
for every vector field X on M . The mean curvature of M is

H =
trace(B)

2
.

We can write explicitely a formula for the mean curvature of M , in terms of u and
T (see e.g. [Bar88]):

H =
1

2vM
(divM (χgradMu) + divMT ) . (3.1)

We will need the following a-priori estimate for the gradient function vM , which is
a consequence of the work of Bartnik [Bar88]. Given a point p ∈ ÃdS3, we denote
with I+(p) the set of points in the future of p, and similarly with I−(p) the set of
points in the past of p. We will indicate with I+

ε (p) the set of points in the future of
p at distance at least ε. We have the following:

Lemma 3.3.3. Let p ∈ ÃdS3 and ε > 0. Let K be a compact domain contained on
a region where the covering map π : ÃdS3 → AdS3 is injective. Let H ∈ R be fixed.
There exists a constant C = C(p, ε,K) such that for every H-surface M that verifies

• ∂M ∩ I+(p) = ∅;
• M ∩ I+(p) ⊂ K,

we have that
sup

M∩I+ε (p)

vM < C .

Proof. Consider the time function

τ(x) = dAdS(x, p)− ε

2
,

where dAdS(x, p) is the Lorentzian distance between x and p. This function is smooth
on V = K ∩ I+(p). By assumption on M , the region M ∩ V contains the set
{τ ≥ 0} ∩M and M ∩ I+

ε (p) is contained in V . We can thus apply Theorem 3.1 in
[Bar88] and conclude that

sup
M∩I+ε (p)

vM < C ,
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where the constant C depends on the C2 norms of t and T and on the C0 norm of
the Ricci tensor on the domain V ∩ {τ ≥ 0} with respect to a reference Riemannian
metric.

We will also need the following result that provides some barriers for constant mean
curvature surfaces in anti-de Sitter manifolds:

Proposition 3.3.4. Let Σ be a space-like surface with constant mean curvature
H ∈ R embedded in AdS3 with boundary at infinity a quasi-circle Λ. Suppose that
Σ the lift of a compact surface embedded in a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold. Then
there exists κ ≤ −1 such that Σ is in the past of the past-convex surface S+

κ and
in the future of the future-convex surface S−κ with constant Gauss curvature κ and
asymptotic boundary Λ.

Proof. If H = 0, the statement holds, since a maximal surface is contained in the
convex hull of Λ. For the other values of H we choose κ < −1 such that

√
−1− κ >

|H|. We claim that the past-convex space-like surface S+
κ with constant curvature κ,

whose existence is proved in [BS16], must be in the future of Σ. If not, the surfaces Σ
and S+

κ would intersect transversely, but, since constant curvature surfaces provide
a foliation of D(Λ) \ C(Λ), there would exist a κ′ < κ such that the surface Sκ′
with constant Gauss curvature κ′ is tangent to Σ at a point x. By the Maximum
Principle, the mean curvature of Sκ′ at x must be smaller than the mean curvature
of Σ at x, but this is impossible for our choice of κ′.
With a similar reasoning we obtain that the future-convex space-like surface Sκ must
be in the past of Σ.

Let us fix H ∈ R. We have now all the ingredients to prove the existence of an
H-surface with given asymptotic boundary. Let Γ be a quasi-circle on AdS3 and
let Γn be a sequence of quasi-circles converging to Γ in the Hausdorff topology that
are the graphs of quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms that conjugate two cocompact
Fuchsian groups. Let (SH)n be theH-surface with asymptotic boundary Γn provided
by Theorem 3.3.2.

Theorem 3.3.5. The sequence of H-surfaces (SH)n converges C∞ on compact sets
to an H-surface (SH)∞ with boundary at infinity Γ.

Proof. We consider their lifts (S̃H)n to the Universal cover ÃdS3. We denote with
(Σ̃±κ )n the lifts of the two constant curvature surfaces provided by Proposition 3.3.4.
In general, we will use the notation with a tilda to indicate the lift of an object to
the Universal cover. By Theorem 7.8 in [BS16], the sequence (Σ̃±κ )n converges to
constant curvature surfaces Σ̃±κ with boundary at infinity Γ̃. We denote with K ′ the
domain

K ′ = I−(Σ̃+
κ ) ∩ I+(Σ̃−κ ) .
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For any point p̃ ∈ D̃(Γ)∩I−(Σ̃−κ ), we choose ε(p̃) such that the family {I+
ε(p̃)(p̃)∩K ′}

is an open covering of K ′. Since

K ′n = I−((Σ̃+
κ )n) ∩ I+((Σ̃−κ )n)

converges to K ′, there exists an n0 such that for every n ≥ n0 the closed set

K =
⋃
n≥n0

K ′n

is contained in the open covering ∪{I+
ε(p̃)(p̃)} constructed above.

Given a number R > 0 we denote with BR the ball of radius R in H2 centered at the
origin in the Poincaré model. The intersection (BR ×R)∩K is compact, so there is
a finite number of points p̃1, . . . , p̃m such that

(BR × R) ∩K ⊂
m⋃
j=1

I+
ε(p̃j)

(p̃j) .

We notice that, since p̃j ∈ D̃(Γ), the intersection I+(p̃j)∩D̃(Γ) is compact. Moreover,
since the plane dual to p̃j is disjoint from Γ̃ for every j = 1, . . . ,m, if we choose n0

big enough, the same is true for Γn for every n ≥ n0, because Γn converges to Γ in
the Hausdorff topology. In this way we can ensure that the set Kj = I+(p̃j) ∩ K
is compact and contained on a region where the covering map π : ÃdS3 → AdS3 is
injective. By Lemma 3.3.3, there is a constant Cj such that

sup
M∩I+

ε(p̃j)
(p̃j)

vM < Cj

for every constant mean curvature surface M satisfying

(i) ∂M ∩ I+(p̃j) = ∅ ;

(ii) M ∩ I+(p̃j) is contained in Kj .

Condition (i) is clearly satisfied for n ≥ n0 by definition of the set K. As for
Condition (ii), the boundary of (S̃H)n is disjoint from the future of p̃j for every
j = 1, . . .m due to our choice of n0.
If we denote with vn the gradient function associated to the surface (S̃H)n, it follows
that

sup
(S̃H)n∩(BR×R)

vn ≤ max{C1, . . . , Cm} (3.2)

for every n ≥ n1.
We deduce that for every R there is a constant C(R) such that the gradient function
vn is bounded by C(R) for n sufficiently large.
Let un : H2 → R such that (S̃H)n are the graph of the function un. By comparing
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Equation (3.1) with estimate (3.2), we see that the restriction of un on BR is the
solution of a uniformly elliptic quasi-linear PDE with bounded coefficients. Since
un and the gradient ∇un are uniformly bounded on BR (see Section 1.4), by elliptic
regularity the norms of un in C2,α(BR−1) are uniformly bounded. We can thus
extract a subsequence unk which converges C2 to some function u∞ on compact
sets. Since u∞ is a C2-limit of solutions of Equation (3.1), it is still a solution and
its graph SH has constant mean curvature H.
The boundary at infinity of SH coincides with Γ because it is the Hausdorff limit of
the curves Γn, which converge to Γ, by construction.

Moreover, we can deduce that the principal curvatures of the surface (SH)∞ are
uniformly bounded, due to the following:

Lemma 3.3.6. Let S be an H-surface embedded in AdS3, which is the lift of a space-
like compact surface embedded into a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then the principal
curvatures µ and µ′ of S are bounded by some constant depending only on H. More
precisely,

H ≤ λ1 ≤
√
H2 + 1 +H and −

√
H2 + 1 +H ≤ λ2 ≤ H .

Proof. Let B be the shape operator of S. We consider B0 = B −HE, the traceless
part of B (here E is the identity operator). Since H is constant, the operator B0

is Codazzi. Let e1 and e2 be tangent vectors in a orthonormal frame of S that
diagonalises B0. Since B0 is traceless, the eigenvalues are opposite, and we will
denote with λ ≥ 0 the eigenvalue of e1. Let ω be 1-form connection of the Levi-
Civita connection ∇ for the induced metric on S, defined by the relation

∇xe1 = ω(x)e2 .

The Codazzi equation for B0 can be read as follows,{
λω(e1) = dλ(e2)

λω(e2) = −dλ(e1) .

If we define β = log(λ) we obtain{
ω(e1) = dβ(e2)

ω(e2) = −dβ(e1)

Moreover, if we denote with κ the Gaussian curvature of S, we have

−K = dω(e1, e2) = e1(ω(e2))− e2(ω(e1))− ω([e1, e2]) = ∆β ,

where ∆ is the Laplacian that is positive at the points of local maximum. On the
other hand by the Gauss equation,

−K = det(B) + 1 = det(B0 +HE) + 1 = det(B0) +H2 + 1 = −e2β +H2 + 1 .
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Since the surface S is the lift of a compact surface, the function β has maximum at
a point x0. By the fact that ∆β(x0) ≥ 0, we deduce that

λ = eβ ≤
√
H2 + 1 .

Since the eigenvalues of B are µ = λ+H and µ′ = −λ+H, we obtain the claim.

We have thus found for every value of H ∈ R a constant mean curvature surface
SH , with bounded principal curvatures, bounding a given quasi-circle Γ at infinity.
We conclude this section by showing that these surfaces provide a foliation of the
domain of dependence D(Γ).

Proposition 3.3.7. Let {SH}H∈R be the family of H-surfaces provided by Theorem
3.3.5 with boundary at infinity Γ. Then {SH}H∈R foliates the domain of dependence
D(Γ).

Proof. We first show that if H1 < H2 ∈ Q, then SH1 and SH2 are disjoint and
SH1 is in the past of SH2 . By construction SH1 and SH2 are C∞ limits of the
sequences (SH1)n and (SH2)n of constant mean curvature surfaces with boundary at
infinity Γn which is a graph of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism that conjugates
two cocompact Fuchsian groups. By Theorem 3.3.2, they are leaves of the constant
mean curvature foliation of D(Γn) and, in particular, (SH1)n is in the past of (SH2)n
for every n. Hence, the same holds for SH1 and SH2 . This shows that they cannot
intersect transversely. Moreover, it is not possible that SH1 and SH2 are tangent at
one point, since the trace of the shape operator of SH2 is bigger than the trace of
the shape operator of SH1 and this would contradict the Maximum Principle (see
Lemma 3.5.1).
We now show that if we take two sequences of rational numbers H ′k converging
increasingly to H ∈ R and H ′′k converging decreasingly to H ∈ R, then SH′k and SH′′k
converge to the same limit SH . We first notice that the limits

S′H = lim
H′k→H

SH′k and S′′H = lim
H′′k→H

SH′′k

exist by a similar argument as in the proof of Theorem 3.3.5. Moreover, S′H must be
in the past of S′′H . Suppose by contradiction that S′H and S′′H are distinct. Let U be
an open set contained in the past of S′′H and in the future of S′H . Since we know that
the domain of dependence of Γn is foliated by constant mean curvature surfaces, for
n large enough there exists a surface Shn with constant mean curvature hn ∈ Q and
boundary at infinity Γn. By the uniform convergence on compact sets, for n larger
than some n0, we must have hn < H ′′k and hn > H ′k for every k ∈ N, which gives the
contradiction.
So far we have proved that the H-surfaces {SH}H∈R provide a foliation of a subset
of D(Γ). We need to prove that ⋃

H∈R
SH = D(Γ) .
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Suppose by contradiction that there exists a point p ∈ D(Γ) which does not lie in any
of the surfaces SH . Since the domain of dependence of Γn converges to the domain
of dependence of Γ, there exists a sequence of points pn ∈ D(Γn) converging to p.
Since D(Γn) is foliated by constant mean curvature surfaces, there exists a sequence
Hn ∈ R such that pn ∈ SHnn ⊂ D(Γn). We claim that the sequence Hn is bounded.
We can assume that Hn is positive for n big enough. Since p ∈ D(Γ), the boundary
at infinity of the dual plane p∗ is disjoint from Γ. We choose a space-like plane P in
the future of p∗ with the following properties: the boundary at infinity of P is disjoint
from Γ and p ∈ D(P ) ∩ D(Γ). Since Γn converges to Γ in the Hausdorff topology,
the asymptotic boundary of P is disjoint from Γn for n big enough. Moreover, the
surfaces SHnn converge to a nowhere time-like surface S∞ passing at p, because they
are graphs of uniformly Lipschitz functions (see Section 1.4). We notice that there
exists a surface ΣH0 with constant mean curvature H0 and boundary at infinity
∂∞P , such that ΣH0 intersects S∞ in a compact set and p ∈ I−(ΣH0). This surface
ΣH0 is obtained by taking equidistant surfaces from the space-like plane P0. Let
FP : D(P ) → R be the time function defined on the domain of dependence of P
such that each level set F−1(H) = ΣH is a constant mean curvature surface with
asymptotic boundary ∂∞P . It follows by construction that F−1

P ((−∞, H0)) ∩ S∞ is
compact. Since the sequence SHnn converges uniformly on compact set to S∞, the
same is true for F−1

P ((−∞, H0)) ∩ SHnn , for n sufficiently big. We define

H−n = inf
x∈SHnn

FP (x) .

By the previous remarks H−n ≤ H0 for every n sufficiently large, and it is assumed
at some point xn ∈ SHnn . By construction, SHnn is tangent to ΣH−n

at the point xn
and SHnn is contained in the future of ΣH−n

. Therefore, by the Maximum Principle,
we deduce that

Hn ≤ H−n ≤ H0

as claimed. Therefore, there exist two real numbers H+ and H− such that SHnn is
in the past of SH+

n and in the future of SH−n for every n. But the sequences SH+

n

and SH−n converge, by Theorem 3.3.5, to constant mean curvature surfaces SH+ and
SH− with boundary at infinity Γ. But this implies that p is contained in the subset
of D(Γ) foliated by the surfaces SH and this gives the contradiction.

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.3.1.

3.4 Study of the principal curvatures of an H-surface

The aim of this section is to give precise estimates for the principal curvatures of an
H-surface with bounded second fundamental form. These results will then be used
in Section 3.6 in order to associate to each surface in the foliation of the domain
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of dependence of a quasi-circle a quasi-conformal extension of the corresponding
quasi-symmetric homeomorphism.

The main tool used to estimate the principal curvatures of anH-surface with bounded
second fundamental form is the following compactness result for sequences of H-
surfaces with bounded second fundamental form. This is a straightforward general-
ization of Lemma 5.1 in [BS10].

Lemma 3.4.1. Let C > 0 be a fixed constant. Choose a point x0 ∈ AdS3 and a
future-oriented unit time-like vector n0 ∈ Tx0AdS3. There exists r > 0 as follows.
Let P0 be the totally geodesic space-like plane orthogonal to n0 at x0. Let D0 be the
disk of radius r centered at x0 in P0. Let H ∈ R be fixed and let Sn be a sequence of
H-surfaces containing x0 and orthogonal to n0 with second fundamental form bounded
by C. After extracting a sub-sequence, the restrictions of Sn to the cylinders above
D0 converge C∞ to an H-surface with boundary contained in the cylinder over ∂D0.

Proof. For all n, the surface Sn is the graph of a function fn over a totally geodesic
plane Pn. The bound on the second form of Sn, along with the fact that Sn is
orthogonal to n0 indicates that for some r > 0, there exists ε > 0 such that

‖∇fn‖ ≤
1− ε
χ

on the disk of center x0 and radius r.
Moreover, since the second fundamental form of Sn are uniformly bounded, also the
Hessian of fn are uniformly bounded by a constant depending on r.
Therefore, we can extract a sub-sequence, still denoted with fn, which converges C1,1

to a function f∞ on the disk of center x0 and radius r. We notice that, since the
gradient of f∞ is uniformly bounded, the graph of f∞ is a space-like surface.
By definition, the fact that Sn are H-surfaces translates to the fact that fn is solution
of Equation (3.1). Since f∞ is a C1,1-limit of the sequence fn, it is itself a weak
solution of the same equation. By elliptic regularity, it follows that f∞ is C∞ and
fn is actually converging to f∞ in the C∞ sense. Therefore, the graph of f∞ over
the disk of radius r is an H-surface, which is the C∞ limit of the restriction of the
H-surfaces Sn to the cylinder above the disk of radius r.

We will need also a stability result for sequences of quasi-circles in ∂∞AdS3. This
will be a consequence of the following compactness property of quasi-symmetric
homeomorphisms:

Proposition 3.4.2 ([BZ06]). Let φn : S1 → S1 be a family of uniformly quasi-
symmetric homeomorphisms of S1, i.e. there exists a constant M such that

sup
n

sup
Q
| log |cr(φn(Q))|| ≤M ,
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where the supremum is taken over all possible quadruples Q of points in S1 with
cr(Q) = −1. Then there exists a subsequence φnk for which one of the following
holds:

• the homeomorphisms φnk converge uniformly to a quasi-symmetric homeomor-
phism φ;

• the homeomorphisms φnk converge uniformly on the complement of any open
neighborhood of a point of S1 to a constant map.

In terms of anti-de Sitter geometry, the above proposition can be translated as fol-
lows:

Proposition 3.4.3. Let Γn be a sequence of uniformly quasi-circles, i.e. Γn are
graphs of a family of unifomly quasi-symmetric homeomorphisms. Then, there exists
a subsequence Γnk which converges in the Hausdorff topology either to the boundary
of a light-like plane or to a quasi-circle Γ∞.

Under particular assumptions, we can guarantee that the limit of a sequence of
quasicircle is never the boundary of a light-like plane:

Lemma 3.4.4. Let S be a space-like surface whose asymptotic boundary is a quasi-
circle Γ. Suppose that there exists ε ∈ (−π/2, π/2) such that the surface Sε at time-
like distance ε from S is convex. Fix a point x0 ∈ AdS3 and a future-directed unit
vector n0 ∈ Tx0AdS3. Let xn be a sequence of points in S and let φn be a sequence
of isometries of AdS3 such that φn(xn) = x0 and the future-directed normal vector
to S at xn is sent to n0. Then no subsequences of φn(Γ) converge to the boundary of
a light-like plane.

Proof. We can choose an affine chart such that x0 = (0, 0, 0) ∈ R3 and n0 = (1, 0, 0).
Let x′n ∈ Sε be the point corresponding to xn under the normal flow. In particular
d(xn, x

′
n) = ε for every n. Since φn is an isometry, we deduce that φn(x′n) = x′0 =

(arcsin(ε), 0, 0). Moreover, if we denote with Pn the totally geodesic space-like plane
tangent to Sε at xn′ , by construction φn(Pn) = P0, where P0 is the totally geodesic
space-like plane through x′0 orthogonal to n0. Notice that, since Sε is equidistant
from S, they have the same asymptotic boundary Γ and Sε is contained in the domain
of dependence of Γ
Suppose by contradiction that there exists a subsequence, still denoted with φn(Γ),
which converges to the boundary of a light-like plane. Let ξ ∈ ∂∞AdS3 be the
self-intersection point of the boundary at infinity of this light-like plane. Since Sε
is convex, Pn is a support plane, hence its boundary at infinity is disjoint from Γ.
After applying the isometry φn, this implies that P0 is disjoint from φn(Γ) for every
n. We deduce that ξ lies in P0. But this implies that for n big enough, the point x′0
is not contained in the domain of dependence of φn(Γ), which is impossible because
each x′n is contained in the domain of dependence of Γ for every n.
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We have now all the tools to study the principal curvature of an H-surface with
bounded second fundamental form. In Section 3.3, we have seen that if we express
the principal curvatures of an H-surface as ±λ+H, and we define µ = log(λ), then
µ satisfies the differential equation

∆µ = e2µ −H2 − 1 . (3.3)

The main result of this section is the following:

Proposition 3.4.5. Let S be an H-surface with bounded principal curvatures. If its
boundary at infinity is a quasi-circle then S is uniformly negatively curved.

We will first show that an H-surface bounding a quasi-circle cannot be flat. In
case H = 0, a flat maximal surface in AdS3 was described in [BS10] as a maximal
horosphere in AdS3. It turns out that for general H, flat constant mean curvature
surfaces are equidistant surfaces from this maximal horosphere.

Let us first recall the construction of the maximal horosphere. Consider a space-like
line l in AdS3 and its dual line l⊥, which is obtained as the intersection of totally
geodesic planes dual to points of l. We recall that l⊥ can also be described as the set
of points at distance π/2 from l. The maximal horosphere S0 is defined as the set of
points at distance π/4 from l. It can be easily checked that S0 is flat. Moreover, for
every point x ∈ S0, the surface S0 has an orientation-reversing and time-reversing
isometry obtained by reflection along a plane P tangent to a point x ∈ S0, followed
by a rotation of angle π/2 around the time-like geodesic orthogonal to P at x. This
shows that the principal curvatures of S0 must be opposite to each other, hence
S0 is a maximal surface. We then deduce by the Gauss formula that the principal
curvatures are necessarily ±1 at every point. We notice that the boundary at infinity
of S0 consists of four light-like segments, hence S0 does not bound a quasi-circle.

We are now going to prove that flat H-surfaces can be obtained as surfaces at con-
stant distance from the maximal horosphere. We will need the following well-known
formulas for the variation of the induced metric and the shape operator in a foliation
by equidistant surfaces.

Proposition 3.4.6 (Lemma 1.14 [Sep17]). Let S be a space-like surface in AdS3 with
induced metric I and shape operator B. Let Sρ be the surface at time-like distance
ρ from S, obtained by following the normal flow. Then the induced metric on the
surface Sρ is given by

Iρ = I((cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B)·, (cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B)·) .

Moreover, the shape operator of Sρ is given by

Bρ = (cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B)−1(− sin(ρ)E + cos(ρ)B) .
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If we apply the previous proposition to the maximal horosphere S0, we obtain that,
choosing a local orthogonal frame that diagonalises B, the induced metrics and the
shape operator of the surface at time-like distance ρ from S0 can be written as

Iρ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
cos(ρ) + sin(ρ) 0

0 cos(ρ)− sin(ρ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣ Bρ =

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣
− sin(ρ)+cos(ρ)
cos(ρ)+sin(ρ) 0

0 − sin(ρ)−cos(ρ)
cos(ρ)−sin(ρ)

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ .
We deduce that equidistance surfaces form S0 are smooth for ρ ∈ (−π/4, π/4) and,
for every value of ρ in this interval, the surface Sρ is flat. Namely, by the Gauss
formula,

κSρ = −1− det(Bρ) = −1 + 1 = 0 .

Moreover, since the shape operator Bρ has constant trace

trace(Bρ) =
− sin(ρ) + cos(ρ)

cos(ρ) + sin(ρ)
+
− sin(ρ)− cos(ρ)

cos(ρ)− sin(ρ)
= −2 tan(2ρ)

we deduce that a flat surface with constant mean curvature H is the surface at time-
like distance ρ = 1

2 arctan(−H) from the maximal horosphere. Notice that, since
these surfaces are at bounded distance from the maximal horosphere, they have the
same boundary at infinity, which, we recall, consists of four light-like segments.

The proof of Proposition 3.4.5 will then follow from the above description of flat
H-surfaces by applying the Maximum Principle "at infinity":

Proof of Proposition 3.4.5. Since S has bounded second fundamental form, its Gaus-
sian curvature is bounded. We will denote with κsup the upper bound of the Gaussian
curvature of S.
If κsup is attained, then the maximum principle applied to Equation (3.3) implies
that κsup ≤ 0 and if κsup = 0, then the surface is flat. This latter case cannot hap-
pen, since by hypothesis S bounds a quasi-circle, hence, if the upper bound of the
Gaussian curvature is attained, the surface S is uniformly negatively curved.
We will know apply the Maximum Principle "at infinity" to get the same conclusion
when the upper bound is not attained. Consider a sequence of points xn ∈ S such
that the Gaussian curvature of S at xn satisfies

κsup −
1

n
≤ κ(xn) ≤ κsup .

Let φn be a sequence of isometries of AdS3 which sends xn to a fixed point x0 and the
future-directed unit normal vector to S at xn to a fixed vector n0 ∈ Tx0AdS3. Since
S has bounded second fundamental form, Lemma 3.4.1 shows that φn(S) converges,
up to subsequences, to an H-surface S∞ in a neighborhood of x0. By construction,
the curvature of S∞ has a local maximum at x0 equal to κsup, hence the maximum
principle applied again to Equation (3.3) shows that κsup ≤ 0.
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We are left to show that κsup 6= 0. For this we will need to use that the boundary at
infinity of S is a quasi-circle and the description of flat constant mean curvature sur-
faces. Suppose by contradiction that κsup = 0. Then the sequence φn(S) converges
in a neighborhood of x0 to the flat H-surface S∞ described above. Moreover, Lemma
3.4.1 implies that φn(S) converges, up to subsequences, to S∞ uniformly on compact
set. In particular, the boundary at infinity of φn(S) converges to the boundary at
infinity of S∞, which consists of four light-like segments. But this is not possible by
Proposition 3.4.3.

Remark 3.4.7. Proposition 3.4.5 and the Gauss formula imply that the principal
curvatures of an H-surface with bounded second fundamental form and asymptotic
boundary a quasi-circle can be written as ±λ + H, where λ ∈ [0,

√
H2 + 1 − ε] for

some ε > 0.

We conclude this section with the following result about the existence of a convex
surface equidistant from a negatively curved H-surface. This is a crucial step, to-
gether with Lemma 3.4.4, to prove the uniqueness of the constant mean curvature
foliation of the domain of dependence of a quasi-circle.

Proposition 3.4.8. Let S be a negatively curved H-surface with bounded second
fundamental form. Then there exists a convex surface equidistant from S.

Proof. We will do the proof for H ≥ 0, the other case being analogous. Let us write
the principal curvatures of S as µ = λ + H and µ′ = −λ + H. By Remark 3.4.7,
we know that λ ∈ [0,

√
1 +H2 − ε] for some ε > 0. We can clearly suppose ε < 1.

By Proposition 3.4.6, we know that the principal curvatures of the surface Sρ at
time-like distance ρ from S can be expressed as

µρ =
µ− tan(ρ)

1 + µ tan(ρ)
= tan(ρ0 − ρ)

µ′ρ =
µ′ − tan(ρ)

1 + µ′ tan(ρ)
= tan(ρ1 − ρ)

where ρ0 = arctan(µ) and ρ1 = arctan(µ′). We will denote

α = arctan
(√

1 +H2 +H − ε
)

β = arctan(H) γ = arctan
(
H −

√
1 +H2 + ε

)
.

By definition, we have

0 < β < ρ0 < α <
π

2
γ < ρ1 < β <

π

2
.

We deduce that for every ρ ∈ (α−π/2, 0] the surface Sρ is smooth, since the principal
curvatures are non-degenerate. Moreover, for every ρ ∈ (α− π/2, γ), the surface Sρ
has positive principal curvatures. Here, we should be careful that α− π/2 < γ, but
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this can easily be verified to be true under the assumption 0 < ε ≤ 1. Namely,
α− π/2 < γ if and only if

arctan
(
H −

√
1 +H2 + ε

)
> arctan

(√
1 +H2 +H − ε

)
− π

2

= arctan

( −1

H +
√

1 +H2 − ε

)
and it is sufficient to verify that

ε+H −
√

1 +H2 >
−1

H +
√

1 +H2 − ε
,

which is true, under the hypothesis that 0 < ε ≤ 1, since

−1 < −(1− ε)2 ≤ −ε2 + 2ε
√

1 +H2 − 1 = (ε+H −
√

1 +H2)(H − ε+
√

1 +H2) .

3.5 Uniqueness of the CMC foliation

In Section 3.3 we have proved the existence of a foliation by constant mean curvature
surfaces of the domain of dependence of a quasi-circle. In this section we prove the
uniqueness of such a foliation.

In order to prove the uniqueness of the foliation provided by Theorem 3.3.1, the
main idea consists of proving that a constant mean curvature surface with bounded
second fundamental form and with boundary at infinity a quasi-circle must coincide
with a leaf of the foliation. The main tool we will use is the Maximum Principle
for constant mean curvature surfaces in Lorentzian manifold, which we are going to
recall.

Lemma 3.5.1 (Maximum Principle [BBZ07]). Let Σ and Σ′ be smooth space-like
surfaces in a time-oriented Lorentzian manifold M . Assume that Σ and Σ′ are tan-
gent at some point p, and assume that Σ′ is contained in the future of Σ. Then, the
mean curvature of Σ′ at p is smaller or equal than the mean curvature of Σ at p.

We have now all the instruments to prove the uniqueness of the foliation by constant
mean curvature surfaces of the domain of dependence of a quasi-circle.

Theorem 3.5.2. Let Γ be a quasi-circle and let D(Γ) be its domain of dependence.
Then there exists a unique foliation of D(Γ) by constant mean curvature surfaces
with bounded second fundamental form.

Proof. The existence is provided by Theorem 3.3.1. In particular, we can define a
time function F : D(Γ) → R with the property that the level sets F−1(H) are H-
surfaces for each H ∈ R.
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To prove the uniqueness of this foliation, we are going to show that every other
surface S with constant mean curvature H, with bounded second fundamental form
and with asymptotic boundary Γ must coincide with the level set F−1(H).
Consider the restriction of F to S. Suppose that F admits maximum hmax at a
point x ∈ S and minimum hmin at a point y ∈ S. Notice that hmax < +∞ and
hmin > −∞, otherwise S would touch the domain of dependence. By construction,
the surfaces F−1(hmax) = Smax and F−1(hmin) = Smin are tangent to S at x and
y, respectively. Moreover, Smax is in the future of S and Smin is in the past of S.
Hence, by the Maximum Principle we obtain that

hmax ≤ H ≤ hmin .

Therefore, hmin = hmax = H and S coincides with a level set of the function F as
claimed.
In the general case, F does not admit maximum and minimum on S, but we can still
apply a similar reasoning "at infinity". We define

h+ = sup
x∈S

F (x) and h− = inf
x∈S

F (x) .

Fix a point x0 in AdS3 and a future-directed unit normal vector n0 at x0. Let xn be a
sequence of points in S such that F (xn) tends to h+ for n→∞. Let φn be a sequence
of isometries of AdS3 such that φn(xn) = x0 and the surface φn(S) is orthogonal to
n0 at x0. By Lemma 3.4.1, the sequence of surfaces Sn = φn(S) converges C∞ to an
H-surface S∞ in a neighborhood of x0. Let Γ∞ be the boundary at infinity of S∞.
Since Sn converges uniformly on compact sets to S∞, the curve Γ∞ is the limit of
the sequence φn(Γ). By Lemma 3.4.4 and Proposition 3.4.8, the limit curve Γ∞ is a
quasi-circle, hence Theorem 3.3.1 provides a foliation of the domain of dependence of
Γ∞ by constant mean curvature surfaces. Let F∞ : D(Γ∞)→ R be the time function
such that its level sets are leaves of the foliation. By construction, the function F∞
restricted to S∞ admits maximum at x0, so, by the Maximum Principle, h+ ≤ H.
Repeating a similar procedure for h−, we obtain the inequalities

h+ ≤ H ≤ h−

from which we deduce that h+ = h− = H and that S must coincide with the level
set F−1(H).

3.6 Application

In this section we will use the theory described in Section 3.2 in order to associate
to every constant mean curvature surface with asymptotic boundary the graph of a
quasi-symmetric homeomorphism φ and with bounded second fundamental form a
quasi-conformal extension of φ.
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In Section 3.2, we have recalled that, given a negatively curved space-like surface
embedded in AdS3, we can construct two local diffeomorphisms Πl,r : S → H2.

Proposition 3.6.1. Let S be an H-surface with bounded second fundamental form.
Suppose that the boundary at infinity of S is a quasi-circle Γ. Then the mappings
Πl,r : S → H2 are global diffeomorphisms and they extend the maps πl,r : Γ→ S1

Proof. We will do the proof for the map Πl, the other case being analogous. By
Proposition 3.4.8, there exists a convex surface Sε equidistant from S. We remark
that S and Sε has the same boundary at infinity. Let Πl,ε be the map defined in
Section 3.2 associated to the surface Sε. By Lemma 3.2.4 and Remark 3.2.5, the map
Πl,ε is a global diffeomorphism and extends πl.
We claim now that, if we denote with η : S → Sε the diffeomorphism induced by
the normal flow, we have Πl = Πl,ε ◦ η. This is sufficient to conclude the proof, as
the map η can be extended to the identity on the asymptotic boundaries. We now
prove the claim. Let p ∈ S. Up to isometry we can suppose that, in the affine chart
U3 = {x3 6= 0}, we have p = (0, 0, 0) and the tangent plane to S at p is the space-like
plane P of equation x = 0. In addition, we can suppose that the totally-geodesic
space-like plane we fix in the definition of Πl (see Section 3.2) is exactly P . With this
assumption, we clearly have Πl(p) = p. Moreover, η(p) = (ε, 0, 0) and the tangent
plane to Sε at η(p) has equation x = ε. On the other hand, since the left foliation is
parametrised by

(x, cos(θ)−x sin(θ), sin(θ)+x cos(θ)) = (x,
√

1 + x2 cos(θ+α),
√

1 + x2 sin(θ+α)) ,

where tanα = x, we have that

Πl,ε(ε, t
√

1 + ε2 cos(θ), t
√

1 + ε2 sin(θ)) =
1√

1 + ε2
(0, t cos(θ − β), t sin(θ − β)) ,

where tanβ = ε. Therefore, Πl,ε(η(p)) = Πl,ε(ε, 0, 0) = (0, 0, 0) = p = Πl(p), as
claimed.

As a consequence the map Φ = Πr ◦Π−1
l is a global diffeomorphism and extends the

quasi-symmetric map φ, whose graph is the quasi-circle Γ. We now use the estimates
on the principal curvatures proved in Section 3.4 to show that Φ is quasi-conformal.

Proposition 3.6.2. Let S be an H-surface with bounded second fundamental form
whose boundary at infinity is the graph of a quasi-symmetric homeomorphism φ.
Then the associated map Φ is a quasi-conformal extension of φ.

Proof. It is sufficient to prove that the map Πl : S → H2 is quasi-conformal from
the induced metric on S to the hyperbolic metric on H2. As seen in Section 3.2, the
differential of Πl is E+JB, where J is the complex structure on S and B is its shape
operator. We thus need to bound the module of the complex dilatation of the map
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A = (E+ JB)t(E+ JB). In a suitable orthogonal frame for S, we can suppose that
B is diagonal, hence

E + JB =

∣∣∣∣ 1 λ−H
λ+H 1

∣∣∣∣ ,
where we wrote the principal curvatures of S as ±λ+H with λ ∈ [0,

√
1 +H2 − ε].

Therefore,

A =

∣∣∣∣1 + (H − λ)2 2λ
2λ (λ+H)2 + 1

∣∣∣∣
and its complex dilatation is

µ = −λ(H + i)

1 +H2
.

Thus,

|µ|2 =
λ2

1 +H2
= 1− 1 +H2 − λ2

1 +H2
< 1

as wanted.

It turns out that the quasi-conformal homeomorphism Φ is a landslide. We recall
that an area-preserving homeomorphism Φ : H2 → H2 is a θ-landslide if it can be
decomposed as

Φ = f2 ◦ f−1
1

where fi : H2 → H2 are harmonic maps whose Hopf differentials satisfy

Hopf(f1) = e2iθHopf(f2) .

Proposition 3.6.3. Let SH ⊂ AdS3 be a space-like H-surface bounding a quasi-
circle at infinity. Then the map Πr ◦Π−1

l is a θ-landslide, where

θ = − arctan(H) +
π

2
.

Proof. Since, by definition, Φ = Πr◦Π−1
l , it is sufficient to prove that Πl,r : (SH , I)→

H2 are harmonic with
Hopf(Πl) = e2iθHopf(Πr) .

In order to prove that Πr is harmonic, it is sufficient to prove that if we write

Π∗rgH2 = I(·, b·) ,

then the traceless part of b is Codazzi for I. By definition of the map Πr, we know
that

Π∗rgH2 = I((E − JB)·, (E − JB)·) = I(·, (E − JB)∗(E − JB))

where (E − JB)∗ denotes the adjoint for the metric I. Since B is I-self-adjoint
and J is skew-symmetric for I, we deduce that (E − JB)∗ = (E + JB), thus b =
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(E + JB)(E − JB). Let us now decompose the operator B as B = B0 +HE, where
B0 is traceless. Then

(E + JB)(E − JB) = E +BJ − JB +B2

= E +B0J +HJ − JB0 −HJ +B2
0 +H2E + 2HB0

= (1 +H2)E + 2(HE − J)B0 +B2
0

= (1 + λ2 +H2)E + 2(HE − J)B0

where, in the last passage, we have used the fact that B2
0 = λ2E, λ being the

positive eigenvalue of B0. We deduce that the traceless part b0 of b is given by
b0 = 2(HE − J)B0, which is Codazzi because H is constant, B is Codazzi and J is
integrable and compatible with the metric I (hence d∇IJ = 0). Therefore, I(·, b0·)
is the real part of a holomorphic quadratic differential Φr and the metric Π∗rgH2 can
be written as

Π∗rgH2 = I(·, b·) = erI + Φr + Φr

where er : S → R+ is the energy density of the map Πr. Since Φr is holomorphic for
the complex structure J , this shows that Πr is harmonic with Hopf differential

Hopf(Πr) = Φr = I(HE − J)B0 + iIJ(HE − J)B0 .

A similar computation for Πl shows that

Hopf(Πl) = Φl = I(HE + J)B0 + iIJ(HE + J)B0 .

By using conformal coordinates, we deduce that

Hopf(Πl)

Hopf(Πr)
=
H + i

H − i = e2iθ

with
θ = − arctan(H) +

π

2

as claimed.



Chapter 4

The volume of GHMC anti-de
Sitter 3-manifolds

In this chapter, we study the volume of globally hyperbolic maximal compact anti-de
Sitter manifolds, in relation to some geometric invariants depending only on the two
points h and h′ in the Teichmüller space of S provided by Mess’ parameterisation.
The main result of the chapter is that the volume coarsely behaves like the minima of
the L1-energy of maps from (S, h) to (S, h′). As a corollary, we show that the volume
of GHMC AdS3 manifolds is bounded from above by the exponential of (any of the
two) Thurston’s Lipschitz asymmetric distances, up to some explicit constants, and
bounded from below by the exponential of the Weil-Petersson distance.

4.1 Definition of the problem and outline of the proofs

In the celebrated paper [Bro03], Brock proved that the volume of the convex core
of a quasi-Fuchsian manifold M behaves coarsely like the Weil-Petersson distance
between the two components in Teich(S)× Teich(S) provided by Bers’ parameteri-
sation ([Ber60]). The main purpose of this chapter is to study the analogous question
for GHMC anti-de Sitter manifolds.

Our first result concerns the relation between the volume of the convex core
and Thurston’s distances on Teichmüller space. Recall that Thurston’s distance
dTh(h, h′) is essentially the logarithm of the best Lipschitz constant of a diffeomor-
phism from (S, h) to (S, h′). This definition satisfies the properties of a distance on
Teich(S), except the symmetry. We prove the following:

Theorem 4.5.2. Let Mh,h′ be a globally hyperbolic maximal compact AdS3 manifold.

57
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Then

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ π|χ(S)| exp(min{dTh(h, h′), dTh(h′, h)}) .

One may thus try to see if the volume of the convex core is coarsely equivalent
to the minimum of Thurston asymmetric distances. This turns out to be false in
general, as we can produce examples of manifolds Mhn,h′n in which the minimum
min{dTh(hn, h

′
n), dTh(h′n, hn)} goes to infinity while Vol(C(Mhn,h′n)) stays bounded,

thus showing that there cannot be a bound from below on the volume using any of
Thurston’s asymmetric distances. However, in these examples both sequences hn and
h′n diverge in Teichmüller space. We prove that this condition is necessary for this to
happen. More precisely, we prove that if K is any compact subset of Teich(S), then
the volume of the convex core of a GHMC anti-de Sitter 3-manifold parameterised
by points in K ×Teich(S) (or Teich(S)×K) is coarsely equivalent to the minimum
of Thurston asymmetric distances.

On the other hand, we obtain a coarse bound from below on the volume of the convex
core of Mh,h′ by using the Weil-Petersson distance dWP(h, h′).

Theorem 4.6.2. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then there exist some
positive constants C and C ′ such that

exp(CdWP(h, h′))− C ′ ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) .

It follows easily from Theorem 4.5.2 that there are examples in which dWP(hn, h
′
n)

remains bounded, but Vol(C(Mhn,h′n)) diverges, thus the volume of the convex core
of Mh,h′ cannot be bounded from above by the Weil-Petersson distance between h
and h′.

We consider also a form of holomorphic 1-energy, which was already introduced
in [TV95]. Given two hyperbolic surfaces (S, h) and (S, h′), this is the functional
E∂(·, h, h′) : Diffeo0(S)→ R defined by

E∂(f, h, h′) =

∫
S
||∂f ||dAh ,

where ||∂f || is the norm of the (1, 0)-part of the differential of f , computed with
respect to the metrics h and h′. In [TV95], Trapani and Valli proved that the
functional E∂(·, h, h′) admits a unique minimum, which coincides with the unique
minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism m : (S, h)→ (S, h′) isotopic to the identity. Us-
ing the known construction ([BS10], [KS07]) which associates a minimal Lagrangian
diffeomorphism from (S, h) to (S, h′), isotopic to the identity, to the unique maximal
surface in Mh,h′ , we obtain the following theorem which gives a precise description
of the coarse behaviour of the volume of the convex core in terms of the holomorphic
1-energy:
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Theorem 4.3.8. Let Mh,h′ a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then
√

2

4
E∂(m,h, h′)− π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

π2

2
|χ(S)|+

√
2

4
E∂(m,h, h′) ,

where m : (S, h) → (S, h′) is the minimal Lagrangian map isotopic to the identity,
that is, the unique minimum of the 1-holomorphic energy functional E∂(·, h, h′).
A direct corollary involves the L1-energy, considered as the following functional:

Ed(f, h, h
′) =

∫
S
||df ||dAh .

Theorem 4.4.4. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then

1

4
inf Ed(·, h, h′)−

√
2

2
π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

π2

2
|χ(S)|+

√
2

2
inf Ed(·, h, h′) .

A more combinatorial version of the relation between maximal surfaces and minimal
Lagrangian maps is the association, already discovered by Mess, of (left and right)
earthquake maps between the two pleated surfaces which form the boundary of the
convex core ofMh,h′ . Roughly speaking, the role of the L1-energy between hyperbolic
surfaces is played by the length of the two measured geodesic laminations on (S, h)
which provide the earthquake maps of Thurston’s Earthquake Theorem.

If we denote by Eλ : Teich(S) → Teich(S) the transformation which associates to
h ∈ Teich(S) the metric h′ = Eλ(h) obtained by a (left or right) earthquake along
λ, we get the following inequalities involving the volume and the length of (both)
earthquake laminations:

Theorem 4.2.7. Given a GHMC AdS3 manifold Mh,h′ , let λ be the (left or right)
earthquake lamination such that Eλ(h) = h′. Then

1

4
`λ(h) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

1

4
`λ(h) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| .

A direct consequence is the fact that the length of the left and right earthquake
laminations is comparable, that is, their difference is bounded only in terms of the
topology of S:

Corollary 4.2.6. Given two hyperbolic metrics h and h′ on S, if λl and λr are the
measured laminations such that Eλll (h) = h′ and Eλrr (h) = h′, then

|`λl(h)− `λr(h)| ≤ 2π2|χ(S)| .

Let us outline here, for the convenience of the reader, the main steps for the proof of
the above results. A first main difference between the quasi-Fuchsian and the anti-
de Sitter setting consists in the fact that the volume of the whole manifold Mh,h′ is
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finite. By considering the foliation by constant curvature surfaces ([BBZ07]) of the
complement of the convex core, we will show that the volume of the whole manifold
and the volume of the convex core are coarsely equivalent. More precisely we prove
the following:

Proposition 4.2.1. Given a GHMC AdS3 manifold M , let M− and M+ be the two
connected components of the complement of C(M). Then

Vol(M−) ≤ π2

2
|χ(S)| and Vol(M+) ≤ π2

2
|χ(S)| ,

with equality if and only M is Fuchsian.

Then, using a foliation by equidistant surfaces from the boundary of the convex core,
we prove the following formula (already mentioned in [BBD+12]) which connects the
volume of the convex core, the volume of the whole manifold and the length of the
left and right earthquake laminations,

Vol(M) + Vol(C(M)) =
1

4
(`λl(h) + `λr(h)) + π2|χ(S)| . (4.1)

As a consequence, we obtain that the difference between the length of the right
earthquake lamination λr and the length of the left earthquake lamination λl is
uniformly bounded, which seems to be a non-trivial result to obtain using only
techniques from hyperbolic geometry. Theorem 4.2.7 will then follow by combining
Equation (4.1) with Proposition 4.2.1.

Another main consequence of Proposition 4.2.1 is the fact that the volume of the
convex core of Mh,h′ is coarsely equivalent to the volume of every submanifold in
which it is contained. Starting from the unique maximal surface embedded in Mh,h′

([BBZ07]), we construct a submanifold with smooth boundary Ωh,h′ which contains
the convex core and whose volume can be computed explicitly in terms of the function
(already introduced in [BMS15])

F : Teich(S)× Teich(S)→ R+

(h, h′) 7→
∫
S

trace(b)dAh ,

where b : TS → TS is the Codazzi, h-self-adjoint operator such that h′ = h(b·, b·)
associated to the minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism from (S, h) to (S, h′). In par-
ticular, using explicit formulas that relate the embedding data of the maximal surface
in Mh,h′ with the operator b, we can prove that

Vol(Ωh,h′) =
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4

∫
S

trace(b)dAh

which, combined again with Proposition 4.2.1 implies that the volume of the convex
core is coarsely equivalent to the functional F defined above. Moreover, it turns out
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that the integral of the trace of b coincides, up to a multiplicative constant, with the
holomorphic L1-energy

E∂(m,h, h′) =

∫
S
‖∂f‖dAh

when m : (S, h)→ (S, h′) is the minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism isotopic to the
identity. This will lead to Theorem 4.3.8 and Corollary 4.4.3. In addition, since the
trace of b is bounded from above by twice the Lipschitz constant ofm, we will deduce
Theorem 4.5.2.

As for the relation between the volume of the convex core of Mh,h′ and the Weil-
Petersson distance between h and h′, the main technical tool consists in the following
estimate:

Theorem 4.6.3. There exists a universal constant a > 0 such that for every λ ∈
ML(S) and for every h ∈ Teich(S), we have

‖grad`λ(h)‖WP ≥
a

|χ(S)|`λ(h) .

This will be obtained by a careful analysis of Riera’s formula [Rie05] for the norm
of the Weil-Petersson gradient of the length function. With this in hand, the proof
of Theorem 4.6.2 then goes as follows. By a result of Bers’, we can fix a pants
decomposition P for h such that the length of all curves αj in P are smaller than a
universal constant L > 0. If the metric h′ is obtained by performing a (left or right)
earthquake along a lamination λ, then the length of the curves αj increases at most
by

`αj (h
′) ≤ L+

`λ(h)

d(L)
,

where d(L) is a constant depending only on L. We can thus say that the point
h′ ∈ Teich(S) belongs to the set

Vm(S) = {h ∈ Teich(S) | `αj (h) < m}

if we put m = L + `λ(h)/d(L). As a consequence of Theorem 4.6.3, the integral
curve of the vector field X = −grad`λP /‖grad`λP ‖WP, where we denoted with λP
the measured geodesic lamination consisting of the simple closed curves αj with unit
weight, starting at h′ will intersect the set VL(S) in a finite time t0, which we are
able to express explicitely in terms of `λ(h) and the constants L and d(L). Theorem
4.6.2 will then follow from the fact that the set VL(S) has bounded diameter for the
Weil-Petersson metric and from Theorem 4.2.7.

4.2 Volume and length of earthquake laminations

In this section, we will discuss an explicit relation between the volume of a maximal
globally hyperbolic manifold (or the volume of its convex core) and the length of the
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(left and right) earthquake laminations. Before that, we will prove that the volume of
the complement of the convex hull is bounded by the volume of a Fuchsian manifold.
That is, the volume of M \ C(M) is maximal in the Fuchsian case. Hence, from a
coarse point of view, the volume of the manifold M is essentially the same as the
volume of its convex core.

Let us first notice that, by the description of Fuchsian AdS3 manifolds, given in Ex-
ample 1.5.3, the volume of any Fuchsian GHMC AdS3 manifold MF homeomorphic
to S × R is:

Vol(MF ) = π2|χ(S)| . (4.2)

4.2.1 Volume of the complement of the convex hull.

Given a globally hyperbolic maximal compact AdS3 manifold M , we will denote

M \ C(M) = M+ tM− ,

where M+ is the connected component adjacent to ∂+C(M), and M− the other
connected component. The following proposition estimates the volume of the com-
plement of the convex core.

Proposition 4.2.1. In the above setting, we have

Vol(M−) ≤ π2

2
|χ(S)| and Vol(M+) ≤ π2

2
|χ(S)| ,

with equality if and only M is Fuchsian.

It will then obviously follow that

Vol(M \ C(M)) ≤ π2|χ(S)| , (4.3)

that is, the volume of Vol(M \ C(M)) is at most the volume of a Fuchsian manifold.

Proof. We will give the proof for M+. By [BBZ11], there exists a function

F : M+ → [0,∞)

such that Sκ = F−1(κ) is the surface of constant curvature K = −1 − κ. By the
Gauss equation in the AdS3 setting, if B is the shape operator of Sκ, then κ = detBx
for every point x ∈ Sκ. Let ϕt be the flow of the vector field gradF/||gradF ||2. By
definition ϕt(Sκ) = Sκ+t and following this flow, one obtains the following expression
for the volume of M+:

Vol(M+) =

∫ ∞
0

∫
Sκ

dAreaSκ
||gradF ||dκ . (4.4)
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Let us now fix some κ ∈ (0,∞). Let x(ρ) be the normal flow of Sκ, which is well-
defined for a small ρ. We adopt the convention that the unit normal of Sκ is pointing
towards the concave side of Sκ. Let Sκ(ρ) be the parallel surface of Sκ at distance
ρ, in the concave side. Using the formula for the shape operator of Sκ(ρ), see [KS07]
or [Sep17, Lemma 1.14], we get:

Bρ = (cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B)−1(− sin(ρ)E + cos(ρ)B)

where Bρ is the shape operator of Sκ(ρ). Hence

detBρ =
sin2 ρ+ cos2 ρdetB − (sin ρ cos ρ)traceB

cos2 ρ+ sin2 ρdetB + (sin ρ cos ρ)traceB
.

With our convention, traceB < 0 since Sκ is concave, and thus, using the inequality
(traceB)2 ≥ 4 detB = 4κ, we have

detBρ ≥
sin2 ρ+ cos2 ρ κ+ 2 sin ρ cos ρ

√
κ

cos2 ρ+ sin2 ρ κ− 2 sin ρ cos ρ
√
κ
,

which implies that inf detBρ ≥ f(ρ), where

f(ρ) =
sin2 ρ+ cos2 ρ κ+ 2 sin ρ cos ρ

√
κ

cos2 ρ+ sin2 ρ κ− 2 sin ρ cos ρ
√
κ
.

Hence by an application of the maximum principle (compare for instance [BBZ11])
one has that Sκ(ρ) lies entirely in the concave side of Sf(ρ). In other words, F (x(ρ)) ≥
f(ρ). Observe that the timelike vector fields ẋ(%) and gradF (x(%)) are collinear when
% = 0. Hence for every ε > 0, there exists ρ0 > 0 such that for every % < ρ0 we have

〈gradF (x(%)), ẋ(%)〉 ≤ ||gradF (x(%))||(1 + ε) ,

hence

F (x(ρ))− F (x(0)) =

∫ ρ

0
〈gradF (x(%)), ẋ(%)〉d% ≤ (1 + ε)

∫ ρ

0
||gradF (x(%))||d% ,

for ρ < ρ0. On the other hand

F (x(ρ))− F (x(0)) ≥ f(ρ)− κ ,

and thus by differentiating at ρ = 0:

||gradF (x(0))||(1 + ε) ≥ d

dρ

∣∣∣∣
ρ=0

f(ρ) = 2
√
κ(κ+ 1) .

We can finally conclude the computation. From Equation (4.4), we have

Vol(M+) ≤
∫ +∞

0

(1 + ε)

2
√
κ(κ+ 1)

∫
Sκ

dAreaSκdκ

= (1 + ε)

∫ +∞

0

2π|χ(S)|dκ
2
√
κ(κ+ 1)2

=
π2

2
|χ(S)|(1 + ε) ,
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where we have used the Gauss-Bonnet formula, the fact that the Gaussian curvature
of Sκ is −1− κ, and that ∫ +∞

0

dx√
x(1 + x)2

=
π

2
.

Finally, let us observe that equality holds if and only if (traceB)2 = 4 detB at every
point, which is the case in which all the surfaces Sκ are umbilical. This implies
that the boundary of the convex core is totally geodesic, and thus M is a Fuchsian
manifold.

A direct consequence of Proposition 4.2.1, using Equation (4.3), is that the volume
of M and of the convex core of M are roughly comparable:

Corollary 4.2.2. Given a maximal globally hyperbolic manifold M ,

Vol(C(M)) ≤ Vol(M) ≤ Vol(C(M)) + π2|χ(S)| .

4.2.2 Length of earthquake laminations

In this subsection we will prove a coarse relation between the volume of a maximal
globally hyperbolic manifold Mh,h′ and the length of the earthquake laminations of
the (both left and right) earthquake maps from (S, h) to (S, h′), provided by the
Earthquake Theorem (Theorem 1.5.4).

Before stating the main results of this subsection, we finally need to recall the defi-
nition of length of a measured geodesic lamination. Let us denote by ML(S) the set
of measured laminations on S, up to isotopy. The set of weighted multicurves

(c,a) = ((c1, a1), . . . , (cn, an)) ,

where ci are essential simple closed curves on S and ai are positive weights, is dense
in ML(S). The well-posedness of the following definition then follows from [Bon86].

Definition 4.2.3. Given a closed orientable surface S of genus g ≥ 2, we denote

` : ML(S)× Teich(S)→ [0,+∞)

the unique continuous function such that, for every weighted multicurve (c,a),

`((c,a), [h]) =

n∑
i=0

ailengthh(ci) ,

where lengthh(c) denotes the length of the h-geodesic representative in the isotopy
class of c. Then we define the length function associated to a measured lamination
λ as the function

`λ : Teich(S)→ [0,+∞)

defined by `λ([h]) = `(λ, [h]).
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Similarly, we also recall the definition of topological intersection for measured
geodesic laminations:

Definition 4.2.4. Given a closed orientable surface S of genus g ≥ 2, we denote

ι : ML(S)×ML(S)→ [0,+∞)

the unique continuous function such that, for every pair of simple closed curves λ =
(c, w) and λ′ = (c′, w′),

ι(λ, λ′) = w · w′ ·#(γ ∩ γ′) ,

where γ and γ′ are geodesic representatives of c and c′ for any hyperbolic metric on
S.

The following is the first step towards a relation between the volume of a maxi-
mal globally hyperbolic manifold and the length of the left and right earthquake
laminations of the Earthquake Theorem (Theorem 1.5.4).

Lemma 4.2.5. Given a GHMC AdS3 manifold M = Mh,h′ , let λl and λr be the
measured laminations such that Eλll (h) = h′ and Eλrr (h) = h′. Then

Vol(C(M)) + Vol(M+) =
1

4
`λr(h) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| , (4.5)

and

Vol(C(M)) + Vol(M−) =
1

4
`λl(h) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| . (4.6)

The proof follows from the arguments in [BB09, Section 8.2.3].

Corollary 4.2.6. Given two hyperbolic metrics h and h′ on S, if λl and λr are the
measured laminations such that Eλll (h) = h′ and Eλrr (h) = h′, then

|`λl(h)− `λr(h)| ≤ 2π2|χ(S)| .

Proof. From Equations (4.5) and (4.6), it follows that

1

4
|`λl(h)− `λr(h)| = |Vol(M+)−Vol(M−)| ≤ max{Vol(M−),Vol(M+)} ≤ π2

2
|χ(S)| ,

where the last inequality is the content of Proposition 4.2.1.

Theorem 4.2.7. Given a GHMC AdS3 manifoldMh,h′ , let λl and λr be the measured
laminations such that Eλll (h) = h′ and Eλrr (h) = h′. Then

1

4
`λl(h) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

1

4
`λl(h) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| , (4.7)

and analogously

1

4
`λr(h) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

1

4
`λr(h) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| . (4.8)
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Proof. From Lemma 4.2.5, we have

Vol(C(M)) =
1

4
`λl(h) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| −Vol(M−) ,

and thus the claim follows, using that

0 ≤ Vol(M−) ≤ π2

2
|χ(S)|

by Proposition 4.2.1. The other inequality holds analogously.

4.3 Holomorphic energy

In this section we will discuss the relation between the volume of a maximal globally
hyperbolic anti-de Sitter manifold and several types of 1-energy, that is, the holo-
morphic 1-energy obtained by integrating the norm ||∂f || of the (1, 0)-part of the
differential of a diffeomorphism f between Riemannian surfaces, and the integral of
the 1-Schatten norm of the differential of f .

4.3.1 Volume of a convex set bounded by K-surfaces

As a consequence of Proposition 4.2.1, the volume of the convex core of a GHMC
AdS3 manifoldMh,h′ is coarsely equivalent to the volume of every domain ofMh,h′ in
which it is contained. Using this fact, we will be able to compare the volume ofMh,h′

with the minima of certain functionals which depend on (h, h′) ∈ Teich(S)×Teich(S).

As explained in Subsection 1.5, in Mh,h′ , there exists a unique embedded maximal
surface Σ0 = Σh,h′ (i.e with vanishing mean curvature) with principal curvatures in
(−1, 1). By an application of the maximum principle, Σ0 is contained in the convex
core of Mh,h′ . Moreover, using the formulas for the shape operator Bρ of equidistant
surfaces (see [KS07] or [Sep17, Lemma 1.14]), it is straightforward to verify that a
foliation by equidistant surfaces Σρ from Σ0 is defined at least for ρ ∈ [−π

4 ,
π
4 ] and the

surfaces Σ−π
4
and Σπ

4
are convex resp. concave, with constant Gaussian curvature

−2. Therefore, the domain with boundary

Ωh,h′ =
⋃

ρ∈[−π
4
,π
4

]

Σρ

contains the convex core and by definition

Vol(Ωh,h′) =

∫ π
4

−π
4

Area(Σρ)dρ .
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By exploiting the analytic relation between maximal surfaces in AdS3-manifolds and
minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphisms between hyperbolic surfaces, we can express
explicitly this volume as a functional of h and h′.

In fact (recalling Definition 1.5.5), the minimal Lagrangian map m : (S, h)→ (S, h′)
can be characterised in the following way, see [Lab92b]:

Lemma 4.3.1. Given two hyperbolic metrics h and h′ on S, an orientation-
preserving diffeomorphism m : (S, h)→ (S, h′) is minimal Lagrangian if and only if
there exists a bundle morphism b ∈ Γ(End(TS)) such that

(1) m∗h′ = h(b·, b·)

(2) det(b) = 1

(3) b is h-self-adjoint

(4) b satisfies the Codazzi equation d∇b = 0 for the Levi-Civita connection ∇ of h.

Moreover, if we denote with I0 the induced metric on Σ0 and with B0 its shape
operator, and we identify (Σ0, I0) and (S, h) using the left projection, the following
relations hold (see [KS07, BS10, BS16]):

I0 =
1

4
h((E + b)·, (E + b)·) and B0 = −(E + b)−1Jh(E − b) . (4.9)

Here Jh is the complex structure on S compatible with the metric h. In particular,
it can be checked directly that the surface Σ0 is maximal precisely when conditions
(1) − (4) of Lemma 4.3.1 hold, that is, when the associated map is minimal
Lagrangian.

Therefore, by using the above formulas and the fact that the metric on the
parallel surface Σρ at distance ρ from Σ0 is given by

Iρ = I0((cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B0)·, (cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B0)·) ,

the area form of (Σρ, Iρ) is

dAΣρ = det(cos(ρ)E + sin(ρ)B0)dAΣ0 = (cos2(ρ) + sin2(ρ)(detB0))dAΣ0 .

Moreover, from Equation (4.9), we have

dAΣ0 =
1

4
det(E + b)dAh and detB0 =

det(E − b)
det(E + b)

=
2− trace(b)

2 + trace(b)
.
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Therefore we get:

Area(Σρ) =

∫
Σ0

(cos2(ρ) + sin2(ρ)(detB0))dAΣ0

= cos2(ρ)

∫
Σ0

dAΣ0 + sin2(ρ)

∫
Σ0

det(B0)dAΣ0

=
cos2(ρ)

4

∫
Σ0

det(E + b)dAh +
sin2(ρ)

4

∫
Σ0

det(E − b)dAh

=
cos2(ρ)

4

∫
Σ0

(2 + trace(b))dAh +
sin2(ρ)

4

∫
Σ0

(2− trace(b))dAh

= π|χ(S)|+ 1

4
(cos2(ρ)− sin2(ρ))

∫
Σ0

trace(b)dAh ,

where in the last step we used the Gauss-Bonnet equation for the hyperbolic metric
h. Integrating for ρ ∈ [−π/4, π/4] we have

Vol(Ωh,h′) =
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4

∫
Σ0

trace(b)dAh . (4.10)

Recall that from [Lab92b], there exists a unique minimal Lagrangian map m :
(S, h) → (S, h′) isotopic to the identity between any two hyperbolic surfaces (S, h)
and (S, h′). Hence we can now prove:

Corollary 4.3.2. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Let b : TS → TS be the
unique h-self-adjoint Codazzi operator such that m∗h′ = h(b·, b·), where m : (S, h)→
(S, h′) is the minimal Lagrangian diffeomorphism. Then

1

4

∫
S

trace(b)dAh − π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
1

4

∫
S

trace(b)dAh +
π2

2
|χ(S)| .

Proof. By the previous computation, we have

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤ Vol(Ωh,h′) =
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4

∫
S

trace(b)dAh .

On the other hand, by an adaptation of the proof of Proposition 4.2.1, since the
boundary of Ωh,h′ consists of the disjoint union of the two surfaces with constant
curvature −2 in Mh,h′ , for every ε > 0, we have

Vol(Ωh,h′ \ C(Mh,h′)) ≤ 2(1 + ε)

∫ 1

0

1

2
√
κ(κ+ 1)

∫
Sκ

dAreaSκdκ

= 2π|χ(S)|(1 + ε)

∫ 1

0

dκ√
κ(κ+ 1)2

= |χ(S)|
(
π +

π2

2

)
(1 + ε) ,

and therefore

Vol(Ωh,h′ \ C(Mh,h′)) ≤ |χ(S)|
(
π +

π2

2

)
.
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Hence, using Equation (4.10),

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) = Vol(Ωh,h′)−Vol(Ωh,h′ \ C(Mh,h′))

≥ Vol(Ωh,h′)− |χ(S)|
(
π +

π2

2

)
≥ 1

4

∫
S

trace(b)dAh − π|χ(S)| ,

as claimed.

4.3.2 Holomorphic energy and Schatten energy

As a consequence of Corollary 4.3.2, the coarse properties of the volume of a GHMC
AdS3 manifold depend only on the function

F : Teich(S)× Teich(S)→ R+

(h, h′) 7→
∫
S

trace(b)dAh ,

where b is the Codazzi tensor, satisfying the conditions (1) − (4) of Lemma 4.3.1
above, for the minimal Lagrangian map m : (S, h) → (S, h′). The properties of
F have already been introduced and studied in [BMS15]. Here we point out the
relation with an L1-energy on Teichmüller space.

Let us denote by C1
id(S) the space of C1 maps f : (S, h) → (S, h′) homo-

topic to the identity. Equivalently, by identifying (S, h) with H2/ρ(π1(S)) and
(S, h′) with H2/ρ′(π1(S)) (where ρ, ρ′ are the holonomy representations of π1(S)
into Isom(H2)), C1

id(S) coincides with the space of (ρ, ρ′)-equivariant C1 maps of
H2 into itself.

Definition 4.3.3. Given two hyperbolic surfaces (S, h) and (S, h′), the 1-Schatten
energy is the functional ESch(·, h, h′) : C1

id(S)→ R+

ESch(f, h, h′) =

∫
S

trace(bf )dAh

where bf is the unique h-self-adjoint operator such that f∗h′ = h(bf ·, bf ·).
Remark 4.3.4. At every point x ∈ S, the tensor bf at x coincides with the square
root of df∗df , where df∗ is the h-adjoint operator of df . Hence trace(bf ) coincides
with the 1-Schatten norm of the operator df at x, and this justifies the definition of
ESch(f) as the 1-Schatten energy.

Remark 4.3.5. The 1-Schatten energy of a C1 map f is related to the holomorphic
energy

E∂(f, h, h′) =

∫
S
‖∂f‖dAh
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studied by Trapani and Valli in [TV95]. (Here we are considering ∂f as a holomor-
phic 1-form with values in f∗TS and we denote with ‖ · ‖ the norm on T ∗S ⊗ f∗TS
induced by the metrics h and h′). A computation in local coordinates, using Remark
4.3.4, shows that the eigenvalues of df∗df are

µ1 =
1

2
(‖∂f‖ − ‖∂f‖)2 and µ2 =

1

2
(‖∂f‖+ ‖∂f‖)2 .

Therefore one obtains:

trace(bf ) =
√

2 max{||∂f ||, ||∂f ||} . (4.11)

In particular, when f is orientation-preserving (for instance if f is a minimal La-
grangian diffeomorphism), then ‖∂f‖2 − ‖∂f‖2 > 0 and therefore

trace(bf ) =
√

2‖∂f‖ .

In conclusion, this shows that

E∂(f, h, h′) ≤
√

2

2
ESch(f, h, h′) , (4.12)

with equality when f is an orientation-preserving diffeomorphism.

Let us denote by Diffeo0(S, h, h′) the space of orientation preserving diffeomorphisms
f : (S, h)→ (S, h′) isotopic to the identity. Trapani and Valli proved that the holo-
morphic 1-energy E∂(·, h, h′) is minimized on Diffeo0(S, h, h′) by the unique minimal
Lagrangian map m : (S, h)→ (S, h′):

Proposition 4.3.6 (Lemma 3.3 [TV95]). Given two hyperbolic metrics (S, h) and
(S, h′), the functional

E∂(·, h, h′) : Diffeoid(S, h, h′)→ R+

admits a unique minimum attained by the minimal Lagrangian map m : (S, h) →
(S, h′) isotopic to the identity.

We will actually need the fact that the minimal Lagrangian map m : (S, h)→ (S, h′)
also minimizes ESch on C1

id(S), which is an improvement of Proposition 4.3.6:

Proposition 4.3.7. Given two hyperbolic metrics (S, h) and (S, h′), the functional

ESch(·, h, h′) : C1
id(S)→ R+

admits a minimum attained by the minimal Lagrangian map m : (S, h) → (S, h′)
isotopic to the identity.

The proof follows from the convexity of the functional ESch, see [BMS17]. In fact, the
space Diffeoid(S, h, h′) of diffeomorphisms isotopic to the identity is open in C∞id (S)
(i.e. the space of C∞ self maps of S homotopic to the identity). Moreover, by Remark
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4.3.5, ESch and E∂ coincide on Diffeoid(S, h, h′), up to a factor. By Proposition 4.3.6,
m is a local minimum of ESch on C∞id (S), and thus a global minimum on C∞id (S) by
convexity. By density of C∞id (S) in C1

id(S), and the continuity of ESch on C1
id(S), it

follows that m is a global minimum of ESch(·, h, h′) on C1
id(S), as well.

The above results enable us to conclude the following theorem:

Theorem 4.3.8. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then

1

4
ESch(m,h, h′)− π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

1

4
ESch(m,h, h′) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| ,

where m : (S, h) → (S, h′) is the minimal Lagrangian map isotopic to the identity,
that is, the minimum of the 1-Schatten energy functional ESch(·, h, h′) : C1

id(S)→ R.

Proof. By Proposition 4.3.7, the minimum of ESch(·, h, h′) is achieved at the minimal
Lagrangian map m, and we have by definition

ESch(m,h, h′) =

∫
S

trace(b)dAh .

Hence the statement follows from Corollary 4.3.2.

4.4 L1-energy between hyperbolic surfaces

We conclude this section by showing that the volume is also coarsely comparable to
the L1-energy on Teichmüller space. The L1-energy, or total variation, is defined as:

Definition 4.4.1. Given two hyperbolic surfaces (S, h) and (S, h′), the 1-energy, or
total variation, of f is the functional

Ed(·, h, h′) : C1
id(S)→ R+

defined by

Ed(f, h, h
′) =

∫
S
||df ||dAh .

For the proof of the inequality

1

4
inf

f∈C1
id(S)

Ed(·, h, h′)−
√

2

2
π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′))

of Theorem 4.4.3, we will need the fact that

inf
f∈C1

id(S)
Ed(·, h, h′) ≤ `λ(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)| ,

so as to apply Theorem 4.2.7. This follows from the following lemma:
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Lemma 4.4.2. Given two hyperbolic surfaces (S, h) and (S, h′), let λ be the measured
lamination such that Eλl (h) = h′ (or Eλr (h) = h′). Then there exists a sequence
fn ∈ C1

id(S) such that

lim
n→+∞

Ed(fn, h, h
′) ≤ `λ(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)| .

Proof. We will give the proof for left earthquakes. Suppose first that λ is a weighted
simple closed geodesic (γ,w). Let Uε be the ε-neighborhood of γ on (S, h). Choose
coordinates (t, r) on Uε, so that the geodesic γ is parameterized by arclength by the
coordinate (t, 0), for t ∈ [0, L], and the point (t, r) is at signed distance r from the
point (t, 0). Hence the metric on Uε has the form dr2 + cosh2(r)dt2. Then define
fε(r, t) = (r, t + gε(r)) on Un, where gε(r) is a smooth increasing map such that
gε(−ε) = 0 and gε(ε) = w. By definition of earthquake map, we can then extend fε
to be an isometry on S \ Uε. By a direct computation,

||dfε(r,t)|| =
√

2 + g′ε(r)
2 ,

hence∫
Uε

||dfε||dAh = L

∫ ε

−ε

√
2 + g′ε(r)

2 cosh(r)dr ≤ L
∫ ε

−ε
(
√

2 + g′ε(r)) cosh(r)dr

≤
√

2Area(Uε) + L cosh(ε)(g(ε)− g(−ε)) .

Therefore, using that L(g(ε) − g(−ε)) = Lw = `λ(h) and that fε is an isometry
outside of Uε, we get∫

S
||dfε||dAh =

∫
S\Uε
||dfε||dAh +

∫
Uε

||dfε||dAh

≤ cosh(ε)`λ(h) +
√

2Area(S \ Uε) +
√

2Area(Uε)

= cosh(ε)`λ(h) +
√

2Area(S) = cosh(ε)`λ(h) + 2
√

2π|χ(S)| .

As we let ε→ 0, this concludes that

lim
ε→0

∫
S
||dfε||dAh ≤ `λ(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)| .

Let us now take an arbitrary measured geodesic lamination λ. Let λn be a sequence
of weighted multicurves converging to λ, so that:

• |`λn(h)− `λ(h)| ≤ 1/n.

• The metrics hn = Eλnl (h) and h′ = Eλl (h) are (1 + 1/n)-bi-Lipschitz.

In fact, the second step follows from the continuity of the earthquake map El :
ML(S) × Teich(S) → Teich(S). Let us now take fn : (S, h) → (S, hn) (constructed
as before) so that ∫

S
||dfn||dAh ≤ `λn(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)|+ 1

n
.
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Let gn : (S, hn) → (S, h′) be the (1 + 1/n)-bi-Lipschitz diffeomorphisms. Since
hn → h′, we can assume gn → id. Then for the map gn ◦ fn : (S, h) → (S, h′), we
have: ∫

S
||d(gn ◦ fn)||dAh ≤

(
1 +

1

n

)∫
S
||dfn||dAh

≤
(

1 +
1

n

)(
`λn(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)|+ 1

n

)
≤
(

1 +
1

n

)(
`λ(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)|+ 2

n

)
.

Hence the constructed sequence gn ◦fn : (S, h)→ (S, h′) converges to the earthquake
map eλ and satisfies:

lim
n→+∞

∫
S
||d(gn ◦ fn)||dAh ≤ `λ(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)| ,

hence concluding the proof.

We are now able to prove the main result connecting the volume of GHMC AdS3

manifolds with the minima of the L1-energy:

Theorem 4.4.3. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then

1

4
inf

f∈C1
id(S)

Ed(·, h, h′)−
√

2

2
π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

√
2

2
inf

f∈C1
id(S)

Ed(·, h, h′)+
π2

2
|χ(S)| .

Proof. From Lemma 4.4.2 and Theorem 4.2.7, we have

1

4
inf

f∈C1
id(S)

Ed(·, h, h′) ≤
1

4
(`λ(h) + 2

√
2π|χ(S)|) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) +

√
2

2
π|χ(S)| ,

hence the lower bound follows. On the other hand, using the fact that

||df ||2 = ||∂f ||2 + ||∂f ||2 ,

from Equation (4.11) we have for every f ∈ C1
id(S):

trace(bf ) =
√

2 max{||∂f ||, ||∂f ||} ≤
√

2||df || .

Thus

ESch(f, h, h′) =

∫
S

trace(bf )dAh ≤
√

2

∫
S
||df ||dAh .
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Hence the upper bound follows from Theorem 4.3.8 and Proposition 4.3.7:

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4
ESch(m,h, h′)

=
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4
inf

f∈C1
id(S)

ESch(f, h, h′)

≤ π2

2
|χ(S)|+

√
2

4
inf

f∈C1
id(S)

Ed(f, h, h
′) ,

thus concluding the proof.

4.5 Thurston’s asymmetric distance

In this Section, we will apply Corollary 4.3.2 to compare the volume of the convex
core of a GHMC AdS3-manifold and Thurston’s asymmetric distance on Teichmüller
space.

4.5.1 The general upper bound

Thurston asymmetric distance on Teichmüller space is deeply related to the
hyperbolic geometry of surfaces. We briefly recall here the main definitions for the
convenience of the reader.

Let h and h′ two hyperbolic metrics on S. Given a diffeomorphism isotopic
to the identity f : (S, h)→ (S, h′) we define the Lipschitz constant of f as

L(f) = sup
x 6=y∈S

dh′(f(x), f(y))

dh(x, y)
.

Definition 4.5.1. Thurston asymmetric distance between h, h′ ∈ Teich(S) is

dTh(h, h′) = inf
f∈Diffid

log(L(f))

where the infimum is taken over all diffeomorphisms f : (S, h) → (S, h′) isotopic to
the identity.

Thurston showed that the Lipschitz constant L(f) can also be computed by compar-
ing lengths of closed geodesics for the metrics h and h′. More precisely, in [Thu98]
he proved that

L(f) = sup
c

`c(h
′)

`c(h)
, (4.13)

where c varies over all simple closed curves c in S.
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An application of Theorem 4.3.8 leads to the following comparison between the
volume of the convex core of a GHMC AdS3 manifold and Thurston asymmetric
distance.

Theorem 4.5.2. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ π|χ(S)| exp(min{dTh(h, h′), dTh(h′, h)}) .

Proof. We will first prove that

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ π|χ(S)| exp(dTh(h, h′)) .

First of all, let us observe that the Lipschitz constant of a diffeomorphism f : (S, h)→
(S, h′) can be expressed as:

L(f) = sup
v∈TS

||df(v)||h′
||v||h

= sup
x∈S
||dfx||∞ ,

Here, ||dfx||∞ is the spectral norm of dfx : (TxS, hx) → (Tf(x)S, h
′
f(x)). Now, from

Theorem 4.3.8, for every diffeomorphism f : (S, h)→ (S, h′) isotopic to the identity,
we have

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4
ESch(f, h, h′) .

Since the spectral norm of df is the maximum eigenvalue of
√
df∗df , the 1-Schatten

norm is bounded by twice the spectral norm, hence we get

ESch(f, h, h′) =

∫
S

trace(bf )dAh ≤ 2 sup
x∈S
||dfx||∞

∫
S
dAh = 4π|χ(S)|L(f) .

Hence we obtain:

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ π|χ(S)| inf

f
L(f) =

π2

2
|χ(S)|+ π|χ(S)|edTh(h,h′) .

For the main statement, observe that the involution

SL(2,R)→ SL(2,R)

A 7→ A−1

induces an orientation-reversing isometry of AdS3 which swaps the left and right
metric in Mess’ parameterization (see Section 1.5). Therefore, the volumes of the
convex cores of Mh,h′ and Mh′,h are equal. Hence it follows that

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ π|χ(S)| exp(dTh(h′, h))

is also true. This concludes the proof.
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4.5.2 A negative result

We are now showing that it is not possible to find a lower-bound for the volume of
the convex core in terms of the Thurston asymmetric distance between the left and
right metric.

Proposition 4.5.3. There is no continuous, proper function g : R+ → R+ such that

g(min{dTh(h, h′), dTh(h′, h)}) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) .

for every couple of metrics h, h′ ∈ Teich(S).

Proof. It is sufficient to show that it is possible to find a sequence of GHMC AdS3

manifolds such that the volume of the convex core remains bounded but both
Thurston’s asymmetric distances between the left and right metric diverge.
Choose a simple closed curve µ ∈ P that disconnects the surface in such a way that
one connected component S1 is a surface of genus 1 with geodesic boundary equal
to µ. Fix a pant decomposition P containing the curve µ. Let α ⊂ S1 be the curve
in the pant decomposition of S contained in the interior of S1. Fix a simple closed
curve β in S1 (see Figure 4.1) which intersects α in exactly one point. Choose then
a hyperbolic metric h on S such that the geodesic representative of β intersects α
orthogonally. For every n ∈ N we define an element hn ∈ Teich(S) with the property
that all Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates of hn coincide with those of h but the length
of the curve α, which we impose to be equal to 1/n. In particular, the hn-geodesic
representative of β intersects α orthogonally for every n.

µ

α
β

Figure 4.1: Curves described in the proof of Proposition 4.5.3

Consider the measured geodesic laminations λn consisting of the simple closed curve
α with weight n. We define a second sequence of hyperbolic metrics h′n as h′n =
Eλnl (hn). Notice that these metrics are obtained from hn by performing n2 Dehn-
twists along α. We are going to show that the volume of the convex core of the
GHMC AdS3 manifolds Mn = Mhn,h′n remains bounded but the two Thurston’s
asymmetric distances between hn and h′n go to infinity when n tends to +∞.
By Equation (4.7) in Theorem 4.2.7, the volume of the convex core of Mn is coarsely
equivalent to the length of λn, which by definition is

`λ(hn) = `α(hn) · 1

n
= 1 ,
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hence the volume remains bounded.
On the other hand, since the curve β intersects α orthogonally, for every metric hn
we claim that

`β(hn) = 4arcsinh

(
cosh(

`µ(h)
4 )

sinh( 1
2n)

)
.

To prove the claim, we cut the surface S1 along the curve α, thus obtaining a pair of
pants P ′ with geodesic boundaries given by µ and two copies of α. If we cut again
P ′ into two right-angled exagons (see Figure 4.2), the length of the curve β can be
computed using standard hyperbolic trigonometry [Thu97]. Here we are also using
the fact that the length of the curve µ does not depend on n.

M

A B

Figure 4.2: The lengths of the edges A,B and M satisfy sinh(A) sinh(B/2) = cosh(M/2).

Hence we obtain
`β(hn) ≤ C1 |log(n)|+ C2 , (4.14)

for some constants C1, C2, when n is sufficiently big. Moreover, by a simple appli-
cation of the triangle inequality (see [BS09, Lemma 7.1], and recall Definition 4.2.4
for the intersection of measured geodesic laminations), we can deduce that

`β(h′n) + `β(hn) ≥ ι(λn, β) = n ,

thus
`β(h′n)

`β(hn)
≥ −1 +

n

`β(hn)
→ +∞

when n tends to +∞ by using Equation (4.14). Therefore, by definition
dTh(hn, h

′
n)→ +∞ .

To prove that also dTh(h′n, hn) is unbounded, it is sufficient to repeat the same ar-
gument for the curve β′ = Dn2

α (β) obtained from β by performing n2 Dehn-twists
along α. Namely, by construction, the curve β′ intersects orthogonally the curve α
for the metric h′n, thus the same estimate as in Equation (4.14) holds for the length
of the curve β′ with respect to the metric h′n.

4.5.3 Discussion of the optimality

In this subsection, we will construct some examples to show that the result of The-
orem 4.5.2 is optimal, in some sense. The first situation we consider is the case of
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a sequence of manifolds Mh,h′ for which one metric is fixed, and the other metric
diverges in Teich(S). In this case, the volume of Mh,h′ is in fact bounded also from
below by the exponential of Thurston’s asymmetric distance:

Proposition 4.5.4. Let Ω be a compact set in Teich(S) and let Mh,h′ be a GHMC
AdS3 manifold with h ∈ Ω. There exists a constant C = C(Ω) > 0 such that

C(Ω) exp(dTh(h, h′))− C(Ω) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′))

for every h ∈ Ω and every h′ ∈ Teich(S).

Proof. Let h′ be any hyperbolic metric on S, let λ be the measured lamination such
that h′ = Eλl (h), and let α be any simple closed curve on S. By a simple formula,
we have:

`α(h′) ≤ `α(h) + ι(λ, α) .

In fact, it is easy to check that this formula is true when λ is a simple closed curve,
since the h′-geodesic representative of α is shorter than the piecewise-geodesic curve
obtained by glueing the image of the h-geodesic representative of α and subintervals
of the simple closed curve λ according to the earthquake measure. The general case
follows by a continuity argument. Hence we have:

`α(h′)

`α(h)
≤ 1 +

ι(λ, α)

`α(h)
.

We claim that there exists a constant C = C(Ω) > 0 such that, for every pair of
measured laminations µ, λ ∈ML(S),

ι(µ, λ)

`µ(h)`λ(h)
≤ D(Ω) .

The proof will then follows directly from the claim, since we will then have

`α(h′)

`α(h)
≤ 1 +D(Ω)`λ(h) ≤ 1 + 4D(Ω)Vol(C(Mh,h′))

by Theorem 4.2.7, for every simple closed curve α. Therefore (recall Equation
(4.13))),

C(Ω) exp(dTh(h, h′))− C(Ω) = C(Ω) sup
α

`α(h′)

`α(h)
− C(Ω) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ,

where C(Ω) = 1/4D(Ω).
To prove the claim, suppose by contradiction there exists no such constant D(Ω),
and therefore there exist a sequence hn ∈ Ω, and sequences µn, λn ∈ ML(S) such
that

ι(µn, λn)

`µn(hn)`λn(hn)
→ +∞ .
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Now, up to extracting subsequences, we can assume hn → h∞ ∈ Ω ⊂ Teich(S).
Moreover, by the compactness of the space of projective measured laminations on S,
we can assume that there exist an, bn > 0 such that anµn → µ∞ and bnλn → λ∞,
for µ∞, λ∞ 6= 0. This leads to a contradiction, as

ι(anµn, bnλn)

`anµn(hn)`bnλn(hn)
=

ι(µn, λn)

`µn(hn)`λn(hn)
→ ι(µ∞, λ∞)

`µ∞(h∞)`λ∞(h∞)
< +∞

since the quantities ` and ι vary with continuity.

Recall that the action of the mapping class group of S on

Teichε(S) := {h ∈ Teich(S) | injrad(h) ≥ ε}

is co-compact, by [Mum71]. As the volume Vol(C(Mh,h′) is invariant under the
diagonal action of the mapping class group on Teich(S) × Teich(S), we deduce the
following stronger version of Proposition 4.5.4.

Corollary 4.5.5. Given any ε > 0, there exists a constant C = C(ε) such that

C(ε) exp(dTh(h, h′))− C(ε) ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′))

for every h ∈ Teichε(S) and every h′ ∈ Teich(S), where Teichε(S) is the ε-thick part
of Teichmüller space of S.

We will now discuss the optimality of the multiplicative constant in the upper
bound of Theorem 4.5.2. More precisely, we will exhibit a sequence of exam-
ples, in a surface Sg for any genus g, so that the volume grows actually like
|χ(Sg)| exp(min{dTh(h, h′), dTh(h′, h)}).
Proposition 4.5.6. There exist universal constants C, g0 > 0 and there exist se-
quences of hyperbolic metrics hg, h′g in Teich(Sg), where Sg is the closed orientable
surface of genus g, such that:

Vol(C(Mhg ,h′g)) ≥ C|χ(Sg)| exp(dTh(hg, h
′
g))

for every g ≥ g0.

Proof. Fix a pant decomposition Pg of Sg, which is composed of 3g−3 disjoint simple
closed curves α1, . . . , α3g−3. Consider a hyperbolic metric hg for which all the the
simple closed curves α1, . . . , α3g−3 have the same length, say u (independently of g).
Let us consider the hyperbolic metric h′ = Eλl (h), where λ is the multicurve
α1, . . . , α3g−3, where all the curves are endowed with the same weight w > 0. Now,
given any other simple closed curve α, we have (as in the proof of Proposition 4.5.4):

`α(h′)

`α(h)
≤ 1 +

ι(λ, α)

`α(h)
= 1 + w

ι(P, α)

`α(h)
.
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Now, observe that every time the curve α crosses a curve αi of P , α needs to exit
the pair of pants adjacent to αi through some boundary component of the same pair
of pants. Hence the length of α is at least the intersection number ι(P, α) times the
distance between two boundary components. Since we chose hg so that all pairs of
pants in the decomposition have the same length u for all boundary components,
the distance between two boundary components can be computed, as in Proposition
4.5.3, as:

r(u) = 2arcsinh

(
cosh(u4 )

sinh(u2 )

)
= 2arcsinh

(
1

2 sinh(u4 )

)
.

Thus we obtain
`α(h) ≥ ι(P, α) · r(u) .

On the other hand, observe that `λ(h) = w(3g − 3)u. Hence we get:

`α(h′)

`α(h)
≤ 1 + w

ι(P, α)

ι(P, α)r(u)
= 1 +

w

r(u)
= 1 +

`λ(h)

(3g − 3)ur(u)
.

Since this inequality holds for every simple closed curve α, recalling Equation (4.13),
we obtain:

exp(dTh(hg, h
′
g)) ≤ 1+

2

(3ur(u))

1

|χ(Sg)|
`λ(h) ≤ 1+

8

(3ur(u))

1

|χ(Sg)|
Vol(C(Mhg ,h′g)) ,

where in the last step we have used Theorem 4.2.7. In particular this shows that

Vol(C(Mhg ,h′g))

exp(dTh(hg, h′g))− 1
≥ C0|χ(Sg)| ,

for some constant C0 > 0. Since `λ(h) (and thus also the volume) is going to infinity,
it follows that

Vol(C(Mhg ,h′g)) ≥ C|χ(Sg)| exp(dTh(hg, h
′
g))

for every constant C < C0, if g ≥ g0. This concludes the claim.

Remark 4.5.7. The proof of Proposition 4.5.6 actually produces sequences hg, h′g
such that

Vol(C(Mhg ,h′g)) ≥ C|χ(Sg)| exp
(
max{dTh(hg, h

′
g), dTh(h′g, hg)}

)
.

In fact, hg was chosen so that all pairs of pants in the pant decomposition P have
a certain shape, and h′g is obtained by earthquake along P . Hence for the metric
h′g, the pairs of pants also have this shape as well (in other words, hg and h′g only
differ by twist coordinates in the Fenchel-Nielsen coordinates provided by P ). Hence,
switching left earthquakes with right earthquakes, the proof holds analogously for the
other Thurston’s distance.
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4.6 Weil-Petersson distance

In this section we study the relation between the volume of a GHMC AdS3 manifold
and the Weil-Petersson distance between its left and right metric.

4.6.1 Weil-Petersson metric on Teichmüller space

The Weil-Petersson metric is a Riemannian metric on Teichmüller space, which
connects the hyperbolic and the complex geometry of surfaces.

Given a Riemann surface (S,X), let us denote by K the canonical line bun-
dle of S, that is the holomorphic cotangent bundle. It is known that the vector
space QD(X) = H0(S,K2) of holomorphic quadratic differentials on (S,X)
has complex dimension 3g − 3 and can be identified with the cotangent space
T ∗[X]Teich(S). We recall briefly this identification for the convenience of the reader.
A Beltrami differential µ is a smooth section of the vector bundle K⊗K−1. In local
coordinates, we can write µ = µ(z)dzdz . Beltrami differentials can be interpreted as
(0, 1)-forms with value in the tangent bundle of S and correspond to infinitesimal
deformations of the complex structure X. If we denote with BD(X) the vector
space of Beltrami differentials and with BDtr(X) the subspace corresponding to
trivial deformations of the complex structure X, we have an identification:

T[X]Teich(S) ∼= BD(X)/BDtr(X) .

The duality pairing between a Beltrami differential µ and a holomorphic quadratic
differential Φ

〈µ,Φ〉 =

∫
S
µ(z)φ(z)dz ∧ dz̄ ,

where in local coordinates Φ = φ(z)dz2, induces the aforementioned isomorphism
QD(X) ∼= T ∗[X]Teich(S).

Let h be the unique hyperbolic metric on S compatible with the complex structure
X. If we write in local coordinates h = σ2

0(z)|dz|2, the Weil-Petersson metric on
Teich(S) arises from the real part of the Hermitian product on QD(X), namely:

〈Φ,Ψ〉WP =

∫
S

φ(z)ψ(z)

σ2
0(z)

dz ∧ dz

via the above duality pairing.

The Weil-Petersson metric is geodesically convex ([Wol87]), it has negative
sectional curvature ([Wol86], [Tro86]) and the mapping class group acts by isome-
tries ([MW02]). However, the Weil-Petersson metric is not complete ([Wol75]) and
its completion gives rise to the augmented Teichmüller space Teich(S), obtained
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by adding noded Riemann surfaces ([Mas76]). The Weil-Petersson distance from a
point X ∈ Teich(S) to a noded Riemann surface Z with nodes along a collection of
curves α1, · · · , αk is estimated by (see [Wol08, Section 4] and [CP12, Theorem 2.1])

dWP(X,Z) ≤
√

2π` , (4.15)

where
` = `α1(h) + · · ·+ `αk(h)

is the sum of the lengths of the curves αj computed with respect to the unique
hyperbolic metric h compatible with the complex structure on X.

4.6.2 A negative result

The failure of completeness of the Weil-Petersson metric at limits of pinching se-
quences in Teichmüller space implies that it is not possible to find an upper-bound
for the volume of a GHMC AdS3 manifold Mh,h′ in terms of the Weil-Petersson
distance dWP(h, h′), as the following proposition shows.

Proposition 4.6.1. It is not possible to find a continuous, increasing and unbounded
function f : R+ → R+ such that

Vol(Mh,h′) ≤ f(dWP(h, h′)) .

Proof. It is sufficient to exibit a sequence of maximal globally hyperbolic AdS3 man-
ifolds Mn = Mhn,h′n such that

lim
n→+∞

Vol(Mn) = +∞ but dWP(hn, h
′
n) ≤ C ∀n ∈ N

for some constant C > 0.
An example can be constructed as follows. Fix a hyperbolic metric h ∈ Teich(S)
and a pants decomposition P = {α1, · · ·α3g−3} of S. Consider a sequence of hyper-
bolic metrics h′n obtained by letting the lengths of the curves αj go to 0 for every
j = 1, . . . 3g − 3. By construction, the sequence h′n leaves every compact subset in
Teich(S) and it is converging to the noded Riemann surface Z in the augmented
Teichmüller space Teich(S) where all the curves of the pants decomposition P are
pinched. Therefore, by Equation (4.15),

dWP(h, h′n) ≤ dWP(h, Z) + dWP(h′n, Z) ≤ C ,

where C = 2
√

2π`P (h). On the other hand, the volume of the AdS3 manifolds Mn

is diverging because

Vol(Mn) ≥ Vol(Ωn) =
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4

∫
S

trace(bn)dAh =
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ 1

4
F (h, h′n)

and the functional F (h, ·) : Teich(S)→ R+ is proper ([BMS15, Proposition 1.2]).
Notice that we can actually make the constant C arbitrarily small by choosing the
metric h appropriately.
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4.6.3 A lower bound on the volume

We can bound the volume of a GHMC AdS3 manifold in terms of the Weil-Petersson
distance between its left and right metric from below.

Theorem 4.6.2. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then there exist some
positive constants a, b, c > 0 such that

exp

(
a

|χ(S)|dWP(h, h′)− b|χ(S)|
)
− c ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) .

The proof relies on a precise estimate of the norm of the Weil-Petersson gradient of
the length function, whose proof is postponed to the next section.

Theorem 4.6.3. There exists a universal constant a > 0 such that for every λ ∈
ML(S) and for every h ∈ Teich(S), we have

‖grad`λ(h)‖WP ≥
a

|χ(S)|`λ(h) . (4.16)

We will also need the following result by Bers ([Ber74], see also [Bus10, Theorem
5.13,5.14]):

Theorem 4.6.4. Let S be a closed surface of genus g ≥ 2. For every hyperbolic
metric h ∈ Teich(S) there is a pants decomposition P such that `α(h) < Lg for every
α ∈ P , where Lg = 6

√
3π(g − 1) = 3

√
3π|χ(S)|.

We will refer to the constant Lg as Bers’ constant. Given h ∈ Teich(S) we can
find a pants decomposition P = {α1, . . . α3g−3}, such that `αj (h) < Lg for every
j = 1, . . . 3g − 3. If we perturb the metric h using an earthquake, we can estimate
how the lengths of the curves αj change only in terms of the Bers’ constant and of
the length of the lamination.

Lemma 4.6.5. Let h, h′ ∈ Teich(S). Let λ be the measured geodesic lamination such
that h′ = Eλl (h). Fix a pants decomposition P = {α1, . . . α3g−3} such that `αj (h) < L
for every j = 1, . . . 3g − 3. Then there exists a constant d(L) > 0 depending only on
L such that

`αj (h
′) ≤ L+

`λ(h)

d(L)
,

for every j = 1, . . . 3g − 3.

Proof. It is well known ([Ker83]) that the first variation of the length of a simple
closed curve γ along an earthquake path is given by the integral over γ of the cosines
of the angles formed by γ with the lamination λ. As a consequence,∣∣∣∣∣ ddt

∣∣∣∣
t=t0

`γ(Etλl (h))

∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ ι(γ, λ) ,
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for every t0. Hence
|`γ(h′)− `γ(h)| ≤ ι(λ, γ) .

Therefore for every j = 1, . . . 3g − 3 we can give an upper-bound for the lengths of
the curves αj :

`αj (h
′) ≤ `αj (h) + ι(αj , λ) ≤ L+ ι(αj , λ) . (4.17)

We only need to estimate the intersection between the curves αj and the lamination
λ in terms of the length of the lamination. We claim that

`λ(h) ≥ d · ι(λ, αj)

for some constant d = d(L). To prove the claim, suppose first that λ = (c, w) consists
of a weighted simple closed geodesic. By the Collar Lemma, since `h(αj) ≤ L, there
exist disjoint tubular neighborhoods Tαj ,d(L) of the geodesics αj of width

d(L) = arcsinh

(
1

sinh
(
L
2

)) . (4.18)

The intersection of c with Tαj ,d(L) is the disjoint union of #(c ∩ αj) geodesic arcs of
length at least d(L). We deduce that for every j = 1, · · · 3g − 3 we have

`λ(h) = w`c(h) ≥ wd(L)

3g−3∑
j=1

#(c ∩ αj) = d(L)ι(λ, αj) . (4.19)

The general case of the claim follows by a standard approximation argument using
the well-known fact that weighted simple closed curves are dense in the space of
measured geodesic laminations. The proof then follows by combining Equation (4.17)
and Equation (4.19).

Given a pants decomposition P = {α1, . . . , α3g−3} and a real number L > 0, we
define

VL(P ) = {h ∈ Teich(S) | `αj (h) ≤ L for every j = 1, . . . , 3g − 3}

Proposition 4.6.6 (Proposition 2.2 [Bro03]). For every pant decomposition, the set
VL(P ) has bounded diameter for the Weil-Petersson metric. More precisely, for every
pant decomposition P of S,

diamWP(VL(P )) ≤ 2
√

2πL .

We can estimate the Weil-Petersson distance between points lying in different level
sets Vm(P ).
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Proposition 4.6.7. Let h0 ∈ Vm(P ), for some m > L. Then

dWP(h0, VL(P )) ≤ |χ(S)|
a

log

(
m(3g − 3)

L

)
,

where a is the constant provided by Theorem 4.6.3.

Proof. Let us denote with `P : Teich(S)→ R+ the function

`P (h) =

3g−3∑
i=1

`αi(h)

which computes the total length of the curves αi in the pants decomposition P .
In the above notation, P is considered as a measured lamination, composed of the
multicurve α1, . . . , α3g−3, each with unit weight. By Theorem 4.6.3 we have

‖grad`P ‖WP ≥
a

|χ(S)|`P ,

thus
‖grad(log `P )‖WP ≥

a

|χ(S)| .

Let X be the vector field on Teich(S) defined by

X = − grad(log `P )

‖grad(log `P )‖WP

and let γ be an integral curve of X such that γ(0) = h0. By the previous estimates,
the function φ(t) = (log `P )(γ(t)) satisfies the differential equation

φ′(t) = 〈grad(log `P ), γ′(t)〉WP = −‖grad(log `P )‖WP ≤ −
a

|χ(S)| .

We deduce that

φ(t) ≤ φ(0)− at

|χ(S)| ≤ log(m(3g − 3))− at

|χ(S)| ,

and that the curve γ(t) intersects the set VL(P ) after a time

t0 ≤
|χ(S)|
a

log

(
m(3g − 3)

L

)
,

which implies the claim.

We have now all the ingredients to prove Theorem 4.6.2:
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Proof of Theorem 4.6.2. Let h be a hyperbolic metric on S and h′ = Eλl (h). Fix a
pants decomposition P such that h ∈ VLg(P ), where Lg is as in the statement of
Theorem 4.6.4. By Proposition 4.6.6 and Proposition 4.6.7 we have

dWP(h, h′) ≤ dWP(h′, VLg(P )) + diamWPVLg(P )

≤ |χ(S)|
a

log

(
m(3g − 3)

Lg

)
+ 2
√

2πLg

≤ |χ(S)|
a

log

(
m

2
√

3π

)
+ 2
√

2πLg ,

for some m ∈ R such that h′ ∈ Vm(P ). We can choose m such that

m ≤ Lg + `λ(h) .

Hence

2
√

3πd(Lg) exp

(
a

|χ(S)|(dWP(h, h′)− 2
√

2πLg)

)
− d(Lg)Lg ≤ `λ(h) .

Now from Equation (4.18),

exp(−δ − 2
√

3π(g − 1)) ≤ d(Lg) ≤ exp(−2
√

3π(g − 1))

for some constant δ, and thus (using again the definition of Lg)

2
√

3πd(Lg) exp

(
a

|χ(S)|dWP(h, h′)− 2
√

2πLg)

)
≥ exp

(
a

|χ(S)|dWP(h, h′)− b|χ(S)|
)
,

for some constant b > 0. In conclusion, since d(Lg)Lg → 0 as g → ∞, there is a
constant c > 0 such that

exp

(
a

|χ(S)|dWP(h, h′)− b|χ(S)|
)
− c ≤ `λ(h) .

The main statement of Theorem 4.6.2 then follows by applying Theorem 4.2.7, up
to changing the constants b and c.

4.7 Gradient of length function

This section is devoted to the proof of Theorem 4.6.3, which we recall here:

Theorem 4.7.1. There exists a universal constant a > 0 such that for every λ ∈
ML(S) and for every h ∈ Teich(S), the following estimate holds:

‖grad`λ(h)‖WP ≥
a

|χ(S)|`λ(h) . (4.20)
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First, it suffices to prove the inequality (4.16) when λ is a simple closed curve (with
weight 1). In fact, the inequality (4.16) is homogeneous with respect to multiplication
of λ by some positive scalar. Hence if (4.16) holds for a simple closed curve (c, 1),
then it holds for every (c, w), where w > 0 is any weight. In this case, the inequality
then holds also for every measured geodesic lamination, since weighted simple closed
curves are dense in ML(S), and both sides of the inequality vary with continuity.

Moreover, we notice that Theorem 4.6.3 clearly holds if we restrict to the thick part
of Teichmüller space. Namely, the function

g : Teich(S)× (ML(S) \ {0})→ R+

(h, λ) 7→ ‖grad`λ(h)‖2WP

`2λ(h)

is invariant under the action of the Mapping Class Group and under rescaling of the
measure of λ, hence if restricted to

Teichε0(S)× (ML(S) \ {0}) = {h ∈ Teich(S) | injrad(h) ≥ ε0} × (ML(S) \ {0})
it admits a minimum, since Teichε0(S) projects to a compact set in the moduli space

M(S) = Teich(S)/MCG(S)

and the quotient (ML(S) \ {0})/R+ is compact.

This observation motivates the fact that main difficulty will thus arise when dealing
with hyperbolic metrics with small injectivity radius. Let us recall that it is possible
to choose a (small) constant ε0, such that on any hyperbolic surface (S, h) of genus
g, there are at most 3g − 3 simple closed geodesics of length at most ε0. We will fix
such ε0 later on. Notice that any ε0 ≤ 2arcsinh(1) works. By the Collar Lemma, for
every simple closed geodesic α of length ε, the tube

Tα,d = {x ∈ (S, h) | dh(x, α) ≤ d} , (4.21)

is an embedded cylinder for any d ≤ d(ε), where

d(ε) := arcsinh

(
1

sinh( ε2)

)
. (4.22)

Moreover, if α1, . . . , α3g−3 are pairwise disjoint, then Tα1,d(ε1), . . . , Tα3g−3,d(ε3g−3) are
pairwise disjoint. Hence we obtain a thin-thick decomposition of any hyperbolic
surface (S, h), that is, we have

S = Sthin
h ∪ Sthick

h

where
Sthin
h =

⋃
i

Tαi,d(εi) , (4.23)

where the union is over all simple closed geodesics αi of length εi ≤ ε0, and
Sthick
h = S \ Sthin

h . (4.24)

It then turns out that the injectivity radius at every point x ∈ Sthick
h is at least ε0/2.
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4.7.1 Riera’s formula

We are going to prove the inequality of Equation (4.16) for a simple closed curve c
on (S, h). If we denote by γ the h-geodesic representative of c, we will prove the
inequality first in the case

lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin
h ) ≤ lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick

h ) ,

and then in the opposite case, provided ε0 is small enough. In both cases, a key tool
will be the following theorem. This was proved by Riera in [Rie05] in a more general
setting; the statement below is specialized to the case of closed surfaces.

Theorem 4.7.2. Given a closed hyperbolic surface (S, h), let us fix a metric uni-
versal cover π : H2 → (S, h), which thus identifies π1(S) to a Fuchsian subgroup of
Isom(H2). Given a simple closed curve c in S, let C ∈ π1(S) be an element freely
homotopic to c. Then

‖grad`c(h)‖2WP =
2

π
`c(h) +

2

π

∑
D∈〈C〉\π1(S)/〈C〉

D 6=[id]

(
u(D) log

(
u(D) + 1

u(D)− 1

)
− 2

)
, (4.25)

where for D ∈ 〈C〉\π1(S)/〈C〉 (not in the double coset of the identity) the function
u is defined as

u(D) = cosh(d(Axis(C),Axis(DCD−1)) . (4.26)

First of all, observe that the function u in Equation (4.26) is well-defined, since if
D′ = ADB for A,B ∈ 〈C〉, then

Axis(D′CD′
−1

) = Axis(ADCD−1A−1) . (4.27)

Thus
d(Axis(C),Axis(DCD−1) = d(Axis(C),Axis(D′CD′

−1
) ,

since A stabilizes the axis of C.

Another equivalent way to express the summation in Equation (4.25) is the following.
Let γ be the h-geodesic representative of c in S. Let G(H2) be the set of (unoriented)
geodesics of H2 and let

A = {(γ̃1, γ̃2) ∈ G(H2)× G(H2) : π(γ̃1) = π(γ̃2) = γ}/π1(S) , (4.28)

where π1(S) acts diagonally on pairs (γ̃1, γ̃2).

The set A is in bijection with 〈C〉\π1(S)/〈C〉, by means of the function:

[D] 7→ (Axis(C),Axis(DCD−1)) ,
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which is well-defined since, if D′ = ADB for A,B ∈ 〈C〉, then from Equation (4.27),

(Axis(C),Axis(D′CD′−1)) = A · (Axis(C),Axis(DCD−1)) .

The map is easily seen to be surjective since for every pair of geodesics (γ̃1, γ̃2) pro-
jecting to γ, up to composing with an element in π1(S) one can find a representative
with γ̃1 = Axis(C). Finally, it is injective since, supposing

(Axis(C),Axis(DCD−1)) = A · (Axis(C),Axis(D′CD′−1)) ,

this implies that A stabilizes Axis(C) (namely, A ∈ 〈C〉) and that

Axis(DCD−1) = Axis(AD′CD′−1A−1) ,

that is, D−1AD′ ∈ Stab(Axis(C)) = 〈C〉 and therefore D = AD′B−1 for some
B ∈ 〈C〉.
Let us now observe that there is a well defined function

u : A→ [1,+∞)

such that u[γ̃1, γ̃2] = cosh d(γ̃1, γ̃2). Moreover the bijection between 〈C〉\π1(S)/〈C〉
and A transforms u in u. In conclusion, the summation of Equation (4.25) is equal
to:

‖grad`c(h)‖2WP =
2

π
`c(h) +

2

π

∑
Γ∈A\∆

(
u(Γ) log

(
u(Γ) + 1

u(Γ)− 1

)
− 2

)
. (4.29)

where ∆ ∈ A denotes the class of (γ̃1, γ̃1).

4.7.2 Estimates in the thick part of the hyperbolic surface

Let us begin with the case in which lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin
h ) ≤ lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick

h ). In this
case, the proof will use the following preliminary lemma:

Lemma 4.7.3. There exist ε0 > 0 small enough and n0 > 0 large enough such that,
for every choice of:

• A hyperbolic metric h on a closed orientable surface S;

• A number δ > 0;

• An embedded h-geodesic arc α of length at most ε0, such that the δ-neighborhood
of α is embedded;

• A simple closed curve c, whose h-geodesic representative γ intersects α at least
n0 times;
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one has:
||grad`c(h)||2WP ≥ Cδ(#(α ∩ γ))2 ,

for some constant C = C(n0) (independent of the genus of S).

Proof. Recall that γ denotes the h-geodesic representative of c, let π : H2 → (S, h)
be a fixed metric universal cover, and let us fix a lift α̃ of the geodesic arc α, so that
π|α̃ is a homeomorphism onto α. We suppose that #(α ∩ γ) > n0 > 0, and we will
determine n0 later on. Let us denote

Aα̃ = {[γ̃1, γ̃2] ∈ A : γ̃1 ∩ α̃ 6= ∅, γ̃2 ∩ α̃ 6= ∅} . (4.30)

Denote moreover E = γ ∩ α and define a function

ϕ : E × E → Aα̃

such that ϕ(p, q) = [γ̃p, γ̃q], where γ̃p is the unique geodesic of H2 such that π(γ̃p) = c
and π(γ̃p∩ α̃) = p. Clearly ϕ is surjective and maps the diagonal in E×E to Aα̃∩∆.
We claim that, for [γ̃, γ̃′] ∈ A:

sinh d[γ̃, γ̃′] ≤ 2(sinh ε0)exp

(
−δ

2
· (#(ϕ−1[γ̃, γ̃′])− 1)

)
. (4.31)

To prove the claim, suppose the cardinality of ϕ−1[γ̃, γ̃′] is n + 1. Therefore there
are n + 1 pairs (pi, qi) such that [γ̃pi , γ̃qi ] are all equivalent to (γ̃, γ̃′) in A. This
means that there exists gi ∈ π1(S) such that gi(γ̃pi , γ̃qi) = (γ̃, γ̃′). It follows that,
for every i 6= j, the arcs gi(α̃) and gj(α̃) are distinct. Indeed, if gi(α̃) = gj(α̃), then
gi ◦ g−1

j would send α̃ to itself and move at least one point of α̃, which is impossible
since α is embedded. Now, the arcs gi(α̃) intersect γ̃ in the n + 1 different points
gi(pi), which are at distance at least δ from one another since the δ-neighborhood of
α is embedded. Let r and r′ be the feet of the common perpendicular of γ̃ and γ̃′.
Then, at least one of the points gi(pi), is at distance at least nδ/2 from r. Denote by
p0 = gi0(pi0) be such point, and let q0 be the projection of p0 to γ̃′. The quadrilateral
with vertices in p0, r, r

′, q0 is a Lambert quadrilateral, that is, it has right angles at
r, r′, q0. See Figure 4.3. Hence the following formula holds:

sinh d(p0, γ̃
′) = cosh d(p0, r) sinh d(γ̃, γ̃′) .

This concludes the claim, since d(p0, γ̃
′) ≤ length(α) ≤ ε and d(p0, r) ≥ nδ/2, and

thus

sinh d(γ̃, γ̃′) ≤ sinh ε0
cosh(nδ/2)

,

from which the claim follows.
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α̃

γ̃′
γ̃

p0

r r′

q0

Figure 4.3: The Lambert quadrilateral in the proof of Lemma 4.7.3.

Now we can conclude the proof. By Theorem 4.7.2, we have:

‖grad`c‖2WP ≥
2

π

∑
[γ̃1,γ̃2]∈Aα̃\∆

(
cosh d[γ̃1, γ̃2] log

(
cosh d[γ̃1, γ̃2] + 1

cosh d[γ̃1, γ̃2]− 1

)
− 2

)

≥ 2

π

∑
[γ̃1,γ̃2]∈Aα̃\∆

(
log

(
cosh d[γ̃1, γ̃2] + 1

sinh d[γ̃1, γ̃2]

)2

− 2

)

≥ 2

π

∑
[γ̃1,γ̃2]∈Aα̃\∆

(2 log 2− 2 log sinh d[γ̃1, γ̃2]− 2)

≥ 4

π

∑
[γ̃1,γ̃2]∈Aα̃\∆

(
− log sinh ε0 +

δ

2
(#(ϕ−1[γ̃, γ̃′])− 1) + log 2− 1

)
where in the last line we have used Equation (4.31). Therefore, if we suppose that
ε0 is small enough so that C1(ε0) := − log(sinh(ε0))− 1 + log 2>0, we get

‖grad`c‖2WP ≥
2δ

π

∑
[γ̃1,γ̃2]∈Aα̃\∆

(
#(ϕ−1[γ̃, γ̃′])

)
+ C1(ε0)(#(α ∩ γ)− 1)

≥ 2δ

π
·#(E × E \ ϕ−1(∆)) + C1(ε0)(#(α ∩ γ)− 1)

=
2δ

π
(#(α ∩ γ))(#(α ∩ γ)− 1) + C1(ε0)(#(α ∩ γ)− 1)

=
2δ

π
(#(α ∩ γ))2 +

(
C1(ε0)− 2δ

π

)
#(α ∩ γ)− C1(ε0)

≥ 2δ

π
(#(α ∩ γ)− 1)2 ,

provided #(α∩ γ) > 1. The last quantity is certainly larger than C · δ · (#(α∩ γ))2,
if #(α ∩ γ) > n0, for some suitable choices of n0 and C = C(n0).
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We will now replace the constant ε0 which gives the thin-thick decomposition (see
Equations (4.23) and (4.24)) by a smaller constant (if necessary), so that ε0 is smaller
than the constant given by Lemma 4.7.3.

Proposition 4.7.4. Let ε0 < arcsinh(exp(log(2) − 1)) a constant inducing a thin-
thick decomposition of S. There exists a constant a = a(ε0) (independent of the genus
of S) such that for every hyperbolic metric h on S and every simple closed curve c,
if the h-geodesic representative γ of c satisfies:

lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin
h ) ≤ lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick

h ) ,

then
‖grad`c(h)‖WP ≥

a

|χ(S)|`c(h) .

Proof. By an adaptation of the argument of [BS12, Lemma A.1], there exists a
constant β0 (independent on h) such that the subset

γ̂ :=

{
x ∈ γ | #(αrx(ε0/4) ∩ γ) ≤ β0

|χ(S)|`c(h)

}
⊆ γ

has h-lenght at most `c(h)/2, where αrx(ε0/4) is the h-geodesic arc orthogonal to γ
starting at x0, on the right with respect to a chosen orientation of γ, of length ε0/4.
The constant β0 only depends on the initial choice of ε0.
Now, in our hypothesis, since lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin

h ) + lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick
h ) = `c(h), the

length of γ ∩ Sthick
h is at least `c(h)/2. Therefore there exists some point x ∈ (γ \

γ̂) ∩ Sthick
h . Since x is in the ε0-thick part of (S, h), the arc αrx(ε0/4) is embedded.

Moreover, the (ε0/4)-neighborhood of αrx(ε0/4) is embedded, for otherwise there
would be a closed loop starting from x of length less than ε0, which contradicts x
being in the ε0-thick part. Recall that, since by construction x ∈ (γ \ γ̂) ∩ Sthick

h ,
#(αrx(ε0/4)∩γ) ≥ (β0`c(h))/|χ(S)|. Hence, from Lemma 4.7.3, there exist constants
n0 > 0 and K = K(ε0, n0) > 0 such that

||grad`c(h)||WP ≥ K#(αrx(ε0/4) ∩ γ) ≥ Kβ0

|χ(S)|`c(h) , (4.32)

whenever #(αrx(ε0/4) ∩ γ) ≥ n0, which occurs under the hypothesis that

`c(h) ≥ n0

β0
|χ(S)| . (4.33)

On the other hand, we have the inequality ‖grad`c(h)‖WP ≥
√

(2/π)`c(h) from
Equation (4.25). Observe that if

`c(h) ≤ n0

β0
|χ(S)| , (4.34)

then √
(2/π)`c(h) ≥

√
2β0

πn0

1

|χ(S)|1/2 `c(h) .
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Hence, putting together the cases (4.33) and (4.34), there exists a constant a > 0
such that

‖grad`c(h)‖WP ≥
a

|χ(S)|`c(h)

thus concluding the proof.

4.7.3 Estimates in the thin part of the hyperbolic surface

We are left to consider the case when

lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin
h ) ≥ lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick

h ) ,

where γ is the h-geodesic representative of c. For this purpose, suppose γ enters into
a tube Tα,d(ε), where α is a simple closed geodesic of length `h(α) = ε ≤ ε0.
Let us fix a metric universal cover π : H2 → (S, h) and a lift α̃ of α, that is, an
entire geodesic in H2. Let A ∈ π1(S) be a primitive element which corresponds to
a hyperbolic isometry with axis α̃. We will denote (in analogy with the notation of
(4.30), but with the difference that here α̃ covers α):

Aα̃ = {[γ̃1, γ̃2] : γ̃1 ∩ α̃ 6= ∅, γ̃2 ∩ α̃ 6= ∅} ,

which is a subset of the set of equivalence classes defined in Equation (4.28).

Lemma 4.7.5. Let [γ̃1, γ̃2], [γ̃′1, γ̃
′
2] ∈ Aα̃. If [γ̃1, γ̃2] = [γ̃′1, γ̃

′
2] and d(γ̃1∩ α̃, γ̃2∩ α̃) ≥

lengthh(α), then there exists k ∈ Z such that γ̃′1 = Ak(γ̃1) and γ̃′2 = Ak(γ̃2).

Proof. Suppose that the equivalence classes of (γ̃1, γ̃2) and (γ̃′1, γ̃
′
2) coincide, and

there does not exist any k ∈ Z such that γ̃′1 = Ak(γ̃1) and γ̃′2 = Ak(γ̃2). We will
then prove that d(γ̃1 ∩ α̃, γ̃2 ∩ α̃) < lengthh(α). We first consider the case in which
d(γ̃1 ∩ α̃, γ̃2 ∩ α̃) = lengthh(α), which occurs if γ̃2 = A(γ̃1) (or γ̃2 = A−1(γ̃1), which
will be completely analogous). This means that there exists D ∈ π1(S) such that
D(γ̃′i) = γ̃i for i = 1, 2, but D is not in the stabilizer of α̃. Hence D(α̃) is a geodesic
of H2, different from α̃, which intersects both γ̃1 and γ̃2.
We can also assume thatD is such that 0 < d(γ̃1∩α̃, γ̃1∩D(α̃)) < d(γ̃2∩α̃, γ̃2∩D(α̃)).
By this assumption, and the action by isometry of 〈A〉, it follows that A ◦ D(α̃)
intersects γ̃2 in a point which is closer to α̃ than D(α) ∩ γ̃2. On the other hand,
A ◦D(α̃) either intersects γ̃1 in a point which is further from α̃ than D(α̃) ∩ γ̃1 (by
the choice of D), or is disjoint from γ̃1. In both cases, it follows that A ◦D(α̃) must
intersect D(α̃), which gives a contradiction since α is a simple closed geodesic. See
Figure 4.4.
In the case d(γ̃1∩α̃, γ̃2∩α̃) > lengthh(α), we get a contradiction a fortiori, since every
translate D(α̃) which intersects γ̃1 and γ̃2, must also intersect A(γ̃1) (or A−1(γ̃1)).
This gives a contradiction as in the previous paragraph.
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Figure 4.4: The contradiction in the proof of Lemma 4.7.5.

Let us fix a connected fundamental domain α̃0 for the action of 〈A〉 on α̃, and let us
denote γ̃1, . . . , γ̃n the lifts of γ which intersect α̃0, ordered according to an orientation
of α̃0, where n = ι(α, c). It follows from Lemma 4.7.5 and Equation (4.29) that

‖grad`c(h)‖2WP ≥
2

π
`c(h)+

2

π

∑
1≤i≤j≤n

+∞∑
k=1

(
u(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) log

(
u(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) + 1

u(γ̃i, Ak(γ̃j))− 1

)
− 2

)
.

(4.35)

The next step thus consists of providing a uniform estimate on the multiple summa-
tion in the above inequality (4.35).

Lemma 4.7.6. Let α be a simple closed geodesic on (S, h) of length ε ≤ ε0 and let
γ̃i and γ̃j be lifts of γ which intersect the fundamental domain α̃0 in α̃. Then there
exists a universal constant K > 0 such that

+∞∑
k=1

(
u(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) log

(
u(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) + 1

u(γ̃i, Ak(γ̃j))− 1

)
− 2

)
≥ K max

{
1

ε
,
1

ε
| log(sin θ)|2

}
,

(4.36)
where θ is the angle formed by γ̃i and α̃, and

u(γ̃i, A
k(γ̃j)) = cosh d(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) .

Proof. By a simple application of hyperbolic trigonometry, we have (see Figure 4.5):

sinh d(γ̃i, A
k(γ̃j)) ≤ sinh d(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j) ∩ α̃)

= (sin θ) sinh d(γ̃i ∩ α̃, Ak(γ̃j) ∩ α̃)

≤ (sin θ) sinh((k + 1)ε) .
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α̃

Ak(γ̃j)

γ̃i

θ

Figure 4.5: The inequality sinh d(γ̃i, A
k(γ̃j)) ≤ (sin θ) sinh((k + 1)ε).

Let us denote
F (x) := cosh(x) log

(
cosh(x) + 1

cosh(x)− 1

)
− 2 ,

which is a positive, monotone decreasing function F : (0,+∞) → (0,+∞). Hence
we have
+∞∑
k=1

(
u(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) log

(
u(γ̃i, A

k(γ̃j)) + 1

u(γ̃i, Ak(γ̃j))− 1

)
− 2

)
=

+∞∑
k=1

F (d(γ̃i, A
k(γ̃j))) ≥

+∞∑
k=2

F (φθ(kε)) ,

where
φθ(y) := arcsinh(sin θ sinh(y)) .

To show that the sum in Equation (4.36) is larger thanK1/ε, we observe that φθ(y) ≤
y and write:

+∞∑
k=2

F (φθ(kε)) ≥
∫ +∞

2
F (φθ(xε))dx =

1

ε

∫ +∞

2ε
F (φθ(y))dy ≥ 1

ε

∫ +∞

2ε0

F (y)dy .

This concludes the claim, by declaring

K1 =

∫ +∞

2ε0

F (y)dy > 0 .

In light of the inequality we have just proved, to conclude the proof it suffices to
show that there exists θ0 > 0 such that the sum in Equation (4.36) is larger than
(K2/ε)| log(sin θ)|, for all θ ≤ θ0 for some constant K2 > 0.
For this purpose, let us start again from

+∞∑
k=2

F (φθ(kε)) ≥
∫ +∞

2
F (φθ(xε))dx ≥

1

ε

∫ +∞

2ε0

F (φθ(y))dy ,
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and observe that, by a direct analysis, there exists a constant C > 0 such that

F (x) ≥ C| log(sinhx)|

for x ∈ (0, arcsinh(1)). Since φθ(y) ∈ (0, arcsinh(1)) for y ∈ (0, arcsinh(1/ sin θ)), we
can continue the inequality by:

+∞∑
k=2

F (φθ(kε)) ≥
C

ε

∫ arcsinh( 1
sin θ

)

2ε0

| log(sin θ sinh y)|dy

≥ C

ε

(∫ arcsinh( 1
sin θ

)

2ε0

| log(sin θ)|dy −
∫ arcsinh( 1

sin θ
)

2ε0

log(sinh y)dy

)

≥ C

ε

(∫ | log(sin θ)|

2ε0

| log(sin θ)|dy −
∫ arcsinh( 1

sin θ
)

1
ydy − C ′

)
,

where we have used that log(x) ≤ arcsinh(x), that log(sinh y) ≤ y, and we put

C ′ :=

∫ 1

2ε0

| log(sinh y)|dy

Now, if we fix some small δ > 0, we have∫ | log(sin θ)|

2ε0

| log(sin θ)|dy = (| log(sin θ)| − 2ε0)| log(sin θ)| ≥ (1− δ)| log(sin θ)|2

if θ is smaller than some θ0 = θ0(ε0). On the other hand, since

lim
x→+∞

log(x)

arcsinh(x)
= 1 ,

one has | log(sin θ)| ≥ (1 − δ)arcsinh(1/ sin θ), for θ ≤ θ0 (up to replacing again θ0)
and therefore∫ arcsinh( 1

sin θ
)

1
ydy ≤

∫ | log(sin θ)|
1−δ

0
ydy =

1

2(1− δ)2
| log(sin θ)|2 .

In conclusion, we have

+∞∑
k=2

F (φθ(kε)) ≥
C

ε

((
(1− δ)− 1

2(1− δ)2

)
| log(sin θ)|2 − C ′

)
≥ K2

ε
| log(sin θ)|2 ,

for some constant K2, provided θ ≤ θ0 and ε ≤ ε0. This concludes the proof.

We are now ready to conclude the proof of the estimate of the Weil-Petersson gradient
of the length function, in the case in which most of the length of the geodesic γ lies
in the thin part of (S, h):
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Proposition 4.7.7. There exists a constant a, depending only on the choice of a
sufficiently small ε0 inducing a thin-thick decomposition of S, such that for every
hyperbolic metric h on S and every simple closed curve c, if the h-geodesic represen-
tative γ satisfies:

lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick
h ) ≤ lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin

h ) ,

then
‖grad`c(h)‖WP ≥

a

|χ(S)|`c(h) .

Proof. Choosing ε0 small enough, we have assured that there are at most 3g − 3
simple closed geodesics α1, . . . , α3g−3 on (S, h) of length at most ε0. Hence, the thin
part of (S, h) is composed by at most 3g− 3 tubes Tαi,d(εi), where εi is the length of
αi and the tubes were defined in Equation (4.21). Let α = αi0 be one of such simple
closed geodesics, of length ε, such that

lengthh(γ ∩ Tα,d(ε)) ≥
1

3g − 3
lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin

h ) ≥ 1

6g − 6
`c(h) .

We will denote T = Tα,d(ε) for convenience. Observe that, for every connected
component η of γ ∩ T , such that the angle formed by η and α is θ, we have

sinh

(
lengthh(η)

2

)
=

sinh d(ε)

sin θ
=

1

sin θ sinh( ε2)
, (4.37)

by using the definition of d(ε) from (4.22).
Let us choose the connected component η whose length is minimal — which corre-
sponds to choosing the connected component whose angle θ of intersection with α is
maximal. Then it is easy to see that all the other connected components have length
less than lengthh(η) + ε, since they lift to geodesic segments in H2 connecting two
points in the two boundary components of T̃ . See Figure 4.6.
Hence we have

lengthh(γ ∩ Tα,d(ε)) ≤ ι(α, c)(lengthh(η) + ε) . (4.38)

On the other hand, from Equation (4.37), we have

lengthh(η)

2
= arcsinh

(
1

sin θ sinh( ε2)

)
and therefore

lengthh(η) + ε ≤ C
∣∣∣log

(
sin θ sinh

( ε
2

))∣∣∣+ ε0 ≤ C ′(| log ε|+ | log(sin θ)|) (4.39)

for some suitable constants C,C ′, if ε is at most some small constant ε0.
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α̃

η̃

γ̃

θ

Figure 4.6: In the universal cover, the tube T is lifted to the set of points at bounded
distance from α̃. Using the fact that all components of γ ∩ T are disjoint, one sees
that the length of every component of γ ∩T is at most lengthh(η) + ε, where η is the
shortest component.

Now, using Equation (4.35) and Lemma 4.7.6, we obtain

‖grad`c(h)‖2WP ≥
K

ε
max

{
1, | log(sin θ)|2

}
ι(α, c)2

≥ K

2ε
(1 + | log(sin θ)|2)ι(α, c)2

≥ K ′ι(α, c)2(| log ε|2 + | log(sin θ)|2)

≥ K ′

2
ι(α, c)2 (| log ε|+ | log(sin θ)|)2 ,

Therefore, comparing with (4.38) and (4.39), we have obtained

‖grad`c(h)‖2WP ≥ K ′′(lengthh(γ ∩ Tα,d(ε)))
2 ≥

(
K ′′

6g − 6

)2

`c(h)2 ,

which concludes the proof.

4.7.4 Conclusion of the proof and an application

The proof of Theorem 4.6.3 is now straightforward:

Proof of Theorem 4.6.3. By Propositions 4.7.4 and 4.7.7, we have (for a constant a
which replaces the constants involved there)

‖grad`c(h)‖WP ≥
a

|χ(S)| max{lengthh(γ ∩ Sthick
h ), lengthh(γ ∩ Sthin

h )}
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and therefore
‖grad`c(h)‖WP ≥

a

2|χ(S)|`c(h) ,

as claimed.

We conclude by observing that, using Theorem 4.6.3, one can give another proof
of Theorem 4.5.2. For this purpose, first observe that, by the density of simple
closed curves in the space of measured geodesic laminations, Thurston’s asymmetric
distance dTh(h, h′) = inff logL(f) can also be computed by the following character-
ization of L(f) (compare with Equation (4.13)):

L(f) = sup
µ∈ML(S)

`µ(h′)

`µ(h)
. (4.40)

Now, given two metrics h and h′ = Eµl (h), for some measured geodesic lamination
λ, by convexity of the length function along earthquake paths, we have:

`µ(h′) ≤ `µ(h) +
d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

`µ(Etλl (h)) = `µ(h) + 〈grad`µ, Ė
λ
l (h)〉WP , (4.41)

where Ėλl defines a vector field on Teich(S). Since it is known by a result of Wolpert
([Wol83]) that the symplectic gradient of the length function `λ is the infinitesimal
earthquake along λ, that is:

d

dt

∣∣∣∣
t=0

`λ(r(t)) = ωWP(Ėλl (h), ṙ(t)) = 〈JĖλl (h), ṙ(t)〉WP ,

where J is the almost-complex structure of Teich(S), from Equation (4.41) we get:

`µ(h′) ≥ `µ(h) + 〈grad`µ(h), Jgrad`λ(h)〉WP .

In particular, if we choose µ as the measured geodesic lamination such that
grad`µ(h) = Jgrad`λ(h),

`µ(h′)

`µ(h)
≥ 1 +

||grad`λ(h)||WP||grad`µ(h)||WP

`µ(h)
≥ 1 +

a2

|χ(S)|2 `λ(h)

by Theorem 4.6.3. Using Theorem 4.2.7 and Equation (4.40), this concludes the
alternative proof of the following:

Theorem 4.7.8. Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then

Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤
π2

2
|χ(S)|+ |χ(S)|2

4a2

(
edTh(h,h′) − 1

)
.
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Chapter 5

Entropy degeneration of GHMC
anti-de Sitter 3-manifolds

Using the parameterisation of the deformation space of GHMC anti-de Sitter struc-
tures on S×R by the cotangent bundle of the Teichmüller space of S, we study how
some geometric quantities, such as the Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension of the limit
set, the width of the convex core and the Hölder exponent, degenerate along rays of
quadratic differentials.

5.1 A parameterisation using maximal surfaces

In this chapter we use another parameterisation of the deformation space of GHMC
anti-de Sitter structures on S × R, introduced by Krasnov and Schlenker ([KS07]).
We recall here the main steps of their construction.

Let M be a GHMC anti-de Sitter 3-manifold. It is well-known ([BBZ07])
that M contains a unique embedded maximal surface Σ, i.e. with vanishing mean
curvature. By the Fundamental Theorem of surfaces embedded in anti-de Sitter
space, Σ is uniquely determined by its induced metric I and its shape operator
B : TΣ→ TΣ, which are related to each other by the Gauss-Codazzi equations:

d∇IB = 0

KI = −1− det(B) ,

where we have denoted with KI the curvature of the metric I. The first equation
implies that the second fundamental form II = I(B·, ·) is the real part of a quadratic
differential q, which is holomorphic for the complex structure compatible with the
metric, in the following sense. For every couple of vector fields X and Y on Σ, we

101
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have
Re(q)(X,Y ) = I(BX,Y ) .

In a local conformal coordinate z, we can write q = f(z)dz2, for some holomorphic
function f , and I = e2u|dz|2. Thus, Re(q) is the bilinear form that in the frame
{∂x, ∂y} is represented by

Re(q) =

(
Re(f) −Im(f)
−Im(f) −Re(f)

)
,

and the shape operator B can be recovered as B = I−1Re(q). Therefore, we can
define a map

Ψ : GH(S)→ T ∗Teich(S)

M 7→ (h, q)

associating to a GHMC anti-de Sitter structure the unique hyperbolic metric in
the conformal class of I and the quadratic differential q, constructed from the
embedding data of the maximal surface Σ embedded in M .

In order to prove that Ψ is a homeomorphism, Krasnov and Schlenker found
an explicit inverse. They showed that, given a hyperbolic metric h and a quadratic
differential q that is holomorphic for the complex structure compatible with h,
it is always possible to find a smooth map u : S → R such that I = e2uh and
B = I−1Re(q) are the induced metric and the shape operator of a maximal surface
embedded in a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold. This is accomplished by noticing
that the Codazzi equation for B is trivially satisfied since q is holomorphic, and
thus it is sufficient to find u so that the Gauss equation holds. Now,

det(B) = det(e−2uh−1Re(q)) = e−4u det(h−1Re(q)) = −e−4u‖q‖2h

and
KI = e−2u(Kh −∆hu),

hence the Gauss equation translates into the quasi-linear PDE

∆hu = e2u − e−2u‖q‖2h +Kh . (5.1)

Proposition 5.1.1 (Lemma 3.6 [KS07]). There exists a unique smooth solution
u : S → R to Equation (5.1).

In Section 5.3, we will give precise estimates for the solution u in terms of the
quadratic differential q, and study its asymptotic along a ray q = tq0 for a fixed
non-trivial holomorphic quadratic differential q0.
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5.1.1 Relation with Mess’ parameterisation

The theory of harmonic maps between hyperbolic surfaces provides a bridge between
the two parameterisations of GH(S).

We recall that a diffeomorphism m : (S, hl) → (S, hr) is minimal Lagrangian if it is
area-preserving and its graph is a minimal surface in (S × S, h⊕ h′). These can also
be characterised by the fact that can be factorised as m = f ′ ◦ f−1, where

f : (S, h)→ (S, hl) and f ′ : (S, h)→ (S, hr)

are harmonic with opposite Hopf differentials. We call h the center of the minimal
Lagrangian map.

Proposition 5.1.2 ([BS10]). Let hr and hl be hyperbolic metrics on S with holonomy
ρr and ρl. The center of the minimal Lagrangian map m : (S, hl) → (S, hr) is
the conformal class of the induced metric on the maximal surface Σ contained in
the GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold M with holonomy ρ = (ρl, ρr). Moreover, the
second fundamental form of Σ is (up to a constant multiple) the real part of the Hopf
differential of the harmonic map factorising m.

5.2 Hölder exponent

In this section we introduce the Hölder exponent of a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold
and study its asymptotic behaviour along a ray of quadratic differentials.

Let M be a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold. Its holonomy representation
ρ : π1 → PSL(2,R) × PSL(2,R) gives rise, by projecting into each factor, to two
discrete and faithful representations ρl and ρr. Let φ : RP1 → RP1 be the unique
homeomorphism such that

ρr(γ) ◦ φ = φ ◦ ρl(γ) for every γ ∈ π1(S) .

It is well-known ([Thu98]) that φ is quasi-symmetric, and, in particular, has Hölder
regularity.

Definition 5.2.1. The Hölder exponent α(M) of M is the minimum between the
Hölder exponents of φ and φ−1.

Remark 5.2.2. This definition takes into account that φ and φ−1 have in general
different Hölder exponents. On the other hand, the manifolds with holonomies (ρl, ρr)
and (ρr, ρl) are isometric, because the map

PSL(2,R)→ PSL(2,R)

A 7→ A−1
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induces an orientation-reversing isometry of AdS3 which swaps the left and right
holonomies in Mess’ parameterisation. Hence, we expect a geometric interesting
quantity to be invariant under this transformation.

An explicit formula for the Hölder exponent of φ is well-known:

Theorem 5.2.3 (Chapter 7 Proposition 14 [GH90], Theorem 6.5 [BS11]). Let ρr and
ρl be Fuchsian representations. The Hölder exponent of the unique homeomorphism
φ : RP1 → RP1 such that

ρr(γ) ◦ φ = φ ◦ ρl(γ) for every γ ∈ π1(S)

is
α(φ) = inf

γ∈π1(S)

`r(γ)

`l(γ)

where `r(γ) and `l(γ) denote the lengths of the geodesic representatives of γ with
respect to the hyperbolic metrics with holonomy ρr and ρl, respectively.

Therefore, the Hölder exponent of a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold with holonomy
ρ = (ρl, ρr) is given by

α(M) = inf
γ∈π1(S)

min

{
`r(γ)

`l(γ)
,
`l(γ)

`r(γ)

}
. (5.2)

Remark 5.2.4. Since the formula for α(M) is homogeneous and weighted simple
closed curves are dense in the space of measured foliations, the above formula is
equivalent to

α(M) = inf
µ∈ML(S)

min

{
`r(µ)

`l(µ)
,
`l(µ)

`r(µ)

}
.

We easily deduce a rigity property of the Hölder exponent:

Proposition 5.2.5. The Hölder exponent of a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold is
equal to 1 if and only if M is Fuchsian

Proof. IfM is Fuchsian `r(γ) = `l(γ) for every γ ∈ π1(S), hence the Hölder exponent
is equal to 1. On the other hand, if M is not Fuchsian, by a result of Thurston
([Thu98]), there exists a curve γ ∈ π1(S) such that `l(γ) > `r(γ), hence α(M) <
1.

Before studying the asymptotics of the Hölder exponent along rays of quadratic
differentials, we want to give a new interpretation of the Hölder exponent that is
more related to anti-de Sitter geometry.
Let ρ = (ρr, ρl) be the holonomy representation of a GHMC anti-de Sitter structure.
Let us suppose first that ρl 6= ρr. Since ρl and ρr are the holonomies of hyperbolic
structures on S, for every γ ∈ π1(S), the elements ρl(γ) and ρr(γ) are hyperbolic
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isometries of the hyperbolic plane. Therefore, there exist A,B ∈ PSL(2,R) such
that

Aρl(γ)A−1 =

(
e`l(γ)/2 0

0 e−`l(γ)/2

)
Bρr(γ)B−1 =

(
e`r(γ)/2 0

0 e−`r(γ)/2

)
.

We thus notice that the isometry of AdS3 given by ρ(γ) = (ρl(γ), ρr(γ)) leaves two
space-like geodesics invariant

σ∗(t) = A

(
et 0
0 e−t

)
B−1 and σ(t) = A

(
0 et

e−t 0

)
B−1 .

An easy computation shows that the isometry ρ(γ) acts on σ∗ by translation with
translation length

β∗(γ) =
|`l(γ)− `r(γ)|

2

and acts by translation on σ with translation length

β(γ) =
`l(γ) + `r(γ)

2
.

We claim that only the geodesic σ is contained in the convex hull of the limit set
Λρ. Recall that the limit set can be constructed as the graph of the homeomorphism
φ : RP1 → RP1 such that

ρr(γ) ◦ φ = φ ◦ ρl(γ) for every γ ∈ π1(S) .

In particular, φ sends the attactive (resp. repulsive) fixed point of ρl(γ) into the
attractive (resp. repulsive) fixed point of ρr(γ). Therefore, we must have

φ(A[1 : 0]) = B[1 : 0] and φ(A[0 : 1]) = B[0 : 1] .

Now, the geodesic σ2 has ending points

σ(−∞) = (A[0 : 1], B[0 : 1]) ∈ RP1 × RP1

and
σ(+∞) = (A[1 : 0], B[1 : 0]) ∈ RP1 × RP1 ,

whereas the geodesic σ1 has ending points

σ∗(−∞) = (A[0 : 1], B[1 : 0]) ∈ RP1 × RP1

and
σ∗(+∞) = (A[1 : 0], B[0 : 1]) ∈ RP1 × RP1

hence only the ending points on σ lie on the limit curve Λρ. As a consequnce, σ is
contained in the convex hull of Λρ and its projection is a closed space-like geodesic
in the convex core ofM . On the other hand, the geodesic σ∗ does not even belong to
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the domain of dependence of Λρ. In fact, it it easy to check that the dual space-like
plane of any point of σ∗ contains the geodesic σ, thus its boundary at infinity is not
disjoint from the limit curve Λρ.

In the special case, when ρr = ρl, the point [Id] ∈ AdS3 is fixed and its
dual space-like plane P0 is left invariant. By definition of the dual plane (see Section
1.2),

P0 = {A ∈ PSL(2,R) | trace(A) = 0}

is the dual of [Id] ∈ AdS3 and it is easy to check that it is a copy of the hyper-
bolic plane. With this identification, ρ(γ) acts on P0 as the hyperbolic isometry
ρr(γ) = ρl(γ) does on H2.

We thus obtain another way of computing the Hölder exponent of a GHMC
anti-de Sitter manifold:

Proposition 5.2.6. LetM be a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold with holonomy ρ. Let
β(γ) and β∗(γ) be the translation lengths of the isometries ρ(γ) for every γ ∈ π1(S).
Then

α(M) = inf
γ∈π1(S)

β(γ)− β∗(γ)

β(γ) + β∗(γ)
.

Proof. This is a direct consequence of the explicit formulas for β(γ) and β∗(γ) and
Theorem 5.2.3.

We can now describe the asymptotic behaviour of the Hölder exponent:

Theorem 5.2.7. Let Mt be the family of GHMC anti-de Sitter manifolds param-
eterised by the ray (h, tq0) ∈ T ∗Teich(S) for a non-zero quadratic differential q0.
Then

lim
t→+∞

α(Mt) = 0 .

Proof. Let ρt = (ρl,t, ρr,t) be the holonomy representation of Mt. Let hl,t and hr,t be
the hyperbolic metrics on S with holonomy ρl,t and ρr,t, respectively. By Proposition
5.1.2, we can suppose that the identity maps

id : (S, h)→ (S, hl,t) id : (S, h)→ (S, hr,t)

are harmonic with Hopf differentials tiq0 and −tiq0, respectively.
Associated to tiq0 are two measured foliations λ+

t and λ−t : in a natural conformal
coordinate z = x + iy outside the zeros of q0, we can express tiq0 = dz2. The
foliations are then given by

λ+
t = (y = const, z∗|dy|) and λ−t = (x = const, z∗|dx|)
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Notice, in particular, that the support of the foliation is fixed for every t > 0 and
only the measure changes, being it multiplied by t1/2. We can thus write

λ+
t = t1/2λ+

0 and λ−t = t1/2λ−0

where λ±0 are the measured foliations associated to iq0. Moreover, multiplying a
quadratic differential by −1 interchanges the two foliations.
By Wolf’s compactification of Teichmüller space (Section 4.2 [Wol89]), we know that

lim
t→+∞

`l,t(γ)

2t1/2
= ι(λ+

0 , γ)

for every γ ∈ π1(S). By density, the same holds for every measured foliation on S.
Therefore, using Remark 5.2.4,

0 ≤ lim
t→+∞

α(Mt) = lim
t→+∞

inf
µ∈ML(S)

min

{
`l,t(µ)

`r,t(µ)
,
`r,t(µ)

`l,t(µ)

}
≤ lim

t→+∞

`l,t(λ
+
0 )

`r,t(λ
+
0 )

= lim
t→+∞

`l,t(λ
+
0 )

2t1/2
2t1/2

`r,t(λ
+
0 )

=
ι(λ+

0 , λ
+
0 )

ι(λ−0 , λ
+
0 )

= 0

because every measured lamination has vanishing self-intersection and ι(λ−0 , λ
+
0 ) 6= 0

by construction.

5.3 Entropy

In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of the Lorentzian Hausdorff di-
mension of the limit curve Λρ associated to a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold.

5.3.1 Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension

Let M be a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold with holonomy representation ρ. In
Section 1.5, we saw that the limit set of the action of ρ(π1(S)) is a simple closed
curve Λρ in the boundary at infinity of AdS3. Moreover, Λρ is the graph of a locally
Lipschitz function, thus its Hausdorff dimension is always 1. Recently, Glorieux
and Monclair defined a notion of Lorenztian Hausdorff dimension, that manages
to describe how far the representiation ρ is from being Fuchsian. This resembles
the usual definition of Hausdorff dimension, where instead of considering coverings
consisting of Euclidean balls, they used Lorentzian ones ([GM16, Section 5.1]). They
also gave an equivalent definition in terms of entropy of a quasi-distance in AdS3.
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Definition 5.3.1. Let Λρ ⊂ ∂∞AdS3 be the limit set of the holonomy of a GHMC
anti-de Sitter structure. The quasi-distance

dAdS : C(Λρ)× C(Λρ)→ R≥0

is defined as follows. Let x, y ∈ C(Λρ) and let γx,y be the unique geodesic connecting
x and y. We put

dAdS(x, y) :=

{
length(γx,y) if γx,y is space-like
0 otherwise

The function dAdS is a quasi-distance in the following sense: it is symmetric, and
there exists a constant kρ depending on the representation ρ such that

dAdS(x, z) ≤ dAdS(x, y) + dAdS(y, z) + kρ

for every x, y, z ∈ C(Λρ) ([GM16, Theorem 3.4]).

Definition 5.3.2. The entropy of the quasi-distance dAdS is

E(dAdS) = lim sup
R→+∞

1

R
log(#{γ ∈ π1(S) | dAdS(ρ(γ)x0, x0) ≤ R}) ,

where x0 ∈ C(Λρ) is a fixed base point.

The link between the entropy of the pseudo-distance dAdS and the Lorentzian Haus-
dorff dimension is provided by the following result:

Theorem 5.3.3 (Thorem 1.1 [GM16]). Let Λρ be the limit set of the holonomy
representation ρ of a GHMC anti-de Sitter structure. Then

LHdim(Λρ) = E(dAdS) .

In particular, E(dAdS) does not depend on the choice of the based point x0.

5.3.2 Entropy of the maximal surface

Another natural quantity that can be associated to a GHMC anti-de Sitter structure
is the volume entropy of the Riemannian metric induced on the unique maximal
surface. We will use this in the next subsection to provide an upper-bound for the
Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension of the limit set.

Let g be a Riemannian metric or a flat metric with conical singularity on the
surface S. Let S̃ be the universal cover of S. The volume entropy of g can be
defined as

E(g) = lim sup
R→+∞

1

R
log(#{γ ∈ π1(S) | dg(γ · x0, x0) ≤ R}) ∈ R+
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where x0 ∈ S̃ is an arbitrary base point.

We introduce the function E : T ∗Teich(S) → R that associates to a point
(h, q) ∈ T ∗Teich(S) the volume entropy of the Riemannian metric I = e2uh, where
u is the solution to Equation (5.1). Namely, E(h, q) is the volume entropy of the
Riemannian metric induced on the unique maximal surface embedded in the GHMC
anti-de Sitter manifold corresponding to (h, q). By identifying T ∗Teich(S) with
GH(S) (see Section 5.1), we will often denote this map as E(ρ), where ρ is the
holonomy representation of the corresponding GHMC anti-de Sitter structure.

Notice that, since in Equation (5.1) only the h-norm of the quadratic differ-
ential q appears, the function E is invariant under the natural S1 action on
T ∗Teich(S) given by (h, q) 7→ (h, eiθq). In particular, a complete understanding
of this function is obtained by studing its behaviour along rays (h, tq0) for a fixed
unitary quadratic differential q0 for t ≥ 0.

5.3.3 Estimates for the induced metric on the maximal surface

In this section we study the asymptotic behaviour of the induced metric It on
the maximal surface Σt along a ray tq0 of quadratic differentials. We deduce also
estimates for the principal curvatures of Σt.

Let us start finding a lower bound for It.

Proposition 5.3.4. Let ut be the solution to Equation (5.1) for q = tq0. Then

ut >
1

2
log(t‖q0‖h) .

In particular, It > t|q0|.

Proof. The main idea of the proof lies on the fact that 1
4 log(‖tq0‖2h) is a solution to

Equation (5.1), outside the zeros of q0. To be precise, let st : S → R be the function
such that

e2sth = t|q0|
at every point. Then, outside the zeros of q0, we have

∆hst =
1

4
h−1∂̄∂ log(‖tq0‖2h) =

1

4
h−1∂̄∂[log(t2q0q̄0)− log(h2)]

= −1

2
∆h log(h) = Kh

and
e2st − t2e−2st‖q0‖2h = t‖q0‖h − t‖q0‖h = 0 ,
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hence st is a solution of Equation (5.1) outside the zeros of q0. We observe, moreover,
that at the zeros of q0, st tends to −∞. Therefore, by the comparison principle
ut ≥ st.
Now, the strong maximum principle ([Jos07, Thereom 2.3.1]) implies that on any
domain where st is continuous up to the boundary, we have either ut > st or ut ≡ st.
Thus if ut(p) = st(p) for some p ∈ S (and clearly p cannot be a zero for q0 in this
case), then ut and st must agree in the complement of the zeros of q0, but this is not
possible, since st diverges to −∞ near the zeros, whereas ut is smooth everywhere
on S.
In particular, we deduce that It = e2uth > e2sth = t|q0|.
Corollary 5.3.5. Let λt be the positive principal curvature of the maximal surface
Σt, then λt < 1.

Proof. Recall that the shape operator of Σt can be written as

Bt = I−1
t IIt = e−2uth−1Re(tq0) .

Therefore, λ2
t = −det(Bt) = e−4utt2‖q0‖2h < 1, by the previous proposition.

In order to find an upper bound for It, we introduce a new metric on the surface S.
Let U be a neighbourhood of the zeros of q0. We consider a smooth metric g on S
in the conformal class of h such that g = |q0| in the complement of U and ‖q0‖2g ≤ 1
everywhere on S. This is possible because ‖q0‖2g = 1 on S \ U and it vanishes at
the zeros of q0. Let wt be the logarithm of the density of It with respect to g, i.e
wt : S → R satisfies

e2wtg = It .

The function wt is the solution of Equation (5.1), where the background metric on
S is now g. We can give an upper-bound to the induced metric It by estimating the
function wt.

Proposition 5.3.6. Let K be the minimum of the curvature of g and let St be the
positive root of the polynomial rt(x) = x2 +Kx− t2. Then e2ut ≤ St.

Proof. By compactness of S, the function wt has maximum at some point p ∈ S. By
the maximum principle, we have

0 ≥ ∆gwt(p) = e2wt(p) − t2e−2wt(p)‖q0(p)‖2g +Kg(p)

= e−2wt(p)(e4wt(p) + e2wt(p)Kg(p)− t2‖q0(p)‖2g)
≥ e−2wt(p)(e4wt(p) +Ke2wt(p) − t2) = e−2wt(p)rt(e

2wt(p))

The biggest possible value in which this inequality is true is for e2wt(p) = St. Since
p is a point of maximum of wt we deduce that e2wt ≤ St everywhere on S.
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Corollary 5.3.7. Along a ray tq0, the induced metric It on the maximal surface
satisfies

It = t|q0|(1 + o(1)) for t→ +∞
outside the zeros of q0.

Proof. Combining Proposition 5.3.4 and Proposition 5.3.6 we have

t|q0| ≤ It ≤ Stg .

Now, we notice that St
t is the biggest positive root of the polynomial r̃t(x) = x2 +

K
t x− 1, hence

St
t
→ 1 when t→ +∞ .

Moreover, outside the zeros of q0, by definition g = |q0|, thus

|q0| ≤
It
t
≤ St

t
|q0| t→+∞−−−−→ |q0|

and the proof is complete.

We can actually be more precise about the way the induced metrics It
t converge to

the flat metric |q0|.
Proposition 5.3.8. Outside the zeros of q0,

It
t
→ |q0| when t→ +∞

monotonically from above.

Proof. Recall that we can write It = e2uth, where ut is the solution of Equation (5.1)
for q = tq0. By Proposition 5.3.4, we know that

ut >
1

2
log(t‖q0‖h) .

It is thus sufficient to show that ϕt = ut − 1
2 log(t‖q0‖h) > 0 is monotone decreasing

in t. Outside the zeros of q0, the function ϕt satisfies the differential equation

∆hϕt = ∆hut −
1

2
∆h log(t‖q0‖h) = e2ut − t2‖q0‖2he−2ut

= t‖q0‖h(e2utt−1‖q0‖−1
h − t‖q0‖he−2ut)

= t‖q0‖h(e2ϕt − e−2ϕt) = 2t‖q0‖h sinh(2ϕt) .

Taking the derivative at t = t0, we obtain

∆hϕ̇t0 = 2‖q0‖h sinh(2ϕt0) + 4t0‖q0‖h cosh(2ϕt0)ϕ̇t0 . (5.3)
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We would like to apply the maximum principle to Equation (5.3), but up to now
the function ϕ̇t is defined only on the complement of the zeros of q0, and may be
unbounded. However, since e2ute−2ϕt = t‖q0‖h, taking the derivative in t = t0 we
deduce that

2‖q0‖ht0(u̇t0 − ϕ̇t0) = ‖q0‖h ,

hence, outside the zeros of q0, we have

ϕ̇t0 = u̇t0 −
1

2t
,

which implies that ϕ̇t0 extends to a smooth function at the zeros of q0 because u̇t0
does and, moreover, they share the same points of maximum and minimum.
In particular, we can show that ϕ̇t0 does not assume maximum at a point p which
is a zero of q0. Otherwise, this would be also a point of maximum for u̇t0 and we
would have (cfr. Proposition 5.3.13)

0 ≥ ∆hu̇t0(p) = 2e2ut0 (p)u̇t0(p)− 2t0‖q0(p)‖2he−2ut0 (p) + 2t20u̇t0(p)e
−2ut0 (p)‖q0(p)‖2h

= 2e2ut0 (p)u̇t0(p)

which would imply that u̇t0 ≤ 0. On the other hand, we will prove in Proposition
5.3.13 that u̇t0 ≥ 0, everywhere on S, thus u̇t0 would vanish identically. But then

0 = ∆hu̇t0 = −2t0‖q0‖2he−2ut0

would give a contradiction.
Therefore, ϕ̇t0 takes maximum outside the zeros of q0, and we can apply the maxi-
mum principle to Equation (5.3). At a point p of maximum for ϕ̇t0 , we have

0 ≥ ∆hϕ̇t0(p) = 2‖q0(p)‖h sinh(2ϕt0(p)) + 4t0‖q0(p)‖h cosh(2ϕt0(p))ϕ̇t0(p)

> 4t0‖q0(p)‖h cosh(2ϕt0(p))ϕ̇t0(p) > 4t0‖q0(p)‖hϕ̇t0(p) ,

which implies that ϕ̇t0 < 0 everywhere on S, and ϕt is monotone decreasing in t as
desired.

Corollary 5.3.9. Let λt be the positive principal curvature of the maximal surface
Σt. Then λt → 1 monotonically outside the zeros of q0, when t goes to +∞.

Proof. Recall that the shape operator of Σt can be written as

Bt = I−1
t IIt = e−2uth−1Re(tq0) .

Therefore, λ2
t = −det(Bt) = e−4utt2‖q0‖2h and this is monotonically increasing to 1

by the previous proposition.
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5.3.4 Asymptotics of the Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension

We now compare the Lorenztian Hausdorff dimension of the limit set of a GHMC
anti-de Sitter manifold with the volume entropy of the unique maximal surface.

Lemma 5.3.10. Let ρ be the holonomy representation of a GHMC anti-de Sitter
manifold M with limit set Λρ. Then

LHdim(Λρ) ≤ E(ρ) .

Proof. Let Σ be the unique maximal surface embedded in M . We identify the uni-
versal cover ofM with the domain of dependence D(Λρ) of the limit set. In this way,
Σ is lifted to a minimal disc Σ̃ in AdS3 with asymptotic boundary Λρ, contained in
the convex hull C(Λρ). We fix a base point x0 ∈ Σ̃. By definition,

E(ρ) = lim sup
R→+∞

1

R
log(#{γ ∈ π1(S) | dI(ρ(γ)x0, x0) ≤ R}) ,

where I is the induced metric on Σ̃, and by Theorem 5.3.3

LHdim(Λρ) = lim sup
R→+∞

1

R
log(#{γ ∈ π1(S) | dAdS(ρ(γ)x0, x0) ≤ R}).

Therefore, it is sufficient to show that for every couple of points x, y ∈ Σ̃, we have

dI(x, y) ≤ dAdS(x, y) .

Since Σ is a Cauchy surface forM , the geodesic connecting x and y is space-like. We
can thus find a Lorentzian plane P ⊂ AdS3 containing x and y. In an affine chart,
this is isometric to (R × (−π/2, π/2), dt2 − cosh2(t)ds2), where t is the arc-length
parameter of the space-like geodesic between x and y. By intersecting P with Σ̃ we
obtain a curve γ ⊂ Σ̃ with length

length(γ) =

∫ dAdS(x,y)

0

√
1− cosh2(t)s′(t)dt ≤ dAdS(x, y) .

As a consequence, the distance between x and y in the induced metric of Σ̃ must be
smaller than dAdS(x, y).

Theorem 5.3.11. Let Mt be the sequence of GHMC anti-de Sitter manifolds param-
eterised by the ray (h, tq0) ∈ T ∗Teich(S) for some non-zero holomorphic quadratic
differential q0. Let Λt be the limit sets of the corresponding holonomy representations.
Then

lim
t→+∞

LHdim(Λt) = 0
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Proof. By Lemma 5.3.10, it is sufficient to show that the entropy of the maximal
surface tends to 0 when t goes to +∞. Since the metrics It = e2uth are bounded from
below by the flat metrics with conical singularities gt = t|q0| (Proposition 5.3.4), we
deduce that

E(ρt) ≤ E(gt) .

The proof is then completed by noticing that E(t|q0|) = t−1E(|q0|).

In order to prove a rigidity result for the entropy of the maximal surface and the
Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension, we study the derivative of the entropy of the max-
imal surface along a ray. To this aim, we need the following useful formula for the
variation of the volume entropy along a path of smooth Riemannian metrics:

Theorem 5.3.12 ([KKW91]). Let gt be a smooth path of negatively curved Rieman-
nian metrics on a closed manifold S. Then

d

dt
E(gt)|t=t0 = −E(gt0)

2

∫
T 1S

d

dt
gt(v, v)|t=t0dµt0

for a suitable measure µt0 defined on the unit tangent bundle T 1S of S.

Proposition 5.3.13. The volume entropy of the maximal surface of a GHMC anti-
de Sitter manifold is strictly decreasing along a ray tq0 for t ≥ 0.

Proof. Along the ray tq0, Equation (5.1) can be re-written as

∆hut = e2ut − e−2utt2‖q0‖2h − 1 . (5.4)

Taking the derivative at t0 we obtain

∆hu̇t0 = 2e2ut0 u̇t0 − 2t0‖q0‖2he−2ut0 + 2t20u̇t0e
−2ut0‖q0‖2h . (5.5)

At a point p of minimum for u̇t0 we have

0 ≤ ∆hu̇t0(p) = 2u̇t0(p)(e2ut0 (p) + e−2ut0 (p)t20‖q0(p)‖2h)− 2t0‖q0(p)‖2he−2ut0 (p)

which implies, since t0 ≥ 0, that u̇t0(p) ≥ 0. Hence, u̇t0 ≥ 0 everywhere on S.
Now, the induced metrics on the maximal surfaces are It = e2uth, thus for every unit
tangent vector v ∈ T 1S

d

dt
It(v, v)|t=t0 = 2u̇t0e

2ut0h(v, v) ≥ 0 .

Since the induced metrics It are negatively curved by the Gauss equation and Corol-
lary 5.3.5, we can apply Theorem 5.3.12 and deduce that the volume entropy is
decreasing.
To prove that it is strictly decreasing, we notice that

d

dt
E(It)|t=t0 = −E(It0)

2

∫
T 1S

d

dt
It(v, v)|t=t0dµt0 = 0
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if and only if u̇t0 vanishes identically on S. In this case, Equation (5.5) reduces to

0 = 2t0‖q0‖2he−2ut0

which implies that t0 = 0, because q0 is not identically zero.

Corollary 5.3.14. E(h, q) ≤ 1 for every (h, q) ∈ T ∗Teich(S) and E(h, q) = 1 if and
only if q = 0.

Proof. If q = 0, the function u = 0 is the unique solution to Equation (5.1). Hence,
the induced metric on the maximal surface is hyperbolic, and it is well-known that
the volume entropy of the hyperbolic metric is 1.
On the other hand, since the function E(h, tq0) is strictly decreasing for t ≥ 0, for
every non-zero quadratic differential q we have E(h, q) < E(h, 0) = 1.

The rigidy result for the Lorentzian Hausdorff dimension then follows:

Theorem 5.3.15. Let M be a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold and let Λ be its limit
set. Then

LHdim(Λ) = 1

if and only if M is Fuchsian.

Proof. If M is Fuchsian, the holonomy representation ρ = (ρ0, ρ0) preserves the
totally geodesic space-like plane P0, that is isometric to the hyperbolic plane. Fix
the base point x0 on P0. Since for every γ ∈ π1(S), the isometry ρ(γ) acts on the
plane P0 like the hyperbolic isometry ρ0(γ) on H2 (see Section 5.2), the entropy of
dAdS coincides with the entropy of the hyperbolic metric associated to ρ0, which is
equal to 1.
Viceversa, suppose that LHdim(Λ) = 1, then by Lemma 5.3.10 the entropy of the
maximal surface embedded in M is at least 1. By Corollary 5.3.14, we deduce that
M is Fuchsian.

5.4 Width of the convex core

Another geometric quantity associated to GHMC anti-de Sitter manifolds is the
width of the convex core. This has already been extensively studied in [Sep17].
Combining the aformentioned work with our estimates in Section 5.3, we can
describe its asymptotic behaviour.

We recall that the convex core of a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold M is
homeomorphic to S × I, where I is an interval that can be reduced to a single point
if M is Fuchsian. The width of the convex core expresses how far M is from being
Fuchsian, as it measures the distance between the two boundary components of the
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convex core. More precisely, let Λρ be the limit set of the holonomy representation
ρ of M . The convex core can be realised as the quotient of the convex hull of Λρ in
AdS3 by the action of ρ(π1(S)).

Definition 5.4.1. The width w(M) of the convex core of M is the supremum of the
length of a time-like geodesic contained in C(Λρ).

We can give an equivalent definition by introducting a time-like distance in AdS3.
Given two points x, y ∈ AdS3, we denote with γx,y the unique geodesic connecting
the two points. We define

dt : AdS3 ×AdS3 → R≥0

as

dt(x, y) =

{
length(γx,y) if γx,y is time-like
0 otherwise

where the length of a time-like curve γ : [0, 1]→ AdS3 is

length(γ) =

∫ 1

0

√
−‖γ̇(t)‖dt .

Therefore, Definition 5.4.1 is equivalent to

w(M) = sup
p∈C(M)+

q∈C(M)−

dt(p, q)

where C(M)± denotes the upper- and lower-boundary of the convex core. Notice, in
particular, that w(M) = 0, if and only if M is Fuchsian.

Seppi found an estimate for the width of the convex core in terms of the
principal curvatures of the maximal surface:

Theorem 5.4.2 (Theorem 1.B [Sep17]). There exist universal constants C > 0 and
δ ∈ (0, 1) such that if Σ is a maximal surface in a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold
with principal curvatures λ satisfying δ ≤ ‖λ‖∞ < 1, then

tan(w(M)) ≥
(

1

1− ‖λ‖∞

) 1
C

.

We consider now a family of GHMC anti-de Sitter manifolds Mt parameterised by
the ray (h, tq0) ∈ T ∗Teich(S) for a non-zero holomorphic quadratic differential q0.

Proposition 5.4.3. The width of the convex core w(Mt) converges to π/2 when t
goes to +∞.

Proof. By Theorem 5.4.2, it is sufficient to show that the positive principal curvature
λt of the maximal surface Σt embedded in Mt converges to 1. This is exactly the
content of Corollary 5.3.9



Chapter 6

Perspectives and future work

Our results still leave a number of questions unanswered. We list them here as a
conclusion of this thesis, hoping to work on them in the next future.

6.1 Prescription of metrics and measured laminations

In Chapter 2, we proved the following:

Theorem 2.3.3 For every couple of smooth metrics (g+, g−) with curvature less than
−1 on a closed, connected, oriented surface S, there exists a GHMC anti-de Sitter
manifold M , which contains a convex compact subset K ∼= S × I, whose induced
metrics on the boundaries are g+ and g−.

It is natural to ask

Question 6.1.1. Is M uniquely determined by g+ and g−?

It would also be interesting to see if it is possible to remove the smoothness
assumption in Theorem 2.3.3.

These questions are related to Mess’ conjectures. Let M be a GHMC anti-de
Sitter manifold. Recall that the convex core of M is homeomorphic to S × I, where
I is an interval that can be reduced to a point if M is Fuchsian. The boundary
components are space-like surfaces endowed with hyperbolic metrics m± and pleated
along (possibly empty) measured laminations λ±. Mess asked the following:

Question 6.1.2. Is GH(S) parameterised by the metrics (m+,m−) ∈ Teich(S) ×
Teich(S)?

Question 6.1.3. Is GH(S) parameterised by the measured laminations (λ+, λ−) ∈
ML(S)×ML(S)?

117
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For both questions, it is known that every couple of metrics ([Dia13]) and every
couple of filling measured laminations ([BS12]) can be realised, but uniqueness is
still open.

6.2 Convexity of volume and energy

In Chapter 4 we studied the volume of the convex core of a GHMC anti-de Sitter
manifold as a function of the two parameters in Mess’ parameterisation. Recall our
main result:

Theorem 4.3.8 Let Mh,h′ be a GHMC AdS3 manifold. Then

1

4
ESch(h, h′)− π|χ(S)| ≤ Vol(C(Mh,h′)) ≤

1

4
ESch(h, h′) +

π2

2
|χ(S)| .

The 1-Schatten energy functional between hyperbolic surfaces was introduced by
Trapani and Valli [TV95] and was later studied by Bonsante, Mondello and Schlenker
who proved the following:

Theorem 6.2.1 ([BMS15]). The function ESch(·, h′) : Teich(S) → R+ is convex
with respect to the Weil-Petersson metric on the Teichmüller space of S.

Combining it with Theorem 4.3.8, it is then natural to ask

Question 6.2.1. Is the volume of a GHMC anti-de Sitter manifold Mh,h′ convex
with respect to the Weil-Petersson metric, as a function of h ∈ Teich(S)?

It would also be interesting to understand if other types of energies share the same
convexity property. For instance, a more commonly used energy between hyperbolic
surfaces is the classical L2-energy

Ed(h, h
′) = inf

f

∫
S
‖df‖2 dAh

which is realised by the unique harmonic map between (S, h) and (S, h′) isotopic to
the identity. It is known that Ed(h, ·) : T(S) → R+ is convex with respect to the
Weil-Petersson metric ([Tro96], [Yam99]). Unlike the holomorphic 1-energy, Ed(·, ·)
is not symmetric, hence one could ask the following:

Question 6.2.2. Is the function Ed(·, h′) : T(S) → R+ convex with respect to the
Weil-Petersson metric on the Teichmüller space of S?

In case of affermative answer, it would be worth studying possible generalisations on
the realm of higher Teichmüller theory. For instance this result would lead to the
existence of a unique minimal surface in (H2)k.
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6.3 Special foliation of Lorentzian 3-manifolds

Motivated by the necessity of modelling the presence and physical interactions of
massive particles, different kinds of singularities in Lorentzian metrics have been
introduced in the literature ([BBS11]). Recall that a GHMC manifold M is diffeo-
morphic to S × R. Fix a finite number of points {p1, . . . , pn} on S. We say that M
contains

• static particles, if the holonomy around a singular line is a rotation of angle
smaller than π fixing the singular line pointwise;

• interactive particles: if the holonomy around a singular line is a rotation of
angle bigger than π fixing the singular line pointwise;

• spin particles: if the holonomy around a singular line is an ellyptic transfor-
mation consisting of a rotation of angle smaller than π and a translation along
the singular line.

From the above description, it is evident that the presence of mass perturbes the
local geometry, but it is not clear if this has repercussions on the global geometry.
As a consequence of my joint work (which has not been included in this thesis) with
Qiyu Chen, together with some of her previous results, we obtained a description of
the global geometry for static particles:

Theorem 6.3.1 ([CS16],[CS17],[CT17]). Let M be GHMC manifold with cone sin-
gularities of angle less than π along time-like geodesics. Suppose that M is locally
modelled on Minkowski, anti-de Sitter or de Sitter space. Then M admits a unique
foliation by constant Gauss curvature (in the complement of its convex core) and
constant mean curvature surfaces orthogonal to the singular lines.

Nevertheless, the picture is far from being complete.

Question 6.3.1. Is it possible to extend Theorem 6.3.1 to cone singularities of angles
bigger than π along time-like geodesics?

This seems to be a straightforward generalisation of Theorem 6.3.1, but new technical
difficulties arise when trying to study this problem. For instance, if the conical
singularities are bigger than π, the principal curvatures of a surface orthogonal to
the singular lines diverge at the points of intersection with the singular locus.

More in general, we can ask the following:

Question 6.3.2. Are GHMC manifolds with constant sectional curvature and spin
particles foliated by constant mean curvature surfaces?

Question 6.3.3. Are GHMC manifolds with constant sectional curvature and spin
particles foliated by constant Gauss curvature surfaces (outside their convex core)?
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